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REPORT
OF

THE GOVERNOR OF WYOMING.
EXECUTIVE DEPAR'l'MEN'T,

Cheyenne·, Wyo., Septeniber 27, 1887.
Sm: In complfa.nce with your request of August 11, I barn thl3 honor
to submit the following report touching the progress, development, and
welfare of Wyoming Territory during the past year, and undei· the
various headings submitted by the Department,' with such additional
suggestions as commended themselves to rny judgment.
-r arrived here on the evening of Jauuary 24 last, took the oath of
office the same evening and assumed the duties tpe next morning. The
Territorial secretary, E. S. N. Morgan, had for some time been performing the dm lcs of governor, and cheerfully accorded to me every
courtesy and every facility for becoming acquainted with the duties,
a.flairs, and customs of the office.
.
A demand was made upon me-indirectly, it is true-to visit as.far as
possible the counties and points in the Territory lying away from and
beyond the line of the Union Pacific Railroad. When it is remembered
that the Territory covers an area, of nearly 100,000 square miles, being
ahout 365 miles in length and 275 miles in width, and that the Union
Pacific at this point is about 40 miles, from the eastern border of tbe
Territory, and passes within 10 miles of the south line, it will be readily
seen that 1he ,iourney would consume much time aml partake of the
spirit of frontier life. The journey was made by buggy, over a distauec
of about 1,200 miles, from June 22 to August 4, inclnsive. The Hon.
Charles F. Miller, of Cheyenne, accompanied me throughout, and withont him the undertaking would have beeu almost irnpm,sible.
'I.1be people everywhere receive<l me with marked kimlness and with
trul.v generous western hospitality, for which l here thank them.
l\1auy of the early settlers of Wyoming arc just begiuniug to understand something of the immense value of the uatural resources of the
Territory, varying according to locality, it is true, yet each rich in itself, an<l lackin g only an increase of population, sturdy, llurdy settlers,
poor perhaps, but energetic and determined, to bring from the soil the
bountiful harvests of grains, vegetables, and grasses for the support of
mau and beast, more nutritions in qualit.y and more abundant in quanUty than can lJe produced in the old and well -seWed States farther
east. The first great important demaml, tbeu, in the way of population is farmers, practical, every-day farmers, who will put their bands
to the plow and not look back. In tlays past the word has gone out
lN'f 8f-YOL 1--64
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(rightfully or 'Y_rongfully, and~ shall not constitute myself the jo<lg •)
that farmers, tillers o±: the sml, were not_ wanted in Wyoming; 1bat
crops would not grow m .response to the tillage; that the conntry wa
fit only for horses, cattle, and sheep, and that grazing was . the one
profitable business in the Territory. Kansas, Colorado Nebraska 1 and
Dakota became the reservoirs for the men and families 'tooking for new
homes. The lines of Wyoming on the east and on the south stood out
as walls of demarkation over which it was considered neither safe nor
pr~fitable to cross; and those seeking pre-emptions, homesteads, timber
claims, or desert entries on which to live, cultivate, and improve for
borne and home-life purposes, kept away from the country said to befit
only for pasturage and cattle. Nebraska has in the past few year,·
settled close up to the eastern Wyoming line with farmers, and all are
prospering. Now "that the barrier has been broken down, Wyomiog
will receive her full share of the men and women who, enduring all tbe
hardships and privations of frontier life for the sake of securing borne
for themselves and their little ones, build up our western States and
Territories, as witness Kansas, Colorado, Nebraska, and Dakota.
That the greater portion of Wyoming is better adapted for pasturing
than farming I will frankly admit; but all along the water-courses, great
and small, in many places without irrigation and in every place where
water can be secured for irrigating purposes, high land or low land, the
Boil is wonderfully productive and the quality is of the very first grade.
A great change has taken place in public sentiment within the past year
on this subject. The following article is my instruction on this point:
WHAT WYOMING IS GOOD FOR.

We mentioned last week that one of the propositions which the stock monopoli_ ·ts
and their organs are trying to maintain and send out to the world is that "Wyomrng
is good for nothing hut stock raising." A few years ago it was not supp~sed to be
good for even that, and it took the Sentinel ten years of bard work to convmce even
our own people that it was a good grazing country. Not now to go to work t? p~ove
that this Territory is the richest country on earth juRt for its mineral wealth, its no11
and coal, its gold and silver, its soda and marble, &c., we propose again to try to
show that it offers every inducement to poor men to make homes for themselves and
families. And in support of this proposition we are going to give facts and figure.,
cite instances, and give names, as we did last week, so it can be seen and refuted if
we make any misstatements or mistakes.
Last summer, A. Trabing, mayor of our cit;v, fenced, irrigated, and cultivated 60
acres of land on the west side of the Laramie River. He raised wheat, oats, barley,
alfalfa, potatoes, turnips, beets, onions, peas, and cabbages. Of every one of the foregoing he had a good yield and harvested altogether crops enough to amount at the
market price here to $4,640.
.
Fred Lepper worked in the rolling-mills here, and through the sumu•er b~ 1rnt m
bis spare time mornings and evenings cultivating an acre of ground, and be 10 form Pd
us that what he sold from that acre of ground amounted to more than bis who!
summer's wages in the mill.
P. G. ¥urphy, John Ahart, John Congdon, and a score of others b~ve for "S 31r
past cultivated more or less land every year, and we never beard of their crop· bem{J'
a failure.
La t year the wheat and potatoes raised here in this valley by A. Trabin' a?ll
Larry Fee took the first premium in the Wyoming fair, and also at the county f 1 r
of Larimer and Boulder counties, Colorado.
ome year ago the Sentinel having succeeded in convincing tho people bcr th, t onr
Territory was a good stock-growing country, went to work to convinc th m that i
ha_cl large agricultural capacities. Finding arguments and as ertion u el , w
n
off and purcha ed a lot of seed wheat and paid tl.10 freight ou it, at our own xp n
and_adv rtised to give it free to any one who would sow it and give the exp rim•
~ fair ch~nce.
everal citizens in this valley took and tried some of this
d an
m v ry m tan e xpre eel themsf'lves surprised at the result. All rai eel a ('r
c·r P, and ono man harv , t d G2 bu hels to the acre. Then they said, "\Ve giv it u .
Yon h~v _pro~ <3: that wheat will grow and thrive h r ; but don t say an tbin('r m r
b ut 1 t I will mterf re with the stock intere ts. It is a great deal ea.ier t rai
t rand 11 him and buy flour,"
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Then we became disgusted and wrote an editorial headed '' Bully for _Cain," in
which we showed conclusively that no conn try on the globe and at no. period of the
world's history had any nation or pe?ple wh? dev:oted _themselves exclusively to sto~kraising ever risen much above semi-barbarism. rn sme~ce, progress, -and gene_ral m trlligence, and we regard it as a fortunate thmg that m the first con~e~t, C3:m, the
tiller of the soil killed Abel, the stock-growAr. We are of the same opm10n still, and
we don't say it 'to defend Commissioner Sparks either.
But we have unint1· n tionally, wandered away from our line of argument. If it ,Yere
true that Wydming i,;_ only good for stock-ra!si_n15, it _is als~ true that its c~pacity for
stock-raising can be increased tenfold by d1v1dmg it up mto moderate-sized farms
and developing its capabilities.
Last summer A. 'frnbing fenced a piece of land of between 15 and 20 acres under a
ditch west ot the river and turned the water upon it. For five months he pastured
16 head of stock-4 horses and 12 cows and yearlings-on this little field, and they
kept fat all summer. It was, but for the irrigation, just . the sarue as that of the
whole country of which it is officially estimated' to require 20 acres to gra.ze one
head of stock.' By the simple process of conducting water upon it, even the tirst
year, it was competent to support one head of stock to each acre of land.
.._
It is an old maxim that "he is a philosopher and a philanthropist who finds a way
to make two blades of grass grow where one grew before," and the plains of Wyoming furnish a rich field for the exercise of this "philanthropy." . Right here in the
Laramie Valley, and within sight of the city, there are 250,000 aeres of land which
cau be easily irrigated, and an abundance of water for that purpm;e. Irrigated"and
properly cultivated, it will make a thousand homes of 250 acres each, upon any and
every one of which any ma.n of thrift, industry, and economy can get rich even in
stock-raising. He could have the uplands and bald monnta.ins, parks and canons
around him for summer grazing, and on 200 acres of his farm cut 200 or more tons of
bay for winter feeding, and on the other 50 acres raise grain and vegetables, and .qe
would in a short time acquire wealth.
By such an arrangement this valley would support 10,000 people and 200,000 bead
of stock. But let it be monopolized by one or two stockmen and it would be used to
feed 20,000 bead of stock and furnish employment for a dozen Texan cowboys.(Laramie Sentinel, January 8, 1887.)
·

Fa,rmers are wanted to-day, and the people of Wyoming are with one
accord extending to them invitations to come and secure homes. The
bar.s are down; the land is open; and where it is not opeu, those holding it are wjlling and anxious to sell, and will afford every facility fur
purchasing at a low pricP, and on long time. The following frum a
stock journal, published a few days ago, is a very fair illustratiou ,of
the change ot sentiment regarding the possibilities of agriculture in
Wy,oming, and although away behind the more advanced advocates of
combining farming with stock-raising, still it acknowledges that changes
must take place :
[Breeders' Gazette.]

Much of the great area of land embraced in the range country is of course capable
of cultivation. There are numerous fertile valleys in the more mountainous portion
and vast stretches upon the plain,-1 which by irrigation can be made suitable for succ~ssful agricultur~. But deducting these there remains_ a vast ar~a-t.he major part
of the whole-which cannot be farmed, at any rate, until through mcreasing porn1Jation the rewards of agriculture become so much greater than at present ns to justify
n_ew methods and much _greater exp~nse b~ing pu~ upon the land to re~der it prncluct1v13 than would be considered practicable rn the light of present experience and conditions: 'fl~is grea~ area n:ust eithe_r remain idle 3:nd ~rnpr~duc~ive or be given over
to grazmg for a period of time sufficiently great to Just1f.y this bemg regarded as their
permanent use. 'fbat they will not be permitted to remain unproductive in this
pra?t1cal age, whefi: rnell: are everywhere seeking avenues for the employment of both
capital and labor, 1s qmte certain. In fact these lands are practically pretty weJl
stocked already, possibly excepting restricted localities here and there. Some few
India_n reservations, seemingly _large when considered by themselves, but insignificant m area when compared with the whole grazing country, remain to be covered
with herd~ as the Indian question is again adjusted to meet the fresh requfrements
of the white man. But aside from these, there is nowhere room which some one does
not claim and consider Yery well stocked.
There may he, as has been snggestecl by some writers on this subject, corn,iderable
cban~es to come over the ran~e industr:r as time pro~resses. ~ut it will alwa~s r~-
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main a range industry, and necessity in one way and another wiJl bring about an in
crease in it~ production. If the larger owner&. give way to those of smaller preten iou
the_ land will likely be more closely utilized than at present and more cattle raised to
a g1-<:en ~rea. If, on the other hand, the large owners absorb the holdings of the
smaller, it will be through an acquisition of the actual title of sncb land as will 1w.cure
absolute control of the ranges. Th11 increased investment will not only stimulate
bn t fairly compel improvement in methods and greater care to secure the highest po.
sil>le product.
·

The opportunities in Wyoming for combining farming with stock.
raising, so as to be far more profitable and reliable than in any of the
old States, t~ken as a whole, i::i an admitted fact by all who have any
knowledge of the premises. In the first place, the producing power of
a11 acre: somehow or other, is almost twofold greater, an<l fewer acres
need, therefore, to lie cultivated. This is very important wliere lahor
and living are high. The quality of the productions is of tlle first grade,
being fully matured, rich, an<l nutritious. The·sbort \lpland grasses are
aekuowledged to be among the best in the world for producing hone,
sinew, and flesh, as well as woo1. The grasi--;es on the low or meadow
]ands, along the creeks, streamsi and rivers, when cut for bar, is by far
the best feed of the kind I have ever seen . Animals fed 011 this natural
bay will pass through the wiutcr in flesh and in :flue IJealtli. Stro11g,
healthy animals, lrnving only their own liv<-'S to provide fur, will pa· '
through the winter witlJOut any care or fee.ding, upon the short upland
grasses so valuable for range purposes.
The prices paid to farmerR for graius and vegetables are a very important item, and throughout Wyoming the prices paid for oats are
from double to treble and even quadruple that paid tl.Je farmers on the
Missouri River. The price paid for wheat is from a quarter to a half
greater, bay doul1le the value; potatoes about the sarne, that is, at lea ·t
$1 per bushel. Cabbages, turnips, parsnips, beets, a11<l all otuel' kiml
of vegetables command enriching prices for the producer '.
There is room for two distinctive classes of farmers in Wyoming, and
the one will not stan<l iu the way of the other. First, tlrn farmt>r wi.Jo
will devote his whole time to the cultivation of the soil, a11d make hi
living and profit from the sale of Ids productions, keeping ouly animal
enough to <lo Lis work and supply the dairy and. beef barrel. Seto1H_l,
the farmer or ranchman who looks to his herds for bis profit,·, and th1
class will largel.v Olltnumber those who look to their soil procluctio11 · for
tbeir profits, becam;e tbe country everywhere is well adapte<l for com
bining farming with stock-raising, while the h-Lucl suitable for the con tinuom; raising of crops is more limited and more valnaule. The ranch·
man secures a pre e,nption of mo acres, a homestead of lGO, a timhe1·
claim of 16v, aud a desert entry of 640 acre', making in all l,12_0 acre ;
t hi· will extend along oue or both sides of a creek or str·eam, alwnt, .·a,r.
3 rniles. He selects bis po ition o a to have tlie laud back of l11m 01
both side , if possible (a11<l i t i generally pos, ible), rong-h, uroken, hilly
and unfit for cultivati11g purposes, on wbicll his stock of ca,ttle or hor · .
will graze in nmmer and nuwy of them in wiuter. 'lhia i' calle1l 111
rang'. 'Ille ranch produce the crop, de.· iretl for fe d for his animal
a1Hl for th :rnpport of hi family an<l men employed . All i. · co 11. 11111
upon the rauch an1l the profits come from the ale, of th animal:. I
!11ay co ,t OH -fourth a:-:i mneh per acre to make then ce ary and lawfu~
rn,pro,· m 11tR, whi<"11 in ·ln<lcs a y tem of irrigatioll, as the :ame laud
•onld b bo11ght for in Iowa, Mi 1-iOnri, r Kau:a., but in f ho:e t;1t,
a a, rnl , th<-' :toc:k ra1Jge ,wd farmiug woul<l lJ co11fi1Je<l t
h purcli,
fl, L acre', all(l thi wonl<l b, the limit of ti.le owu rs opportaniti ·
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This amount of land would support just so many cattle and no more.
In Wyoming the 1,120 acres would be used for cultivation, prod?cing
hay, pasturing choice animals _in the summer and the weakly ammals
in the winter, while the herds of stock would roam over tlie thousandK
of acres of land, the public domain, unfit for any other pnrpose, aud _
upon which no taxes would have to be paid and no expenditures made.
It will be understood that tlle 1,120 acres is only for home rand1 purposes and the world outside, of Government land, is the common pasture field for all. This to the farmer and stock-raiser is a very nositive aclvantage over the older settlements, and over any country wllere the larnl _
is nearly all susceptible of cultivation. It must also be remembered
that in taking up this land a long time is allowed to pay the Govemment price, and nearly all the improvements which cost money, if hired
to be done, can be made in time by the settler with little, if any, cost,
while his bunch of cattle is increasing yearly and fed upon the public
domain without any cost.
IMMIGRATION.

There has been no organized or systematized e:ffort made by the Territorial authorities to secure immigration, and while many of the Western States and Territories liave, by judicious advertisiug and by reason
of buriaus of immigration, given to the world in an official, authenticated form facts, figures, aud statistics for the guidance and information of th_ose looking for homes, investments, an<l. new pursuits in li(t>,
Wyoming has done almost nothing. There is to-day, I believe, a gen eral desire to unite in some practical system whereby the resources of
this Territory shall be no longer hidden from the public, bi1t a general
invitat.ion given to all to come and share in the work of developme11t
and be partakers of the sure rewards of energy and industry. It is
possible the-incoming legislature may see the nece·s sity for the enactment of a law creating a department for this special work; but in the
mean time private corporations are taking hold of the matter in an intelligent and business-like manner, which give promise of good results
and go to prove that there is an enlarged public sentiment in favor
of securing immigration. Heretofore capital has been considered
the one thing needful, but money is selfish and narrow, and is rarely
public spirited. Immigration brings wealth, no matter how poor the
comers may be, if they are only seeking homes and desire to become a
part of the law-abiding citizens of the Commonwealth. There has been
organized iu Cheyenne and incorporated under the laws of the Territor,y
a Colonization Corporation, having for its objects, among other thingsTo assist in the general settlement of the laud of the Territory, whether the same
be owned by individuals or by coqiorations, or be a part of the public domain, by all
expedient means. To promote snch set,tlement by colonization organizations or otherwise, to furnish all necessary information to applicants and others seeking homes
and inve8tments within the Territory, and to assist in the immigration of parties desiring to come to Wyoming, and to this end to co-operate with and lend its support to
such railroad ~ompanies as will work in harmony with its objects. The capital is to
be $100,000. The trustees are Charles A. Campbell, E. S. Rouse Boughton, Josepl.J
G. Pratt, FrancisE. Warren, and W. W. Corlett. Place of business, Cheyenne.

While this is a private corporation, largely for local purposes, yet, it
will be of great benefit to those seeking homes, investments, or business
interests in any part of the Territory, and I insert a synopsis of it for
the purpose of showing that thinking men are uow beginning to see the
ad vantages which will naturally flow to all from an increased population.
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But little can be said under this heading, as there has been no census
since 1880, the Territory failing to make any provision for assisting in
taking the census in 1885.
Governor Warren, in his report for 1886, estimated the populatio11 at
75,000. J have every reason to believe, from what l have seen and
heard, th;it there has been quite au increase, and I tllink it would be
Hafe to e:stimate the population to-day at 85,000; many think 90,000
would be nearer the mark.
TAXABLE PROPERTY.

The financial standing of Wyoming ranks among the very first, tlie
public affairs of the 'I1erritory };laving been carefully and wisely managed, financially. The Territory is not burdened with a public debt,
except to a very limited amount, and this has oul.v been created during
the past and present year. The last session of the legislature in 1886
authorized the issuing of $230,000 in bonds, divided as follows: For a
capitol building, to be erected at Cheyenne, $ ll>0,000; a uuiversity at
Laramie City, $.50,000, and an insane asylum at Evanston, $30,000.
These bonds, payable in fifteen to thirty-five years, with 6 per centur.n
annual interest, were eagerly t.aken up at an average premium of over
5 ceuts on tlie dollar. These bonds have been issued from time to time
as the money was needed to carry on the work of building the va.riou
designated i11stitotions. In addition, the legislature appropriated in
cash the sum of $8,000 for an institution for the education of the blind
and deaf and dumb, to be located at Cheyenne.
Taxable property of 1887.
LCopy of abstract of assessment roll of Albany county, Wyoming, for the year 1887, as returned by the
county clerk to the Territorial auditor.}
915,207 acres of land_ .... _. $413,766
Improvements on land_ . ... 214,330

Town lots .. ____ . . .... - . __ . 378,675
Impl'ovements on lots . . . . 549,415
75,011 neat cattle. _____ .-·._ .. _. ___ .
10,217 horses--·--·---·-·---··----·.
5715 111ufos .... . ····-· · ··-·· ··-·--·70, 01:.1 slieep and goats·---·-·---·-.
146 swim,
.. ··-··· ····-···--··-··

Clocks, watches, ancljewelry _____ _
Musical instrument _____ . ____ .. __ .
966 carriages aud wagons .. ____ .....
1

c~~~~b~~~lil~~ . i-~ -~~-~~:~~~~~~-~~

$628, 096. 00
927,090.00

1, 081, 192. 00
859,170. 00
26,845.00
106,045.00
730. 00
11,294.00
8, lOJ. 00
32,004.00

Money<: and credits after deductmg
debts.···-·····-···---- - ---·----··
Stock in corporations. _____ .. -- . - ...
Farming utensils antl mechanics'
tools ______ ···-·· ·--··-·---··· ... .
Private libraries . _.. _ . -- - ..... - .. .
Householu furniture------··-···- · ·
All other property not heretofore
enumerated . . _.... __ - ........... .

$72,217.00
208,840. 00
16,795. 00
l, 480. 00
15,325. 00
28,379. 00

3, 776, 222. 00

Added by Territorial boar,1 of equalization in August, 1887, on land..

134,932. 40

'l'otal. _. _................ _.... 3, 911, 154.40

251,510.00

lCopy of abstract of assessment roll of Carbon county, Wyoming, for tl1e year 1887, as returned by the
clerk of said county to the Territorial auditor.]

894,357 acres of land and improve-

ments · ·-· · ··--···-···· · ----- --·- $j98, 748. 00
Tnwu lots and improvements, Raw229,980.00
lius ··· -·· ...... ···-- ··-·-··----··
9~,20:l attle ···-···----··-------·--· 1, 352, 4 9. 00
, 4:!.; horses . ..... . . __ -· ____ .. ·-·- __
250,771.00
108 mu! 'Band as es ____________ . ___ _
6,980.00
l 11 ,3 o shei,p and goats ______ ·-----_
165,629.00
I:!:! wine .
·· · ·-- · ··--- __ __ .. __
610. 00

Stock in col'poratious . _. .. _.. _. _.. .
Farmiug u teu ils aud t-0ols . _..... .
Privat e librrrl'itJS . . . ... ____ ..... ___ .
Ilousehold furniture ... - _. . . . ___ ...
All other property not herein enumerat d ---· .. ·-·· ·- ____ .. -- ---· __

$3,662.00
14,346. 00
2,405.00
15,720.00
69,310. 00

~~~~~~~~~~~

4,529.00
5,049.00
26,717.00

Total value of asse ed property._ .. _.. _. _..... . _.. _. _. . 3, 0 3, 422. 00
mount added to the abov on land
l!.Y the Territorfal board of equalization iu August, 1887 . ___ .. __. _..
166,912. GO

171,831.00

Total. .... ·- ·-·- -·. ··--. ___ ... 3,250,334, 60

debt.a.- .... ·-·-·· ...... ·--- ... ·-·_

170,556.00

Clo k , watch s, andj ewelry .. ____ _
.Musical irn1truments .. _.. _. ______ . .
497 car, ia:t •s aud wagonR _. ___ . __ .

·~;la~ .:1r~°JJf;

j-~ -

Money and credits after deducting
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[Copy of abstract of assessment roll of Crook county, Wyoming, for the year 1887, as returned by the
clerk of said county to the Territorial auditor.]
33,022.27 acres of land and improve·
ments ........................... .
Town lots ...............••...••.•..
0
i:5\
~~1~!e!~a·~;;;~ ~:: ~:::::::::::::
85, 136 neat cattle . .....•............

4,979 sheep, goats, and bucks ......•
112 swine ...............••..........
Musical instruments .............. .
454 carriages and wagons ......... .
Clocks, watches, and jewelry . ....•
Capital employed in merchandising
and manufacturing .............. .

$180, 548. 00
60,781.00
273,293.00
9,155.00
1,175,842.50
7,703.00
560. 00
974. 00
13,341.00
1; 782. 00

Moneys and credits .••.••.•••••..•.
Farming utensils and tools .•••.• - ..
Private libraries ...........•...•• • .
Household furniture .... ••......•..
All other property not herein ~U·
merated ..........••.•••••.••.....

$21,595.00
9,725.00
310. 00
9,690.00
1,763.00

-----Total......................... 1,811,357.50

No change made by the Territorial board of
equalization, and no railroad.grant lands.

44,295.00

[Copy of abstract of assessment roll of Fremont county, Wyoming, for the year 1887, as returned by
the clerk of said county to the .rerritorial auditor.]
11,172 acres of land and improve·
$71,338. 00
ments .....•...... .. .... :... ·. · · • ·
1,200 acres of patented oil placer and
4, 800. 00
improvements ............. . .... .
II
3,5:10 acres of patented gold placer
8,000.00
aud improvements ........ . ...... .
31 acres of patented gold lode and
2, !i00. 06
improvements ............ .. ..... .
76,377.00
Town lots and improvements ...... .
86,260 cattle ....................... . 1, 203, 576. 00
259,375.00
6,428 horses ................ : ...... .
13,535.00
256 m nles and asses ... ............ . .
86,411.00
5~, 52~ sheep and goats ...........••.
475. 00
9a swine . ................... ..•...•.
18,450.00
441 carriages !½nd wagons .....•....
3,015.00
Clocks, watches, and jewelry ...... .

Musical instruments ....••..... . ...
Capital employe~ in manufacturing
aud merchandise . ....• . .•......•.
Moneys and credits after deducting
tlebts .... .. ...• . .......•..•......
Stock in corporations .•.•••......•.
Farming utensils and tools ..•...•..
Private librari~s .....•..•..•.......
Household furniture ..•... . ......•.
All other property not herein enu·
merated . ....•...•.•.......•••.•.•

$1,990.00
69,345.00
49, 531. 00
25. 00
9,112.00 ,
745. 00
2,935.00
111,465.00

Total...... . . • • . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . 1, 993, 000. 00
No charge is made by the Territorial board of
equaiization and no railroad.grant lands.

J Copy of abstract of assessment roll of .Johnson county, Wyoming, for th11 year 1887, as returned by

the clerk of said county to the Tenitorial auditor.]

75, 100. 32 acres of land and improve.
ments ........................... . $485, 435. 49
220,577.05
Town lots and improvements ..... .
141,286 cattle ............. .. ...•.... 1, 711, 719. 50
387,036.00
11,935 horses ....•..........•.•. . ...
29,160.00
877 mules and asses .............• .•
10, G82. 00
8,583 sheep and goats .•......••....
2,495.00
503swine .................•.......•
3,888.50
Cloe ks, watches, and jewelry ....••
3,540.00
Musical instruments ..•.••.........
35,273.00
Carriages and wagons .............•
Capital employed in manufacturing
or merchandise ...... : ..........•.
'.!20, 595. 00
Moneys and credits after deducting
debts ..........•.......•......•.•.
70,971.00

·

Stock in corpora.tions · ......•.......
Farming utensils and mechanics'
tools ............................•
Private lihraries .........••..•.•.•.
Household furniture ............... .
All other property not herein enu.
merated .... .. . . ......•...•......•

$52,895.50
24,863.25
2,385.00
12,974.50
73,926. 50

Total .•••.....•••••..•........ 3,348, 421. 29
No changes were made in the above by the
Territorial board of equalization, and no raiiroad.
grant lands.

[Copy of abstract of assessment roll of. Laramie county, Wyoming, for the year 1887, as returned by
the clerk of said county to the Territorial auditor.]
884,202.07 acres of land with im·
provements .....•....•• . ... . .•... $1,560,894.89
Town lots and improvements...... 2,028,007.60
15,974 horses.... . ..................
582,785.00
429 mules and asses...... . . . • • • . . . .
21, 980. 00
232, 792 neat cattle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 041, 209. 75
35, 399 sheep . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
54. 193. 50
137 swine ... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
785. 00
Musical instruments. . .............
11,425.00
Clocks, watches, jewelry, gold and
silver plate ..........•........ .-. .
12,040.50
Capital employed in merchandise or
manufacturing............ . . . . • . .
559, 045. 00
Household furniture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
63, 330. 00
Farming utensil!\ and mechanics'
21, 887. 00
tools . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • .
Stock or ~bares in corporations or
80mpames.. •.. . •. . .•.. ••. .•••••.
3,185.00

973 can:ia.~es and vehicles of every
descnpt10n . ....... _.•..... _...••
Total amount of a.11 personal or other
property not herein enumerated
bel~nging to corporations or companies . ... .. •.......•.••
All o~ber property retu;~~d·
M.herem enumerated ....... ·.....•..
oneys and credits ......•.••....••
A'!llount of premiums of any and all
1.nsurance companies_ .••......•..
Private libraries ...•••.......•.....

-~~t

Total. ....•..•• _•.••.••..•....

$52,720.00

415,954.00
36,810.00
494,800.00
72,201.14
6,755.00
9, 040, 008. 38

. N~ change was made in the above by the Ter.

r1tonal board of equalization.
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(Copy of abstract of assessment roll of Sweet Water county, Wyoming, for the year 1887, as returned
by the clerk of said county to the 'l'erritorial auditor.]
1,778,505.65 acres of land ...••.•.•••
Improvements .. .........•••...•••.
Town lots and improvements .. .•••
23,517 cattle ... .. •.....•.....••.•••••
~,882 horses ........•• . .....•...• •• •
92 mules anll asses .. .........•••..•.
48, 9i4 s.heep and goats . ... ••......•.
29swine . ...........••....••..•••••
Cloc!,s, ~ate hes, a:ed jewelry ..... .
Muswal u1stn11nents ..... .•......•.
Carriages and wagons .......••••..
Capital employed. in manufacturing
and merchandise ..•....•••..••••.

$584, 732. 58
13,860.00
225,475.00
322, 801. 50
86,200.00
5,520.00
74,555. 00
155. 00
1,244.00
3,196.00
7,200.00
62,180.00

Moneys and credits after deducting
debts ....••.....•..•..•...•.•....
Farming utensils and tools .......••
Private libraries ...•••........••...
Household fumiture .....• . ........
A.11 other property not herein enu·
merated ..•...••.•. •••••.....•....

$22,200.00
3,490. 00
75. 00
4, 145. 00
182,066. 25

Total . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 1, 599, 095. 33
The Territorial board of equalization deducted from the above
87,429. 30
a1nount on lands...... . • . . . • . . . . • •
1, 511, 666. 03

[Copy of aostract of assessment roll of Uinta county, Wyoming, for the year 1887, as returned by
the clerk of said county to the Territorial auditor.]
658, 151.38 acres of land ....• •.....•.
Value of town lots ... ... .... ..... .
Value of improvements ........... .
3,697 horses . ... . .. .........•.....•
93 mules and asses ... . ............ .
21,443 cattle ....... .. ..........•....
86, 877- sheep, goats, and. bucks .... .
40 swine .. ........... .... ...... .... .
59 musical instruments . ........... .
Clocks, watches, jewelry, &c ....•.
Capital employed. iu mai:ufacturing
aud ·merchandise ................ .
Household fumit.ure ...•.•.........
Utensils and tools .. •...••••.•••••..

$303, 268. 95
163,809.00
85,572. 00
11::l, 0:l2. 00
5,125.00
297, 532. 50
132,215.00
200. 00
3,368.00
5,138.00

$120. 00
15,334.00
3,973.00
70, 845.00
55. 00
850. 00

Stocks and shares ............ ...•.•
411 carriages and vehicles . ........ .
Other personal property .......•••
Moneys and credits ... ............. .
Dogs . ................ .. ........... .
Property of corporations . ........•.

Total... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 354, 465. 45
'l'he Territorial board of equaliza.
tion added to the above amount
on lands. . • • . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
31, 829. 25

114,899.00
9,527. 00
30,560.00

1, 386, 294. 70

Railway and telegraph lines in Wyoming i·eturned b'!} the several companies to the Terr itorial auditor f o,· the year 1887. *
Union Pa. Oregon
Wyoming Western
Union
cific .Rail· Short Line 0entral
way Com· Railway
Railway Telegraph
pany.
Company. Company. Company.

Counties.

Albany .............•••••..••...••......••...•..•....
Carbon . .. ....• ... ....••..•....•..••..........• .. ....
Laramj.e ... . .. .....•..••.....•••••.•.•..............
Sweetwater .....•.......•.....•.. ·-·· ...........••. .
Uinta .............••...•.......•.••••••...•..... . .•..

Miles.
95. 49
86. 55
79. 71
153. 57
83. 22

Total. ... . ....••• . .•..•.••....••...•••...•......

498. 54

Miles,
10. 08

Milea.

:::: :: ::: ::: ...... 68.-68·
2. 49
89. 85
92. 34

78. 76

Milu.
204. 08
168. 00
288.00
311.49
25t85

1,226.42

RECAPITULATION.

Name.

Length.

Va~u_[er

Miles.
Union Pacific Railway Company .. ............................ ..
498. 54
Oregon Short Line Railway Company.... ................. .. ....
92. 34
Wyoming Central Railway Company............................
78. 76
Western 1Jnion Telegraph Company .....•.......••• .•..•. ..••.. l, 226. 42

Total value.

$9, 640. 00
6, 295. 97

4 500. 00
' 78. 00

Total .......... .. ........... ..•••••..........•...........•. ·.·.·.·.·.: .·.·: : :::::: ::::
Total valuation of county property ....••...•...•••••..•. .. •.....
1

I

$4, 805, !)')...5. 60
5 1, 3 ,
354. 4:!0. 00
:>5, Gt , i6

::12~,, m: ~i6:~

Grand total. .................. .... ...•...... .•......... _... -. .-.-. -. .-.-.-. .· -••-.-••-.--••-.-.-.1-3-2-,·o--,-61-3-.1~2

-------------------------'----------'-• All other railway property is assessed by the several counties,
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DiBtr'ibution of p1·operty by count-ieB.
Counties.

County property.

Railroad
property.

Telegraph
property.

t!.~t~t-.-.-.-.-.-.:.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.:::::::::::: $~: ~~~: m::g $i~i: ~:: ~g $g: m: 6t

I

Total.

$1: ~~~. ~~8: ~i

Crook........................................ 1,811,337.50 .•...... .. ... . . .•. . . .. .. . .
1,811,357.50
Frtomont* . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . • . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . l, 993, 000. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. un:1, ooo. oo
Johnson* ................................. ... 3,348,421.29 . . . . . .. ... . . . . . .
a :1~8. 421. 20
Laramie..................................... 9,040,009.38 1, 0'77, 464. 40
22,464.00 10. 1:19, !J36. 79
Sweetwater ........................ ......... I 1, 5ll, 666. 03 I, 4!l!l, 091. 76
24,296.22
:1, 0:12. 054. 00
Uinta ........................................ \ 1,386,294.70 1, 3ti7, 9'l8. 70
19, 87&. 30
2, 774, JOG. 70
Total............ . • • • .. . . .. • . . • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82, 089, 613. 12
* No railroad or telegraph property.

The following is the levy for Territorial purposes for 1887 uporr the
above assessed valuation :
Mills.
General fund ... ................ ................ ................................................ 2½

fn~~:e:·~;S,l~~i~~d-::::
:::: ::: :::::::: ::::::::::::: :: ::: ::: ::: ::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: 1t
nond ta.x fund . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ¼
Stock indemnity fund* ...... ....•. ........ ... ...... ...... ...... ...... ... ... .... .. ...... ........ ..

1-lio

The lands granted to the Union Pacific Railroad being every alternate section for ~0 miles on each si(le of the road-bed, and passing
through the entire width of the Territory, have never beeu taxable or
taxed by ~ny Territorial or local power. Thus a strip of land 40 miles
wide, securing all the benefits of the improvements upon the alterna·t e
Government sections taken up, and all the contiguous lands settled
upon (and this includes the buildiug of towns and cities along the lines
of the railroads) bas never, by the payment of one dollar of tax, aided
and assisted in building up the Territory, in u.efraying the running expenses so necessary in the maintenance of law and order, and iu the
developrnent and progress of all that goes to build up a happy and
prosperous community. The law of July 10, 1886, taxing the railroad
lands, bas for the first time been applied to these Union Pacific lands,
and for the :first time they will bear their proper proportion of the burdens of taxation, township, county, city, and Territorial. A careful
examination and comparison of the assessment rolls of 1887 with those
of 1886 show a great falling off in the cattle and a great increase in the
land, brought about mostly by the assessment of these railroad lands,
so tl.lat the whole taxable values this year exceed those of last year by
$1,06,",829. About one-half of all the railroad grant lands in tlle Territory have been sold, some of them for many :years, and the l1olders of
these lands, as well as the railroad companies, have been exempt from
taxation and have been holding them as a rule for p.nrposes of speculatjou. There being no taxation upon them, they could well afford to do
this at the expense of all other kinds and classes of property subject to
ta,xatio11. The la,w of July 10 shuts up this gap and is anotLer long
stride along- the highway of reform. It is proper to add that a comparison of tlrn assessment roll of 1886 with that of 1887 sliows a steau.y
increase in the numbers and values of horses, mules and asses, sheep
and goats, swine, and all other classes of property, real and personal,
so that but for the reduct-ion of numbers and values of cattle the increase of assessable property wouid have been over $5,000,000.
* The levy for stock indemnity fund is only upon cattle, horses, mules, and sheep.
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SETTLEMENT OF LANDS.

The settlement of the public domain is_ one of the important and
striking features in the history of Wyoming. It would have been supposed from the reported statements and utterances of men in days past
that the land in WyomJng was only good for grazing purposes, and that
successful cultivation was out of the question save in a few choice spots
here and there; that the public .domain would have been likely to re·
main in the possession of the Government for many generations yet to
come; but this is not the case. The record shows, from the report of
Governor Warren, September 25, 1886, that up to and incJuding August
of that year there had been taken up of the public domain, nnder the
various headings, 1,738,572 acres. The report of the land officers for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, for ten months, commencing Sep·
tember 1, the date to which the former report was made, shows, taken
up under the various headings, 303,185 acres, making a grand total of
land claimed as 2,041, 730 acres.
The following table shows lands entered and filed upon at Cheyei:ine,
Wyo., land office, from September 1, 1886, to June 30, 1887, inclusive:
Original entries and filipg.
No.

DeRert .......................................................•.•...••.............. Pre,emption . .................................... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . .
Timber culture........................................................... ..........
Homestead . . .. . . . . ... .. ...•.. ... . . . .....• .... .. ...... ...•... .. . . . .... .. ...... ... ...

l!'i6
615
340
206

Acres.

*~1,' ~~~: ~i
51, 165. 0-l
44, 27'1.. 65

~ofJ.fili~~s ......ci.tii···-·························································· 4~ 6,:i~:~~
:Minl~;sap~lice:d~~s ..i.~~: :::::::::: :: :::::: ::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: :::::::::::::: :: :
9
1,440.00
- -1---Total _............................................ _•...• _............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

250, 85'1.. 28

* Estimated.

Final entries.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___N_o· I_A_cr_es_._
1

Cash........ .......................................................................
Final desert . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Coal sales . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • • . • • . • • . . • • • • . • . . . . . . • • . • • . . . • • • • . . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . .
Mineral entriP-s . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . • . . • • . • • • . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

279

38,597.51

2
44

92,305. 79
400. 00
25t 62
5,383. 1

Total ........................................... . .................................. .

136,941.73

ll'inal homesteads................................................. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .

245
4

The following is a list of the lands disposed of under various acts, at
the United States land office, Evanston, Wyo., during the :fiscal year
ending June 30, 1887:
No.

~r~0;!0~}:i~~~~:~~~s·.·.·.·.-.·.:·:.-.·.·.: ·.:::·.-.-:.::·:::.:·::::.::::·:.:::: :::::: :::: ::::
iri_ginal desert entrie . . _. . . ..... . _. . .. . ..... . ... . . .. .. • . . . . . .. . . . .•• . .•• .. . . . . . . •.
F/nal proof11 and p ayment on de ert land .. .. .. .....................................
C 10 proofs and payment under pre· mp t ion filings............................... .
ae al of min ·ral lands . .. .. _..• .. .. . . _.. . . . .... __ ... . • . . . • . • • • . . • . . . • . • . . . . . • . .

h

Total number of acres dispo ed of under all the acts during the year . ........

~
67 1
20
34
2

Acres.

:: m: ~

28,943. 'D
7,500.13
4,366. 7~
31.

~,~06.33
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In addition to the above there have been seventy declaratory si:~~
meats filed upon agricultural lands, and sixty-two declaratory "
ments filed upon coa.l lands.
have r .
The register and receiver of the land office at Cbe~enne
. ,
potted to the Commissioner of the General Land Office m ~3:shm~ 1 t1
over 139,000 acres of expired desert entries, and the Commisshion 1
canceled them. This amount has again become a part of t e pu 1
domain, and is again open for settlement.
,.
In traveling over the Territory I was amazed to find cattle a":tl lwr .
ranches claiming thousands of acre8 of land under and by virta . f
the various classes of entries permitted and granted by the Um
States laws, and much of it by virtue of discovery only. . In conv r~'" tion with the United States land officers at Cheyenue I have I _a_, 11 d
that many of these entres have been made by men anu women, c1t1z ?•
of the 'ferritory, and by men and women who have never se_t fi t _rn
Wyoming, and never had any knowledge of the land, its locahty. r 1t
surface appearance. These entries have in '' days that are gone" . ' ll
supported by witnesses, one for the other, and one with the o~h r, , 1thout a rigid, careful, and lawful examination as to all the fact , ll_n
thwarting and nullifying the benign and beneficent purposes an I rntentions of the framers of the land laws. How can one man, comp" n.
or corporation come into possession, lawfully, of so much of the pn Ii
domain under the pre-emption, the homestead, the timber cultur , u<l
the desert land acts f Manifestly each individual on the ground ul
only legally enter 1,120 acres by taking advantage in full of all h
classes of entries (I am not speaking of coal or mineral land ~), and th n
there would have to be residence and cultivation for the pre- ,m1 t r anti
homesteader; planting of trees -under the timber-culture act, r . ·h m, ription for the desert entryman, and general improvemeuts of a
tion looking to a home, such as has always been contemplated, an l ' U •ll.
~s has always_ been u1;1derstood as the policy of the Government iu I umg the pubhc domam to settlement. Where this kind of horn be
been establi_shed, and these improvements made by citizens, r id n
and non-residents even as allowed, I apprehend their way is clear t
perfect title from the Government, and no bar should stand in the
.
but what of the individuals, companies, and corporations claimiiw
owners~ip over tens of thousands of acres of land upon which pr f
some kmd or other has been made to the United States authori i
whereby the land_ h_as been withdrawn from settlement, and where 11'
actual s~ttler ?esmng a home dare not set foot upon it for tlie puri
of secu_rmg t~is ~ome, save an<;l except at his peril as a trespa er. Tli
bome-hke prmciple_ of "land for the landless" has degenerated int
the monopoly pract~ce o~ more_ land for the land owners. There
to have l~een an ep1dem1e ragmg in Wyoming to secure this su l
to b~ worthless_ land! and then there seems to have been anotl~ )·dem1c to ge~ rid of 1t, not by returning it to the Gove
t .k 1 1
much conscience mone:-f, but ~y disposing of whatsoev:~~f~lit 11 h
6
supposed they had obtamed to 1t, to individuals com
·
rati~ns who wer~ willing to assume all riskd for the si:me~, o-antdt· cor~ e O i:,e rng 1mmediate possess10n of the lands.
There seems to ·have been (and this feeling exists t t
a sentiment that all you can get out of the G ~· ye- 0 some e t n )
right to get, and not be over particular abouf:ernmen~
you ha
also another sentiment, that, as much of the 1, 1t: Th~re seems to b
nd
Government ought to be glad to get the mo a . ls ?f httle value, the
particular and exacting about residence cul~iy
it, and no~ be too
'
·va 10n, reclamat10n, nd

ti·

f

i?r
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timber culture; and there is still another sentiment openly proclaimed
by some of ~hose ~ho h~ve lar~e bodi~s of land? that they are 1mblic
ben_efactors m takmg this land mto their possession and utilizing it for
their own purposes, as no poor man could ever do anything with it·
?ut that it feeds cattle, 3:nd cattle bri~g money, and thns they are help~
rng to dernlop and enrich the Territory. The admiuistration of tbe
la11d Jaws in this Territory, in times past, seems to have debauched the
public co11seieuee in this respect, for these men in other respects are
g·ood, upright, Jaw-abiding, and many of them seemingly God-tearing
citizens, honoi able in their dealings, and social, kindly, and genial. lf
the land is of little value, why do they not let it alone 1 It will fatt(•n
the cattle as well if in the possession of the Government as if it were
corporation property. If no actual settler wants it for a home there i
nothing to bindertbe·cattle from grazing upon it, and it will cost nothing.
There seems to have been a mania for getting large bodies of land, autl
then a mania for fencing it in with wire. This mania bas kept out actual
settlement, and what at first may have seemed like a blessing to some
of them has proven a curse. The public domain should be held open
to all alike, rich and poor, and should be sacredly guarded for the homeless thousands of our day, and the generations yet to come, as the common heritage of all.
1.'HE DESERT-LAND LAW.

The methods by which laws are perverted and made to overturn the purposes they
are designated to promote are legitimaite objects for newspaper exposure aud criticism.
That a great evil has been fostered in Wyoming in the shape of land grabbing and
illegal fencing of the public domain, no one at all acquainted with. t,he facts will attempt to deny, unless interested in the steal himself.
The desert land laws were enacted under the supposition that every acre upon
which a fog did not rest nor rain fall with unceasing rngnl11rity, a11d bounded on the
east by the one hundred and fifth meridian and on the west l>y tlle Sierra , w:1
simply a shifting sand dune-an American Saharn,-fit only for babitatiou hy the Digger Indian and the horned toad. Time has dispelled this illn ion. It has beeu found
that the soil here contains all the elements of a wonuerful fertility, tllat the earth
has not Leen leached of the great store of plainu·oo1l that enabled the soil in this r •gion during the later coal ages 1Jo produce Auch immense quantities of cry tallized
f~el. These facts were studiously concealed fro1!1 the eastern legislator. How conhl
men whose longest journey through the land 1mght be measured by the mo t direct
route from their homes to the capitol, know of the conditions obtaining here in the
vast region nick-named a desert.
Laws were enacted giving men who possessed capital in abundance the prinl ~e
of buying up large areas of this fertile soil, under the supposition that it wa ast rile
waste. The non-resident, the alien, and the Bpeculator having informed them eln
of the nature of the soiJ, hastened to take posses~ion of it under the provision of the
desert laud law. Legislatures were seduced into granting "water right ," ailll by
thi, aiu the scheme for land-grabbing bas been made complete.
The desert land law allows 640 acres to be taken up by a single in<li vidual. .By
taking up strips of 40 acres in width along the banks of streams, a distance of -1 mile
may be legally inclosed by one person under the desert act. By purchasing the birthright of some and suborning many, syndicate a,ml speculator have acquired th
quasi right to iu cJose our most valuable streams by fences bristling with teel ba.rl.l ·
cta11gerous alike to man and beast.
By thus controlling the water, the land a iljacant is r ml red valuele s for grazin 17
purpo , a animal can'not reach the stream to quench their tbir t. Th ec ml
and higher benches, by far the mo t fertile, are cut off from irrigation, and thu the
gr at r part of the valleys are hut off from
ttlement and lefL to the de olath>n of
th age bru hand gr a wood. 'Ihe men who have been able to make the e combination ar not homesteaders nor men eeking horn , but those who ar alread po ·
d of abundance-men with hoU1e and comfort of their own. A a re alt th
sound of_homan voices is uot heard iu onr valleys. Long stretches of ti rtile plain
ar d vo~d of humau habitations. A tray bullock may occasionally be seen in t u
f a thrifty. population. The herd cropping the nutritious gra es are too oft n
0 ned b.v a.liens, aud the wealth of the plains is made to swell foreign cotters, and
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that, too, without paying a penny of tribute for value received. The homeless millions of our fellow-citizens are by means of the desert law, crowded out of their natural heritage and the peopling ofour valleys brought to a standstill.
The people of the Territory should lend the officials every as1;istance in preserving
ihe homes and the valleys from the unacrupulous to be occupied by generations yet
unborn. (Journal, Rawlins, Dec. 18, 1886.)

The ad ministration of the land laws to-day are vigorous and impa"rtial, and I have yet to hear of the first actual bona :fide sett]e'.r having
any trouble in making good his title to the inheritance assigned him by
the law. A Rtrict compliance with the law wrongs no man, and when
men know that this will be required of them, and all of them alike, no
effort is likely to be made to evade the law. The men who come to seek
homes are not complaining of the adminietration of the law, although
the persistent aims and efforts of many of those holding large bodies
of land woq.ld make it appear as if this were the case. ',I'heir continual
cry is that'' the poor settlers" are being oppressed by the rigid application of the laws governing the entries of land, while in truth and in
fact it is not the "poor settlers" or farmers, but the syndicates fighting
over the beads of these "poor settlers," making breastworks of them,
so as to create a public s-ympathy, of which they alone ,voul,l he the
beneficiaries. The public press of the country has been calling attention to th-i s f~ct, and handles the question without gloves.
I am pleased to say that there is a great and grnwiug change in public sentiment on this 1and question. rrhose who have lost their rights
by ruaking entries for others and have given away tlieir inheritance
"for a mess of pottage," are beginning to realize that they were the
dupes of those who, with cold-blooded calculation and looking farther
ahea<l, saw that there would be in the near future a demand for Wyoming lands of the class and description entered by their friends and
employes. The result of this lilnd monopoly has retarded the progress
of the Territory and prevented the natural flow of immigration from
coming this way. While the cattle business was booming business men
and merchants supposed all was well, and that sales of goods would
continue on to the scores of employes on the ranches, but they now begin to understarnl that :fifty families and fifty ranches, occupying the
same ground, covered by one ranch and fifteen men wonld afford them
an enlarged market, and assure tlJem of an increase of business. There
is to -day a healthy sentiment for a frank aud fearless euforcement of
the land laws looking to actual settlement, and, strauge as it may appear, many of those who are in possession of large bodies of laud are
becoming desirous of selling, but men will not buy unless the title from
the Government is perfect. With a tide of immigration, these large
land holders would te able to make some satisfactory arrangement, and
hence tlie sentiment is strongly in favor of immigration.
The matter of the non -issue of pat~nts causes sorQ.e feeling, and it is
bard for men to understand why then· patenta should not issue when
tliey have in all respects complied with tlic law and made their final
proof. As I have been informed, the business of the General Land Office in Wa.s hington was away behind when the present administration
took charge of the affairs of Government, and it has been a continual
work, work, to try and catch up. I hope something may be done to
hurry along the patents of those who have honestly complied with the
law.
AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT.

The work of devel, ,ping the agricultural resources of W:voming has
just begun in earnest. Heretofore all the ends were turned toward the
~tock interests 7 and a~riculture was looked upon as of very little lll!-
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portance. The result of all this has been the employment and investment of ~oney from the Eastern States and from Great Britain, in the
stock busmess. If the cattle business were profitable arnl paying dividends, the greater portion of the surplus earnings went East orto Great
Britain, so that while the herds of Wyoming gave evidence of wealth
lJy the millions, yet but a small portion belonged properly to the citizens of Wyoming. Until lately but little effort was made even to put up
Lay on a large scale for winter feed. The wgetables, which grow in
greater abundance and with a richer flarnr in Wyoming than almo t
auywhere else, were purchased from without the lines of the Territory,
or the people got along without them. Oats, barley, and rye were
raised, if at all, only as a sort of experiment and not as a crop. Wheat
was almost a stranger, hence the supplies for man and beast bad to be
purchased in the neighboring States and Territories, and the cost was
immense. This bas been a continual drain which no line of business
can stand. 1t took 1arge profits on cattle to purchase provisions, and
the profits were easily swept away and consumed. In traveling over
the Territory, I found in nearly all the ranches now a strong tendency
to gardening, and saw some of the finest vegetable gardens that can
be found in any country. This feature of ranching is conceded by all to
be a greater saving than could have been believed two or three years
ago, asiue from the comfort and health derived therefrom.
Many ranches, both of cattle and horses, have harvested this year
splendi<l fields of oats, averaging fu11y 60 bushels to the acre, and weighiug 40 pounds to the bushel. '11 hese oats a"re worth on an average $1.25
per bushel, away from railroad competition, and about 75 cents where
the competition is sharp. The straw is excellent winter feed for cattle
and becomes an important item in this respect. Great attention ha
been given this year to the making of bay, and the natural blue-joint i
the most valuable and nutritious for this purpose. I have seen fields
of this grass on almost every stream in the Territory, and where it ha
been carefully irrigated, and of the secon<l. or third year's growth, they
would yield from 1 to 3 tons to the acre. One ton of this bay is worth
2 or 3 tons of the ordinary prairie hay of the Western States. Lucern,
or alfalfa, is being largely introduced and is making a very favorable
impression. There are many ranches where tliey have hundreds of
acres of this grass, producing two and three cuttings this season. The
oftener it is cut, the thicker and closer it grows, until it cover the
ground like a mat. I would advise only two cuttings a year. In many
parts of the Territory they sow timothy with the alfalfa, and from tbe
best accounts this is an improvement upon lJotb, sown separately. Tb
alfalfa grows very rank and is inclined to fall down and bed, the timothy is stiffer and stronger and helps to hold it up; while, on the ot~er
band, the alfalfa retains the moisture so essential to the growth of tuu- ·
otby.
There are many splendid farms in John on county, and particularlv
north of Buffalo, clear up to the Montana line. There are hundred: f
as fine field of wheat a· can be found in anyportionof the United tat
itb •r a to quantity or quality. The same can be aid of oat , barl ~rs , arnl the v gehtble and gras 0-', Potato ar a ,ery abundau
crop verywhere, and of excellent quality. The following i from th
J) n f ' u re I Jam s
. Bri bin (commanding at Fort l\lcKiuney)
th
11 w ton Journal, Augu t 2.3. ( Buffalo, ll county-seat of Johnon c unt, , j in u to the foKinu ·y re ·ervatiou):
, 'rh , l:_1n'101~ Big an,1 Littl
' o ere •ks i. pr tty well fak n up and irriga
m of th fine t farms I ha.v ever seen iu th W ·t are on
and Little G

Hie
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creeks. Tongue river is also well settled clear up to its head and the numerous tributaries are all dotted with farms.
.
The crops are excellent this year, and corn, oats, wheat, barley, and rye will be a
fnll crop. There is e, fine flouring mi~l on.Big G;oose creek, at She;ridan, and_ another
is now beinO' built at Buffalo, four stones high. rhe Clear Fork of Powder river runs
through Buffalo, and as the fall is 100 feet to the mile it furniHbes one of the best w~ter powers in the w~rld. C~al abo~nds everyw~ere, and near~y every farmer can dig bis fuel on his own farm. Timber 1s abundant m the mountams, and lumber can be
had at the saw-mills at $18 and $20 per thousand, which is cert,ainly quite reasonable.
If you want to see pretty valleys and fertile country you should come up here. If
I were a farmer and had to make my living by tilling the soil, I do not know of a
place where I-would rather settle than in the Big Horn mo_untains. There ar~ li~tle
valleys hid away by quiet streams under the great mountams where tbe ]and 1s rwh
and where the scenery is as beautiful as a poet's dream. All kinds of cereals and
root crops will grow luxuriantly here, and timber, game, and fish are at every man's
door. What more could be asked to make life enjoyable 1 Brick-clay is found everywhere and fine brick can be bought at the kiln for $6 to $12 per thousand, or $12 fo
$13 laid in the walls of handsome houses or barns. Come up and take a farm and
build yourself a pretty brick house and live at your ease and be somebody.

There are two agricultural, horse, and cattle fairs held in J ohnsou
comity this month, and this is the third year of the Johnson County
Agricultural Association. The agricultural display is said to be magnificent.
While at Big Horn this week, President Sackett, of the fair association, invited us
to the grounds of the society to note the improvements that have been made since
last year. On every side we found numerous changes. The track has been greatly
improved, a grand stand with a seating capacityof600peopleisincourse oferection,
and stabling to accommodate 50 head of horses has been provided. Judging from the
improvements and the interest taken in the coming fair by the people of that section,
one can arrive at but one conclusion, which is, that the third annual fair of the
Johnson County Agricultural Association will have a larger attendance and better
exhibit than any fair yet held by the association.

The Northern Wyoming Agricultural Fair Association held its first
summer meeting last Fourth of July at Buffalo, and was a marked success in every particular. I had the pleasure of being present, and speak:
from a personal knowledge. On account of the season of the year, the
agricultural and horticultural exhibitions were confined largely to the
small fruits, which were abundant. Some of the largest, richest, and
finest-flavored strawberries I have ever seen or tasted were to be found
at the Buffalo fair. This association will hold its first annual exposition this month, and the agricultural productions of the county will be
a leading feature, as witness the following from the Buffalo Echo:
The Northern Wyoming Agricultural Fair and Trotting and Running Association,
which holds its first annual exposition on the association grounds uear Buffalo on
September 2i, 28, 29, and :30, offers larger and more premiums than any other fair in
Wyoming. The association is making ample preparations for the exhibition, and
considering th~ ~xtraordinary inducements offererl for the people of Johnson county
to become exh1b1tors, we may look forward for a large turnout and the biggest time
ever recorded at . one gathering of people in ·wyoming. ,If you are interested in a,
great show of northern Wyoming products, send to Charles A. Burritt, secretary, Buffalo, Wyomiug, and secure a copy of the premium list. Remember that $5,000 in
premiums are rarely given bv Territorial fairs.

There are t,wo flouring mills in operation in Johnson county. One at
Beckton, on Big Goose creek, and the other at Sheridan, on Goose
creek. These mills ha.ve been doing a fine business, and Mr. Geo. T.
Beck is erecting another at Bu:ffalo, of large dimensions. These mills
tell the story of agricultural progress. They afford the farmers ready
markets for thei:c grain productions, keep the money at home, heretofore sent to Colorado, Kansas, aud Nebraska, for flour, and will snpply
henceforth the military command. at Fort McKinney. Johnson county
i.:; more than. self-sustaining to-day, and the people are prosperou~ anq
happy. The future of Johnson County is assured,
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Th~re is quite a~ ir~.terest springing up in behalf of agrioolture in
the Big Horn Basrn, m what is known as the no-wood country a111I
~here is not a loc_ality in all the broad domain of Wyoming wher~ this
1s more to be desired, as the basin is hemmed in on all sides bv mouuta_i ns, making the transpor.t ation of provisions difficult and ve;y expen sive. Fremont county, around Lander, the county-seat, i:-J a ge11er<1l
hanrest field. This part of the Territory, like Johnson county, is thoroughly well watered with mountain streams, and the farmers are taking
hold. The soil is rich and the crops are very abundant. Anytltin ~
and everything in the agricuJt.ural line can be grown with profit, and
there is a great future for this section of the countrv. The farmer '
heretofore have been confining themselves to the raising of oats for
sale to the garrison at Fort W ashakie, aboui 15 miles north of Lander
and adjoining the Shoshone Agency; but the largely increased average
of this crop will make an overproduction, and-farmers are turning their
attention to wheat. What is needed at Lander is a :flouring mill, so
as to give the farmers a market, and the wheat will soon be pr01luced,
for it is a sure and profitable crop. The wheat will yield an average of
25 l)Ushels to the acre, and will be worth an a,·erage of $1.~5 per
bushel for many years. It would be worth mnch more than $1.2,5 at
the present time, for flour, after being shipped to Rawlins, ou the Union
Pacific, a distance of about 350 miles by rail from Nebraska, has to be
hauled nearly 150 miles by 'wagon over a rough country, to Lander.
Another thing, there are about 1,800 Shoshones and Arapahoes at tl!e
agency, and flour and other supplies have to he hauled from Rawlin
to support these Indians. This market, together with the garri ·on at
Washakie, is of vast importance to the agricultural development of tl1e
Wind River country, and will commme the products of many farm"
Crook county is said to possess many valleys of rich land where cultivation is a success with little or no irrigation, and where beautiful harvests have been returned to the husbandmen this season. I regret exceedingly that time would not permit a visit to Crook county, but hope
for an opportunity next season.
.
Tile valley of tbe Running Water, in the northern part of Laramie
county, is beiug rapidly settled up with a farming commuuity. 'fhe
Wyoming Central Railroad follows up this Vclllt'Y from the Nebra.,ka
line, and it i8 one of the most beautiful an<l promi iug sections of th
Territory. The soil is of a peculiarly rich na.ture and re i ts the threate11iug droughts of the early summer months, so that farming i~ already
an acknowledged success, in very many iu tance~, without irrigatio~.
The Bear River Valley, in Uinta county, is oue of the most beant1 fal
to be found in auy country, and the soil is rich and warm. There ar
mauy magnificent ranches an<l farms, and water is abundant.
Laramie couut,v, a 'ide from tlte Running Water country, is develo~ing a great intere tin agriculture, and held the second annual Tern·
torial fair at Ollcyenne this month.
WYO~IL'G TERRITORIAL Jf AIR..-TIIE
ECO"N'D AN'NUAL 1\-fEF:TING IS PROVL.~G A
CES .A TD TIIE p BLIC IS WELL PLEASED.

VC·

Tho fi con<l annual me ting of tho Wyoming Territorial F&ir bogan in thi city l,
Tne (la,.v nwruin~, au,l th three clays that have already pa l:led aro fu11y a· uri11" th,
t_h project 'l·t 011 1:oot la t y ar js to provo a, complete a11d permanent s_ucce . '1)1
~tr t day op·•.• ·<l lmt:{ht and cl(•ar noel the attencl:wce was very encoaragrng •. Exh1 ·
! w •r r·c iv ·tl up to thtt bour of noon, and th ro wa more or I
confn 100, IJn
!1! th alt ruoon v •rvthiug had be n plac din po ition and the show was fairly on.
hu un wa v ·ry w:.m n 1 Lut the crowd was good-natur d ;.i.nd happy. * * •
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It is understood that the fair will come out of this meeting in good shape, with a
surplus to be used in increasing premiums to be offered next year.
. .
Too much praise can scarcely be bestowed upon the officers of the association, the,
superintendents of the departments, and the judges in the various classes. '.fh~se
positions are very difficult to fill satisfactorily, and in this direction the association
has been very succ<~ssful.
It is, of col1rse, the province of the journal to refer n'l.ore particularly to the livestock featnres of the fair, but we must deviate enough from the general rule to say
that the displays in other lines are very creditable. The art hall is just what its
name implies, au<l contains a display which can only be surpassed in size, and not in
merit.
The display of wagons and agricultural machinery is good. Steam power is provided, and the novel sight of the great twine binder in motion in Wyoming is witnessed. The poultry exhibit is decidedly light, but the display of vegetables is a surprise to everybody, and especially so to the old-timers. That such truck could have
been raised in Wyoming! The pumpkins, and squashes, and potatoes, and tnrnips
equal anything to be seen at fairs in the States, while the beets beat an;ything before
considered possible to raise in this country.

There are many other sections of the Territory where agriculture is
taking a firm hold. and progressing rapid1.v and successfuHy, but there
is no agricultural bureau or dl-'partrnent devoted to the special work of
agriculture, where those making inquiry concerning lands, crops, productions, prices, markets, etc., can get absolute and reliable information
and encoura.gern ent.
Were there an agricultural association like tbe Stock Growers' Association, for mutual protection, benefit, and information, agriculture
:would soon become an important feature and play an important part
in the economy, growth, and development of Wyoming. The establjshment of an agricultural and immigration bureau, under one head, would
return a thousand-fold the expenditure, and make Wyoming the first of
all the Territories.
The Wyoming Development Company is deserving of special mention in connection with the agricultural future of the Territory. This
company took up a body of land o{ about 60,000 acres on the Sybille
river, a tributary of the Lammie, and have spent about $500,000 in
the work of bringing water from the Laramie river for irrigation purposes. I quote from the published statement of the company, as showing the work of construction and the good imtended to be accomplished:
The lands of the company are situated immediately east of Sybille creek and south
of the Laramie river, in Laramie county, about 60 miles north of Cheyenne. The
average altitude is abont 4,800 feet above sea-level.
The water for irrigating purposes is obtained. from the Laramie river, which car-ries a large volume, and a plentiful supply can always be d"'pended upon. A tunnel
·3,100 feet in length and 7 by 8 feet in diameter, with a fall of 2 feet in 100 for the first
400 feet and 1 foot in 100 for the remainder of Hs length, has been cut t,hrough solid
rock, and conveys the water from the river to Blue Grass creek, which flows into the
Sy bill~ river, and from there two main _can als have been ?oostrncted along the higher
el.evat10nR of the lands. From the marn canals lateral ditches have been made, and
from the latter su blaterals can be constructed~ and by this means water is distributed
over the whole area. Canal No. 1 is 34 miles in length, has a width of 25 feet on the
bot~om and a depth of 4 feet at the head-gates. It bas a carrying capacity of 427.56
cubic feet of water per second. Canal No. 2 is 22 miles in length, with a width of
20 feet on the bottom and. a depth 3½ feet at its head-gates, and a carrying ca,pacity
of 340.67 cubic feet of water per second.
These irrigation works have been made in a thorough, substantial, and permanent
manner from the plans p,rcpared by Mr. E. S. Nettietoo , State engineer for Colorado,
and this company is protected in its perpetual rights to the water by the laws of the
Territory.
.
Farming by means of irrigation has many advantages. Water in the exact quantity requisite to promote 'Ghe growth of crops, and at the precise tine when required,
can be distributed over any portion of the land, and the supply to each part can be
regulated. By closing the hearl-gates on the ditches wholly or partially, perfect control of the water can be attained. The natural fertility of these lands has been demonstrated by the successful pro<luction of various crops thereon. The soil is a rich
INT 87-VOL 1--- 65
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sandy foam, and when irrigated is capable of raising all kinds of crops which can be
g~own in the Rocky mountain region without requi.ring the use of fe;tilizers of any
kmd, Wl,~at, oat~, bar~ey, rye, all grasses, such as timothy, red-top, red clover, etc.,
alfalfa (which proctuces 10 two crops amrnally 4 tons to the acre), a large variety of
vegetables and 1:r&its, can all be abundantly and successfully grown.
The avera.ge yield of wheat rn Colorado by means of irrigation is the highest in the
United States. 'Thirty bushels per acre can be relied upon; oats, from 60 to 100 bushels per acre. In addition to the production of agricultural and garden produce, the e
lar:d~ prese_nt excellent opp?rtunities for dairying and the breeding of livestock of
all kmds, either blooded amruals or catt,Je for the market as beef. The surrounding
country is coverecl with natural grass of the buffalo and bunch varieties, and during
many months of the year animals can be grazed witbiu a few miles of the homefarm
with no cost but their care, while the cultivated grass crops, alfalfa, etc., will supply them amply with winter food. The surrounding grazing lanus above mentioned
are unfit for any other purpose; being of unbroken ~urface and incapable of being
irrigated, they must remain for all time suitable for grazing only. Dairying is very
successful and profitable. The cost of handling the animals is small, they give large
quantities of excellent milk, and the product commands a high price, as most of the
butter sold in this Territory is at present brought from adjoining States by rail.
There is also a steady demand at good prices for well-blooded cattle for breeding purposes.
These lauds have been pronounced by disinterested' and qualified judges as among
the finest for farming purposes in the West. The soil is deep, and va,ries in character
from clay to gravel, a large portion btliug of, a rich sandy loam, well snitecl to irrigation. They have a slight and gradual slope, so that the ground will not wash away
under the application of water.
There is no douht whatever that lan<l cultivated under reliable and systematic irrigation will produce a far greater return than it is possible to obtain under any other
condit10ns. "How much doubt and uncertainty, what great losses in wet seasons
and in dry, are constantly experienced by cultivators in regions where the moisture
is derived from the natural rniiri. It comes down too early or too late, too abundant
or so little that the crops are parched by drought. The mown hay and harve ted
grain are deteriorated if not destroyed in windrow or shock." Any farmer would
consider the value of his land doubled, or even trebled, if he could have t.he power conferred upon him to cause the rain to fall on his fields in such q uantit.v and at just such
times as he should direct. Almost exactly this power is held by the cultivator who
lives in an arid region, if he has a soil naturally rich, and sufficient water to supply
the earth with just enough -moisture and just when it is most needed; for in that
case he would make h is own weather.
,
The raising of crops by weans of irrigation 1s as old as history. · But until within
a few years land bas been so plentiful and so cheap that it was not profitable to use
artificial means to cultivate the arid regions of the West. But since the desert land
of California, Colorado, and Utah have made the enterprising investors in water right
rich, it has become a matter of every day occurrence to organize companies, and develop the rich inherent in the dry soils of Arizona, Idaho, New Mexico, Colorado, and
Wyoming. It is estimated that Colorado has not less tha,n 800 miles of first-cla
canals; 3,500 miles of second-class, and 40,000 miles of ditches, which have cost
$11,000,000, and irrigate not less than 2,200,000 acres. Everybody knows that the
Great Salt Lake Valley owes its verdure entirely to irrigation.
.
All kinds of small grains do well, also grasses; alfalfa makes two crops a year, giving on an average a ton and a half to two tous at each cutting, equaling 3 to 4 ton per
annum to the acre.
Fruits do well. As an evidence of the natural fertility of these lands, an avera~e
sample of wheat grown thereon during the summer of the present year was shown ill
competition with wheat grown in various places in Colorado and Nebraska, at the annual fair of the Wyoming Fair Association held at Cheyenne in the month of September last, and was awarded first premium. No fertilizers of an~· kind whatever were
put upon the land.

I have not found time to visit this compauy's property, but will go
carefully over the ground this fall and be prepared to deal frankly with
the questions involved in the taking up of 60,000 acres of the vublicdomain. From all accounts and from all sources I am convinced that the
developmenti apublicbles ing,anc1de ignedtoaccomplishmuchgood~
and that the money ha l>een actually expended in tbe work.
The following appeared in the Wind River JJ.fountaineer under date
of pt m er 1, and i another triking proof of the spirit of agricultural d velopmeut in Wyomiug. This canal is intended to furni h water
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for the irrigation of 270,000 acres of land. now almost unproductive.
The annual product of this body of land will prove a mine of wealth and
will afford homes for hundreds of families.
THE MAMMOTH CANAL.-THE AGRICULTURAL ENTERPRISE WHICH IS TO PLANT A
GREAT GARDEN IN THE GREEN RIVER BASIN,

One of the leading and most promising agricultural enterprises of fertile Wyoming
is the construction of the Mammoth Ca,nal. This canal is to be constructed at once,
and will give irrigation to 270,.000 acres of the rich soil of-the Green River basin.
The canal is to be located on the drainage of the Green river in Fremont and Sweetwater counties on the western slope of the continent, 30 miles west of and directly
facing South pass. The lands under the canals for nearly 50 miles am crossed by the
-0ld "South Pass trail,'' famous in the days of Oregon and Califoi·ma travel, and it is
.a significant commentary, indeed, on modern progress and civilization that the old
'' South Pass trail,'-' famous heretofore only for its record of toiling travel and desert
privation, is so soon to be the ceuter of a region which will blossom as the rose.
The great basin of the Green river comprises all that wide expanse of country
drained by the noble Green river and its many and strong tributaries. The basin
extends from :30 miles north of Green River city and Granger station, on the main
line of the Union· Pacific, reaching north to the great mountain chain which borders
Yellowsfone park, and boasting a width of 80 miles from the Wind and Sweetwater
mountains on the east to the Bear and Snake regions on the west, thus embracing an
area of 10,000 square miles. With the exception of a fow hundred acres, all of the
.soil of this immense and fertile region is in its native state, and the reclaiming of
·~70,000 of these rich acres is the task the Mammoth Canal proposes for itself.
The altitude of the Green River basin ra1ges from 6,150 to 11,000 feet above the
sea level, the mean for the agricultural portion, being found between 6,100 and 6,700
feet, or from 1,000 to 1,300 feet lower than the successfully cropped lands of the Sail
Luis vllilley, Colorado.
The canal issuing from the main dam on the west side of the Big Sandy will cover
150,000 acres the canal from the main dam on the east side of the Big Sandy will cover
55,000 acres, and the canai feel by the dam on the Little Sandy will cover 75,000 acres,
thus-giving a total of270,000 acres to be irrigated by the Mammoth Canal.
STOCK-RAISING.

There are three distinctive classes or lines of business under the head
of stock-raising. The first in importance and in the amount of money
mvested is
CAT'.l'LE,

That Wyoming is peculiarly well adapted to the raising of cattle has
been abundantly proven in the past history of the Territory, and many
fortunes, great and small, have been accumulated by_those who were
early in the field. The fame and truly brilliant prospects of the business went abroad, even across the water, and the surplus money of the
eastern States, along with the tens of thousands of British gold, was
freely invested in the cattle industry of vVyoming. ·Large syndicates
were formed; immense corporations were organized; ranches were established; ranges were selected, and so the Territory became parceled
,o ut, as it were, leaving clrnice spots here and there too small or insignificant to attract the attention of the mammoth institutions, and which
were and are now beiug taken up by t,bose of smaller lneans. The deeidedlylowpricesprevailingforrange cattle during the pasttwo years has
had the eft'ect of lessening t,be interest in the cattle business of Wyoming
and other western Territories. The losses last winter on account of the
unusual severity of the weather and the strength and frequency of the
snow-storms have also had a very depressing efi'ect, and have brought
the cattle men face to face with the problem of whether the losses from
cold, hunger, and thirst, upon the open or even sheltered sections of the
Territory, are not greater than a business proposition will warrant and
the dictates f humanity uphold. The cattle heretofore have been allowed to range at will, finding such food as the winter gfasses, cured
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in the fall, would supply, and ,trusting to the snow-falls for quenching
their thirst.
I am convinced from conversations with practical cattle men, and
what I have seen, that the losses from a want of a sufficiency of water
are greater than from a lack of a su:fficiencv of food. The dead cattle
are to be found usually along the banks of ~the streams and creeks and
around the pools. It is true that these places are usually better shel' tered, and hence more cattle seek the protection naturally afforded in
such places; but examination will prove that places equally as well
sheltered but away from the possibility of water, do not produce the
crop of dead animals to be found around and about the water lines. It
may be sa.fe to assert that, owing to the very large profits coming from
the cattle industry upon the ranges, the business was overdone, and
the supply of grass gave out before the last winter ~et in; hence the
cattle were compelled to travel farther to find food than their strength
would permit. It has taken two or three years to bring about this
state of affairs. The stronger cattle-the steers-were able to hold up
against this growing deficiency of food supply, combined with the frozen
streams and severe winter storms ; and the losses in this class were
smaller thau could have been expected, but they were retarded iu their
growth, and required a long spring grazing to fit them for taking on
beef. The cows and calves suffered severely, and thinking cattle men
are to-day convinced that to enable the cows anJ. cakes to meet the
trials of winter, the calves should be weaned in the fall, and sheltered
and cared for by feeding hay during the wiuter, and the same provision be made for the cows found to be in a weakly condition. This
will also have the effect of domesticating them by degrees. Under the
present system the impoverished cows have to find food for themselves,
nurse the calves of the past summer; and provide nourishment for the
coming crop next spring, so that they ha,e really three lives.to sustain.
This it has been proven they can do with small losses when the winter
food is abundant, the water supply reasonable, and the winters not too
severe, as the nutriment of the range grasses is something wonderful.
, The cattle industry of the country is now undergoing a great cllange
by reason of the facts herein stated, and the time is near at hand wnen
there will be more cattle to the square mile in Wyoming than there has
ever been; but by reason of the cultivation of grasses and the production of other feeding materials and by reason of the care and attention
given to the animals at critical times, and by being held and owned in
smaller bunches and partially domesticated, this will be made possU e
an<l assuredly more profitable. The losses will then be merely nomrnal.
The breed is also improving every year, and the cattle men are entit,.ed
to great credit for the intelligent and large expenditures of money I""
this direction. Wyoming can to-day show many herds of well-bred
cattle, thrifty and healthy, and they will compare favorably with like
improved breeds in any State Qr Territory. ..Although the los e during
the past winter have been very large, the shipments of beef cattle now
going on are very large, and this would seem an anomaly but from the
fact that tlrn steers survived the winter and a general feeling exi t to
clean out and curtail the bu ines . That means smaller herd more
owner , better care, lesslos es, and more profits. The following account
of shipmen ts is instructive:
SALES OF WYOMING CATTLE.

Bun~ET: The rnn of cattle for the la. t month (Augus~) is the h eavie ton
record, numbermg 250,720, about 35,000 more than ever received m one month befo
on our market or any other. In spite of that fact, good cattle advanced during the
EDITOR
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month all through, and it is my opin_ion if western range men hold_t~eir cattle and
let them get fat, that they will realize more money thim they a_nt1c1pate. All the ,
western and northwestern attle that have arnved here so far this season that have
been fat sold for a dollar per hundred more than those in fair flesh. This slr'ould be
encouraging to the producer to hold on t? his cattle as lqng as they are taking on fat,
and yet time enough to market them with safety before the fall storms commence.
The sales of th is week, so far, are as follows:
Monday.-Swan Land and Cattle Company, 240 Texas, 1,010; $3.35. W?od, White .
& Wood, 286 Dakota-Texas, 1,138; $3.60. L. 7 Cattle Company, ~20 Wyommg, 1,170;
, $3.50. L. 7 Cat,tle Company, 32 Wyoming, l,015; $3.15. L. 7 Cattle Company, 70
cows, Wyoming, 1,018; $2.15.
.·
Tuesday.-J. B. Art.hur, 380 Wyoming, 1,275; $3.50. Swan Land and Cattle Company, 192 half-breeds, 1,106; $3.40. Swan L~nd and Cattle Co~pany, 78 Te~as,
1,021; $3.25. Woolfgin, 161 Wyoming Texas, 1,019; _$2.90. Woolfg1;1, 159 Wyommg
Texas, 1,015; $2.90. J. W. Hammond, 107 Wyommg Texas, 1,04,; $2.90. · J. W.
Hammond, 179 Wyoming Texas, 1,035; $2._85. J. W. Hammond, 44 Wyoming Texas,
1,021; $2.80. J. W. Hammond, 20 Wyommg Texas, 1,021; $2.60.
WednP.sday.-Swan Land and Cattle Company, 245 Wyoming, 1,117; $3.40. Murray Cattle Company, 165 Wyoming Texas, 1,052; $3.10. Dougherty, 87 Wyoming
Texas, 937; $3. Dougherty, 260 Wyoming Texas, 1,093; $3. Dougherty, 231 Wyoming Texas, 958; $3. Dakota Company, 57 Wyoming, 1,183; $3. J.M. Carey &
Bro., 195 Wyoming, 1,146; $2.90. J. M. Oarey & Bro., 131 Wyoming, 1,182; $2.75.
Thu1·sday.-J. V. Ensley, 69 Wyoming, 1,243; $3. 75. J. V. Ensley, 66 Wyoming,
1,252; $3.75. N. Reader, 97 Wyoming, 1,216; $3.55. Reynolds_ Bros., 369 Da~ota
Texas, 1,035; $~.45. P. L. Smith, 39 Wyoming, l,17~; $3.20. Wyomin~ Land and
Cattle Co~pany, 144 Wyoming, 1,160; $2.70. Wyoming Land and Cattle Company,
129 Wyoming, 1,154; $~.70. Warbonnett Land and Cattle Company, 192 Wyoming,
1,133; $2. 75.
.
Sold late yesterday.-Dakota Company, 113 Wyoming, 1,194; $3.25. Reynolds Bros.,
377 Dakota Texas, 1,046; $3.45. James Ivey, 146 Wyoming, 1,112; $3.25. Wyoming
Land and Cattle Company, 20 Wyoming, 1,029; $2.90.
The receipts of the week, up to date, about all changed hands, and anything good
met with ready sale at very fair figures, while all other grades found their level,
whether canners or feeders, at a market value. Wishing the patrons of your paper
success, fat beef, and better markets, I remain, yours, truly,
0

JOHN
CHICAGO,

S~JJtembe1· l, 1887.

H. W 00D.

HORSES.

The business of horse-raising has become a very important industry
in Wyoming, and many large horse ranches have been and are being
established throughout the Territory. Men of thoughtful intel1igence
are engaged in the breeding of horses for the saddle, th~ farm, the road,
the dray, the carriage, and the race track; a~d there are many establishments of the kind with tens of thousands of dollars invested in
stallions of the most approved breeds in their respective classes. The
three fundamental requisites of a good horse are to be found in almost all
the Wyoming-bred horses of every breed, viz, constitution, lung power,
and good feet. It is a rare thing to find a horse bred and raised in the
Territory that has not a strong and enduring constitution, with a clear,
bright eye, and a frame knit together for hard service. They can stand
more hard work and wear and tear than any horses I have ever seen.
The altitude and the pure, bracing air, combined with the natural exe~cise upon the plains and J:?Ountain sides, from colthood to maturity,
give them a lung power fit for any emergency. This enables them to
be speedy, as well as strong and hardy, and they never appear tired
or oppressed in the hottest days in summer. Their feet are compact
and neither too large nor too small, but round and strong, with walls
and frogs to support the animal. The plains are naturally dry and tlie
surface bard, containing something of a mixture of decomposed granite,
with sand, clay, and loam, which bas an influence upon the growth and
formation of the hoof.
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I have never seen a Wyoming-bred horse with poor feet. The bunch,
buffalo, and other short grasses are seemingly jnst what the horses
need to give them strength and vigor, and they can stand more hardships and endure more cold and longer storms than the cattle can.
When the winter blasts sweep across the plains the cattle drift before
their fury until the storms assuage or they find comparative shelter,
but the horses brace up against it with courage and mettle, picking up
wha,t the storm has failed to cover, or, pawing away the snow, defy wind
and weather. They can live upon snow better than cattle, and it is a
very rare thing to find a horse dead from lack of food, water, or shelter.
The Wyoming-bred horses are not addicteLl to disease and are very
healthy summer and winter.
While the number of cattle may be said to be decreasing in the Territory, the number and improved breeds of horses are rapidly increasing. The assessment roll shows an increase of 5,607 over last year.
Great attention is given to the improvement of the breeds, and some
of the first and best blood of England, France, Canada, and the Onited
States are to be found in the Wyoming stnds.
SHEEP

have been a marked success during the past two or three years, and
sheep men are happy, buoyant, and hopeful. While there have been
some losses on account of the severity of the winters, yet, on the whole,
the losses have been small compared with cattle. I am inclined to believe from what I have seen and heard, that the men engaged in sbeepraising, as a rule, give more attention personally to their flocks than the
cattle men do to their herds, and this may in some degree account fo:r
the safety of their flocks. The sheep live, thrive, and grow upon the
uplands rarely touched by the cattle, and where the grasses are even
shorter and more nutritious than upon the plains. Mutton briug8 a
reasonably fair price in tbe eastern markets, and wool bas been able to
hold its own, so that sheep men are generally prosperous. The number
of sheep is increasing in Wyoming very fast, as shown by the assessment
roll. The increase this year is 52,691; and while some are going out of
the business, more are going into it. Sheep men. rarely take up large
bodies of land or maintain expensive ranches like the cattle and horse
men, although many of them are beginning to make special arrangements and vrovisions for feeding and sheltering the weakly ones during
the winter mouths. While other domt'Stic animals are bred and raised
in Wyoming 1 yet the three classes named cover nearly the whole ground.
COMMERCE AND THE PROGRESS OF RAILROAD ENTERPRISE.

The Territory has been very back ward in the matter of railroad e~terprises, partly from the fact that the Union Pacific bas had, until
lately, complete control of all the traffic in the Territory. This road
runs through. tb.e 'Territory from east to west, and the cities, towns, and
supply <lepots were of ncce sity built along the line. Nearly all the
country north of Cheyenne, and tretcbing up on the Powder River towar<l Buffalo, dr w supplies from that poiut, and the hauling wa done
by team . Laramie Oity supplied much of the country northward,
we twar<l, and outhward. Rawlin i tl.le great shipping point till
for all that ection of the country str ,tcbin northward aero
the
Sw~
at r, ov r into the Big Horn a -in and the Win l River country,
while Gr en Ri er commands a large trade north and south, and Evan-
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ston does the same, as well as stretching across in_to Uta1:1, and Ida~o.
These towns are the important points on the Umon Pam.fie to which
goods are shipped for supplying the country north and south, and to
these points the wagons came and still come for supplies. It can be
readily seen that there was no inducement for building new roads, as
the cattle men were compelled to come to the railroad to ship their
cattle to the eastern markets, and, in returning, carry back their ranch
supplies. A few miles, more or less, to drfre the cattle when water and
grass were abundaut did not amount to much; hence there w:1s indifference. The Union PacHi.c was an absolute master aud desired no competition. The advent of the Wyoming Central, otherwise known as the
Elkhorn and Missouri Valley, and also as the Chicago and Northwestern, into the Territory from Nebraska, and passing up the Running
Water or Niobrara., about 130 miles north of the south line of the Territory, nt>ar which the Union Pacific passes at Cheyenne, began to
threaten the traffic of the Union Pacific. This was the first direct step
toward competition, as it was clear from the first that the Wyoming
Central intended heading w2stward along the valleys of the North
Platte and Sweetwater toward Utah, and probably on to a ~ea-board
connection.
With the Wyoming Central, settlements came, and towns sprang up
as if by magic. Laud was taken up along tl.w fertile valle,ys, and all
that portion of the Territory north of the Platte could drnw supplies
from the Wyoming Uentral without driving away down to tbe Union
Pacific. Another thing, the county of Johnson, of which Buffalo is the
county seat, was settling up very fast with an agricultural people, and
the trade north and west of Powder river was not to be despised or lost
sight of, hence La.ramie county voted $400,000 in bonds to build the
Cheyenue and Northern through the cour:tty, really a branch of the
Union Pacific, to run north and a little westward, so as to compete with
the Wyoming Central at Douglas for the Johnson county and northwestern trade. Douglas has for some time been the terminus of the
Wyoming Central, and is situate on the North Platte, near whP,re the
railroad crosses that river, and where the bridge is now completed.
Fort Fetterman is some 6 miles northwest of Douglas.
The Wyoming Central has graded the road westward and nParlv to
old Fort Casper, but the laying of track has for some reason or other
been delayed until recently. This work is now being pushed rapidl,y westward and will reach the new town of Glenrock before tlie winter sets in, and where tbe present terminus will be. This is in the heart
of the recently discovered coal fields, and one of the most important developments _yet made. A corps of engineers and surveyors .have been
working and staking all along the Sweetwater and on to the west line
of the Territory. Tbe building of this road is of great moment to the
people of Wyoming, as it will in many respects completely revolutionize the old lill es of commerce and open up the new way, which will lead
to an enlarged development, new sources of wealth, and an increased
population. Magnificeat ~oal fields ha.\Te been discovered ou the Platte
throu~lt which the W.v oming Oentra,I passes, and this wi11 gi-ve a su/
ply of fuel to Nebraska, and ea8tward. Heretofore the only coal mines
operated to any exteut in the Territory have been those on the Union
Pacific, and _ow_ned by the compa:ny at Carbon, Rock Springs, and
Almy, but prrncipally at l{ock Sprmgs. The largest deposits of soda
are_ found on the North Platte and Sweetwater, through which the Wyommg Central passes.
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_Cattlemen now have the choice of driving their cattle to the Wyo~mg Central or to the Union Pacific, and they will go where the best
mduceme:nts are offered and the best facilities for shipping furnished.
The term mus, at present, of the Wyoming Central is at Fort Fetterman, and is about as near to the people of Buffalo and the cattle ranges
of that sect.ion as the Northern Pacific, and many dealers and cattlemen have transferred their trade to the Wyoming Central, as a home
institution. When this road pushes westward along the Sweetwater
the whole traffic of the Powder river, Big Horn b~sin, and Wind river
countries will be diverted from its present channels (unless north and
south lines are built from the Union Pacific so as to retain this traffic),
and will be supplied from the new line, which will also ship the majority
of the cattle. The Wyoming Central has the power to control the whole
trade of northern Wyoming, from the east line, by building feeders
toward Buffalo, the Big Horn basin, Lander, the Wind river country,
and along the Green rirnr valley. These feeders would handle the
stock and agricultural productions, and command the oil and mining
interests and developments of all the mountain ranges.
The Cheyenne and Northern is built some 90 miles from Cheyenne,
and is doing a fine business. The enterprising merchants of Cheyenne
push along their goods on this line to the terminus, and from there,
freight north ward in wagons. This affords the purchasers, northward,
a line of competition with the mercantile establishments building up on
the Wyoming Central.
The Burlington and Missouri road is now building towards Cheyenne
from Sterling in Colorado, and is surveying a line or lines northwestward. This road has made large purchases in Cheyenne, of depot,
grounds, etc., and expects to reach that point before the winter. The
well known enterprise of this road augurs much for the future of W;oming, not ouly in the way of establishing fixed lines of trade, but _m
bringing in popnlation, which in turn will bring to light the now hidden resources of the Territory. Increase..of population will bring an increase of developing power, and Wyoming has more undevelope~ resources than any other State or Territory in the Union. The Burlm_gton and Missouri is also building a road up the Platte to Fort Laramie,
and it is expected to unite the two lines at some suitable point on the
Laramie river.
The Denver, Utah and Pacific Railroad is promised from Denver to
Laramie City, where it will tap the trade of the Union Pacific, and :i>ecome a Yery important factor in shaping the destinies of Laramie City.
The Bnrlington and Missouri has had surveyors on a proposed line froI?Dead wood to Buffalo, a distance of about 135 miles, and should thIS
contemplated liue be built, it would turn away the traffic and trade of
that important part of the Territory to Dakota. This can be saved bf
building the Cheyenne and Northern up into that fertile region, and <11recting a continuance of the trade this way, unless the Wyoming Central shall, a above indicated, cover the ground. There are many other
projected lines spoken of, so that Wyoming is just beginning to feel the
pre ure of railroad enterprise, and is to-da., in doubt as to :Vlwt the
future of her c0mmerce will be, where it will be, and how it will be developed; but developed it will be.
WYOMING IN

1 88.

e~t ea on promi
to be one of great activity in central W oming.
uch work
as will be don yet his a on will be mainly preparatory to the real development o
b carried on in 1 . One year from now, a we have rea on to believe, the Wyo-
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ming Central, Burlington and Missouri, and Cheyenne and Northern Railr_oads will be
pushing across the Territory along their respective routes. The Wyommg Central,
and perhaps the Burlington and Missouri, will have reached the oil region, thu~ facilitating the development of that very promising region. Three strong coal, 011, and
iron developments of that company have been organized during the past few months.
Their machinery for drilling oil-wells is now being taken to the front, and will now,
in a few weeks, be set up and ready for action. It can hardly be expected that they
will accomplish much this season, as snow falls in the oil country rather early. Eighteen eighty-eight will be a great year for Central Wyoming.-(Budget, Douglass,
Wyo.)
REMARKABLE ENTERPRISE EXHIBITED BY THE BURLINGTON RAILWAY COMPANY.

The Burlington and Missouri road is not here yet, but it is being pushed along at
the mte of 2 miles per d ay from Sterling, Nebr., and the toot of its locomotives will
be h eard in the heart of Che_yen·n e about the 1st of December.
About the first that onr citizens knew of the proposed line was the purchase of
$250,000 of real estate in this city, including the handsome business structure erected
by F. E. Warren Mercantile Company in 1884. It occupies a ground space of 23,760
feet, and is 35 feet in hei g ht to the roof, rising on all sides to an immense glass cupola
60 feet in the air. Two towers, 011 the northwest and southwest corners, rise to
nearly the Same height. The first impression ·of the exterior is its immensity; the
next is the original and pleasing architecture. Its adaptability to railroad uses was
quite generally remarked when the building was erected, and with a few alterations
in the'interior it will suitably answer all requirements for many years to come. The
Cheyenne and Burling ton has secured right of way for its tracks, which will come
in along the south side of tlie depot in a parallel line with the Union Pacific. It does
not cut off the streets nor disfigure the city, and yet it is exceedingly convenient for
the company, as it gives it a location in the center of business.
The advantages of this enterprising railway system to Cheyenne and Wyoming
cannot be overestimated. The Broken Bow branch, as it is called, is entering ·wyoming on the eastern line north of Cheyenne and will reach :Fort Laramie this fall. This
will be pushed westward along the Laramie river to the Laramie plains. It i:s almost certain that a bra nch will be built next season out from Cheyenne to connect
with the above line, and this will give the business meu of this city railway connection with a very large portion of eastern 'Wyoming. Taken in connection with the
Cheyenne and Northern, Wyoming Central, Union Pacific, and Denver Pacific this
part of the Territory will be pre tty well supplied with r a ilroads.
But what is of equal importance, Cheyenne will have a competing line to Chicago.
The freight, passenger, and express traffic ,. w
. ill no longer be in the entire control of
the Union Pacific. The ere0tion of manufactories will be encouraged by this new.
condition of affairs, and the commerce of our city will receive a stimulus not ye,t appreciated by our business m en.
·
The Burlington is welcomed to Cheyenne with the warmest of greetings. Its liberal treatment of oth er places is known and will be appreciated here as much as
elsewhere. There need b e no conflict between it and the Union Pacific, except that
of legitimate business competition.
THE BURLINGTON TO BE THE CONNECTING LINK.

The Laramie Boomerang, of September 2, contains the following
special dispatch from Denver :
LARAMIE AND LANDER.

At_a late hour last n ight the Denver, Utah an<l. Pacific Railway was sold , to the
Burlmgton company, or, more properly speaking, the agree ment entered in t o several
w ee ks ago b etween th e Burlington and D enver, Utah a ucl PacHic folks was confirm ed by tbe board of direc tors of the latterroad, in New York city.
The B~rlingt~n m~nagemen t i ntern1s to const ruct 1;1,n extensive system of narrowg auge ra1lroadl111;es m Colora do a,nd Wy oming, and will build to Laramie City at an
early d ay , a ccep t mg the t e n<l.cred offer of th e ri g ht of way of the Laramie Short Line.
H enry Walcott is to b e th e president of t h e n e w system. Building will b e_ comm~nc~d. as s?o.n as the_deta~ls ca n be arranged.
This 1s official, comrng directly from tlle officers of the Denver, Utah, awl Pacific.

Of the subject-matter of this special dispatch, the Boomerang speaks
as follows :
·
The nar~ow-gauge ~ystem in Color'."'do and Wyoming, r eferr~d to in the dispatch,
doubtless mcludes a lme from Laramie to the North Park and from Laramie to Lan-
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der, and from which latter place it will beyond question be pushed.on to Butte City,

Mollt.

The statement that construction work will begin as soon as the dP-tails can be arranged evidently means business, and as the Union Pacific pushed their Cheyenne
and Northern extension northward through the winter months, so the Burlington will
push its line on to Laramie, and the shrieks of her engines may be heard on the plains
before the spring sun begins to melt the snow from the mountains.
COAL.

Wyoming is rich in coal beyond computation. Coal is to be found
almost everywhere, and in nearly all instances of a very excellent bituminous quality.
The mines of' the Union Pacific, heretofore mentioned, have an output of 100,000 tom; per month, and it is shipped east and west all along
the main line and branches of the road. The following is an official
statement from the railroad:
OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT, WYOMING DIVISION,

Cheyenne, Wyo., September 19, 1887.

Hon.

THOS. MOONLIGHT,

Oovernor Wyorning Territory :
DEAR SIR: As per your personal request I submit a statement of number of tons of
coal mined on Wyoming divjsion during 18tl6, and the first half of 1887:

Carbon .......... _........................•.....•..•.••..•................
Rock Springs .........•.........•......................•.....••.•.........
Almy ..............•.•.•.....•..•• : .....•.. _. _..•......•.•..... __ .. _..... .

Tons are 2,000 pounds each.
Respeclifully, yours,

1886.

1887 to July 1.

Tons.

Tons.

214,235
359,238
119,118

c.

E.

147,028
250,660
108, 478

WENTELL,

Superintendent.

The railroad company under the former managements has been working these mines, to the exclusion almost of private enterprise, but the
present managemfmt intends to dispose of the ·railroa<l interes~s an~
turn over the mines to individual managements. Tbe fruits oftlns bu 1ncss-like policy are alrea<ly beginning to be felt, for a large mine, fo~ a
long time idle, is now being reopened and will commence operat10n
about the 1st of October, aml otllers will follow, so that in a short time
tho output will more than double and will afford a competifrrn market
for the consumers. TIJ.e coal fields along the liues of tile roall are understood to cover hunJrecls of thousands of acres an<l are em braced
within the railroad grant limits. The dev,elopments of coal on the \Vyoming Central, about Deer creek an<l other point on the North ~latte,
are immense and will soon come into competition with ibe Umon Pacific coal. On all the streams in Johnsoncountycoaliscroppiugouton
the banks, and every farmer bas hi s own coal bank. Coal i · everywhere
almo t, north, south, ea t, and we ' t, au~ thi will be a source of incalculable wealth to the Territory.
SODA.

The follo"'ing tatement of the Laramie City Chemical Work. , kindly
fur~i he~ by the superintendent, de cribes a commercial enterpri"e
which will ere long rank among the m') ·t important in the we t rn
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· country. The soda is a mine of wealth 1 and Wyoming has an inexhaustible supply and has almost a monopoly in this line:
The Laramie Chemical Works, locatfid about l mile north of the city of Laramie,.
are the property of the Union Pacific Rail way Company, and are leased to Mr. Howard Hinckley.
.
At these works the crude soda from the extensive deposits west of Laramie is converted into marketable products, caustic soda, salt ca,ke, soda ash, and concentrated
lye. The remarkable deposits which are the source of supply of crude material for
the works deserve especial mention. They are found about 13 miles from Laramie,.
with which place they are connected by the Laramie North Park and Pacific Rail way.
They occur in a basin comprising some 200 acres in ext,-mt, and a,rn known as the·
Soda Lakes. They are fed by springs from which flows a strong solution of sulphate
of soda. Iu the spring and summer these springs cover the soda deposits with this.
soda solution, but as the season advances, the water evaporates and the soda is · deposited in the form of pure crystals of sulphate of soda, until in the fall the deposits
are hard and dry and the soda can be easily removed.
This process goes on continuonsly, so that new material is constantly being added to
the deposits, which are tbns rendered practically inexhaustible. The amount of soda,
in the lakes is roughly flst,imated at 52,000,000 tons.
This snlphate of soda is brdught to the works and there, by the Leblanc pr·ocess,.
somewhat modified, is converted into the varions merchantable products of soda,.
In July, 1885, experimental work wa·s begun at the plant, and for two years this has
been continued, with considerable outlay of money. Extensive additions and alteration, have been made in the works, and now the plant is rt, very valuable one, comprising many new and novel features in machinery and furnaces. These are t.he only
works in the country which are devel9ping the natural-soda deposits, and it is hoped
that this industry will become a very important feature of Wyorqing's resourcse before many years.

The following· is from a newspaper clipping, and is important in giving an idea of the quality of the manufactured or prepared article
turned out each day:
THE SODA WORKS.

The soda, or chemical, works here have been among us so long, and going on so
quietly, thl:l.t the establishment has not attracted much attention lately. Superintendent Hinckley and Professor Stone, the chemist, are very quiet men, an<l don't
seem ·to care to ''boom" or blow about their business, and so it has measurably
dropped out of sight of the public.
Fort.ho past three months they have bee:1 making considerable 'addition to the capacity of the works. They have started it going again, and now turn out the following daily product:
.
Pounds.

Concentrated lye .. ___ ... ---· ..••••..••.•..•.•....... _•.....••....••.. _....
4, 80(} ·
Caustic soda .. __ -.. ____ ...... __ ...' .. __ ....... _. __ ... __ ... __ .. __ . _..•......
8,000
Sodaash .............•...... ______ .'..... ______ ..............•••........... 16, 000\
Salt cake ... _..................... _.....•................ _... __ . _.... ____ _ 4, 00(}
A total produ·ct of 32,000 pounds per day-about 10 car loads per week.
To carry on this work g ives employment to from 20 to 30 men. It will be seen that.
this is quite a-n important industry, and yet it is now only in its infancy, thotwh it has ·
passed the experimental stage and the enterprise and its practicability is an° assured
success. It now only wants more capital and enlarged works to make it employ
thousands of men where it now employs tens.
GLASS WORKS.

Th~s importa:nt co1?mercial enterprise has just commenced operations,,
and, rn my belief, will become tJ:ie most valuable plant of the kind in
America. All the materials are found in la:-ting quantities almost at
the_very ~oor of tlie factor.v, and of the purest and brightest quality,.
for rn makrng ghtss, clearness-trau::,parency-is an important factor in
the commercial value of the article. I aru indebted to Col. John W.
:ponn~llan, president of the company, for the following very interestmg history and. account of the enterprise:
The Laramie_ Glass qompany was incorporated. under the general incorporation
laws of Wyommg Territory on the 6th of April, 1887. The present works are in-
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eluded in a substantial stone building 210 feet long by 70 feet wide, divided by stone
fire-proof partitions into three departments, viz: the pot room and mixing department on the south, the furnace room in the center, and. the flattening and cutting
rooms on the north. The :flattening room is one story high, the balance of the building two stories. The capital of the company is $50,000, which will be nearly all used
when the works are complete. The works are fitted with water-pipes throughout,
connected with the city water system. They are also fully equipped with the Edison
incandescent light from the Laramie central station. Every device in the way of
modern improvement in window-glass manufacture is provided in these works, and
the verdict of traveled experts is that this is the most complete and substantial
window-glass factory in the United States. This is not said by way of boasting, bnt
is a simple statement of facts. A new style furnace has been adopted, which seems
to be an adaptation of principles similar to the ''Siemens" furnace at about onesixth of the cost of the "Siemens." This furnace was erected by Mr. Fortune Dogneaux, a Belgian glass-worker, who is one of the superintendents of our works. I
believe he has applied for patents on some of the principles used in our furnaces for
the first time. They work perfectly. We c~mmence to-morrow morning to manufacture glass in earnest, although we have made experimental tests sufficient to satisfy us in all particulars.
·
This is the only window-glass factory west of Rock Island, Ill., there being none on
the Pacific coast, so that we have a wide market for our products, with a considerable margin of profit in the matter of freight alone. The pecuniary success of our enterprise is assured. Our skilled workmen are of varied nationalities; about o~equarter of them are Belgians; the rest are Irish, English, French, and Germans, with
a few Americans.
The occasion of the establishment of glass works in Laramie is the occurren~e
here of all of the necessary ingredients of glass manufacture in boundless quantities and of extraordinary purity.
.
Our company has a bed of sand 3½ miles east of the works, which seems to be mexhaustible, perfectly white, without a trace of iron or other impurities. Seen ~oder
a magnifying glass, every grain is a perfect qaartz crystal, as clear as glass itself.
From my limited reading on the subject, I believe it to be one of the most va~uable
deposits of glass-sand in the world. We calculate the cost of the sand, delivered
at the works, at not to exceed 75 cents per ton.
The limestone used occurs on this same land-the property of the companr-where
the sand is found. This limestone is a species of marble and is of extraordmary purity, as the analysis hereto attached will show, it being nearly 99 per cent. carbonate
of lime.
Limestone sample.
Per cent.

Carbonate of lime ............ _..........•... __ .... _... _•••••.....•. _.... . . . . 98. ~
Carbonate of ~agnesia _. _...... -.. --. - -- - ... - - -- - - - - · - - - · · · - · - · · - · · • · · · -· · · · · ~

1i~:~~;f~;\f

f

~~~~ilii~ll~ill~illl~\il\~li~lli~illii~ii;!1ill:i\li:liilli

:i
100. 00

The limestone is used raw, being simply pulverized, in which state it cost ns
about $'l per ton.
.
Our soda is the natural sulphate, which is also chemically pure. It is use~ prec1 ely
as it is taken from the natural deposit, the only preparation necessary hemg to calcine it.
Sulphate of soda saniple.

P er cen.

Sulphate of soda._ ....... _.. ____ .. ___ .. ___ . __ . __ .. _•.. __ ... _. - -... - - -... - - - - 44. 03
Carbonate of soda ...••...... _........•....•••........ - . --- - . --. --- - --- · -· - · . 04
.10
~ a~~~ ~l_e_ ~~~~~~ ____ :: ·.._:: -_-_: :-___ :-. : : : : : : : : : : ____ :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 55. ~
100. 00

We at pre. ent purcha e our soda from the Larami e Chem ical Work, bnt our o_m·
pauy contemplates d veloping some deposits wllich it xp ct to pur ·La:t' but which
are at pre ent som di tanco from railroad transportation.
It will be een from the abov that Laramie has extraordinary advanta.•TC for th
manu~actur of ~ld s, and althongh our fuel i om what d ar r th n a the _a ~
fa_cton , y t _we tbink that w can take po. e ion of the market w to[ the ~f• un
R 1ver, and with the co-operation of the railr al company w can hold it agarn t t
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eastern manufactures. We also think that we can take the trade of the Pacific coast
from the importers of foreign glass, who now hold undisputed sway in all the Paci.fie
States and Territories.
·
We expect to commence the erection of a bottle factory in a few weeks. We are
credibly informed that the bottling company that is engaged in the sale of natural
mineral water at Soda Springs, Idaho, will use all the bottles that can be made with
an 8-pot factory.
UNDEVELOPED RESOURCES.

The coal :fields of Wyoming are perhaps certain of containing as much
practical value as any partially or entirely developed resource. The
coal abounds everywhere, and strong :financial organizations are being
formed for its development upon the approach of the proposed and expected lines ofrailroad. The following articles from various newspapers
present the many interests involved, and give assurance of the impcrtance attached to this undeveloped article of wealth.
A STRONG COMPANY.

From an ·e xplanatory statement recently issued, we learn 'that the
Northwestern Coal and Oil Company has been organized by prominent
capitalists of Wisconsin, Iowa, Illinois, and New York, to develop assuredly rich coal, iron, and oil :fields, in central Wyo ming. The offices.
of the company are in Missouri Valley, Iowa.
CROOK COUNTY COA.L.

[Deadwood Pioneer.]

Considerable guiet activity is being manifested in the Hay Creek coal fields. A~
Fox, who owns about 2,000 acres of valuable coal lands in that locality, retur1wd yesterday from a trip to the mines. He is working two shifts of four men each, who are·
at present retimbering and cleaning out the old tunnel, 350 feet long. As soon as this
work is completed, breasting will be begun on 1-he 5-foot vein of coal tapped by thetunnel. It is Mr. Fox's intention to build a coke oven and furnish coke for local consumption. Tests made of the coal proved its excellent cokeing qualities, and Mr.
Fox intends to supply a considerable scope of country with this kind of fuel. He
already has orders on hand for 1,000 tons. Mr. Weinburg will shortly visit the fields
an<l the oven will be built under bis directions,
The company, composed of H. B. Young and other gentlemen, is also doing much
work in the way of repairing and clearing oi old drifts, etc. The close approach of
the railroad has made coal lands more valuable than ever, and the time is not far
distant when Black Hills coal will be a standard article of commerce, not only in thi&
country but in that _c ontiguous, and extending for many miles.
OUR COA.L MINES.

Our friend Frank Sparhawk bas completed the organization of his coal company
under the title of the Wyoming Fuel Cornpauy. The articles of incorporation were
filed with the secretary of the Territory and the clerks of Albany and Laramie couNties this week. Among its members the association numbers some of the wealthiest
and most enterprising men in the United States.
The association will carry on a general mining business throughout the Territory.
They already own the first coal fields on the Northwestern, west of Omaha. Their
mines are on the Platte river, 16 miles west of Douglas. The capital stock of th~
organization is $100,000, which is held at par value.
OIL.

The oil :fields of Wyoming are perhaps the richest in the world.
Large developments have been made during the past few years. Wells
have been sunk to a great depth; oil claims have been taken up; companies and corporations formed for their development; sufficient ex-
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penditures have been made to hold the claims and satisfy the holders
th~t t~e flow is inexhaustible. The quality partakPs largely of the lubr1?atmg c~aracter ; but it is said to contain all the valuable oil prop, e rties, and 1s pronounced to be very rich and valuable. The oil is not
confined to one or two localities; but has already been found in many
pl~ce~, and in every county. This great source of wealth awaits the
bmldmg of the railroad system to open up a market, as it will not bear
the expense of wagon transportation. To present some idea of the importance and value of the oil discoveries in Wyoming, I attach hereto
these articles on the sn~ject 'from different sections of the United States,
and referring to entirely different fields in Wyoming. Experts believe
that Wyoming is richer in oil than any other State or Territory in the
·union·, and all that is needed now is cheap transportation.
WYOMING'S OIL BOOM.

The following from the Milwaukee Sentinel, will illustrate eastern interests in our oil fields, and will convince the most incredulous that
W yorning's oil boom is indeed at hand. Says the Sentinel:
The representatives of the Northwestern Coal and Oil Company of Chicago, which
is largely interested in oil and coal lands of Wyoming, met in this city with the syndicate of Milwaukee capitalists, who are also largely interested, and a consolidation
was effected, so that hereafter there will be but one company. The consolidated
,company is to have a stock of ten millions, and it owns ten thousand acres of land
in the oil and coal regions of Wyoming, and the deposits of both are said to l>e exceedingly rich. It has been decided to push the development of the oil region at once,
and two wells will be sunk as soon as the· machinery can be put in to do the work.
The oil lands are located about 25 miles west of Fort Fetterman. The Chicago and
Northwestern road ii:; completed to J<'ort Fetterman, and is graded to Casper, 70 miles
west of Fetterman, and it will be opened to the latter place, it is thought, in Sef)tember.
The Northwestern will then be within 50miles of'the new oil fields, and the company
has given ai.surance that the road will be completed into the n ew district as soon as
the oil wells are sunk and any freight provided. Among those who are in the city,
interested in the oil wells, is Geo. L. Aygers, of Denver, who has spe nt many years
in the oil regions of Pennsylvania, a nd is thoroughly versed in the knowledge of oilbearing formations as well as geology in general, having given them years of study.
_He has spent considerable time in the Wyoming oil regions, and says this field is de tined, without any doubt, to eclipse the famous fields of Pepnsylvania.
In Pennsylvania, on the hearing rock, is from 15 to 30 feet in thickness, while i_n
this new field it is from 200 to 600 feet in thickness. It will be readily seen that 1t
will take a great many more years to exhaust a well in Wyom ing than in Penn ylvania. The rock in this region is just like t.hat at Bradford, Pa., which is the region of
the best wells ever found in that State. Natural gas oozed up tbrongh openings without drilling for 1t. Wyoming is being rapidly settled. A tide of new-comers is ju t
setting iu, anrl by next spring the boom will be well under way. The Northwestern'~
new line will cause rapid settlement. It will pass through a great mineral region.
The T erritory has almost every known mineral, and can hardly be excelled for the
amonnt and variety of its deposits.
WYOMING OIL WELLS . -POSSIBILITY OF A PIPE LINE FROM THE FIELDS TO OMAIL~

Some days ago the Republican published an exclusive report of the partial dev lopment of the oil section of Wyoming. At that time the gentlemen who furni hed th
information were most enthusia tic regarding this matter, and, in the light of later
event , it is evident their enthnsia mi not without cause. Not onl,y are there lar
quantities of oil in the mountain , but pro pectors have busied them ·elves devi ma
a way whereby it m:iy le tran ported to Ori•aha, where it may be placed upou th
market. Omaha i locatecl o a to be the mo t favorable point, aucl to thi city will
con~ the b nefits accrning from so rich a find .
rnc;e the article referr d to wa publi h d information ha been rec iv d from on
Iba,. ,:7ho has sp •nt five y ars prospecting in the Wyoming qil field , of the followin
acl<11t1onal fact coecernino- heir development:
.
In th , hosbon oil ba in two additional w lls have be n drilled to the re! p IV
cfopth of 600 an<l 700 feet. The e produc cl a flow of 3 O IJairrel or more each e,- r.
twenty-four hours, but neither of them has reached the second sand. This m
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that the quantity below the depth already attaineli is immeasurably greater in
volume than at the bed now reached. This makes five flowing wells in the Shoshone
valley, all being plugged and awaiting the arrival of railroads.
In the Rattlesnake oil basin, a mile north of Owen & Frenche's ranch, on the head
of the Powder river, two wells were sunk by New York capitalists to the depth of
1,000 and 1,100 feet, respectively. A quantity of oil was struck, but their piping being all used up the well was temporarily closed. In the Powder River basin a well was
bored to the depth of 1,100 feet. Oil was struck in considerable quantities in the
first sandstonP.. This wn,s caHecl off with the intention of going down to the second
sand; but it was fo1rnd that the machine nsed was not of sufficient capacity, and it
still remains upon tlie ground. In connection with this may be mentioned th,e report
of the Government expert, who collected' samples of the Wyoming
which were sent
East for re:fiuement, with the following result:
No. 1.-A fnel oil, or the gasoline of commerce. This is, in all respects, equivalent
to the standard prodnct.
No. 2.-A clear, water-white kerosene of 175 degrees fire test; odorless and sparkling, and with body aud illuminating quality unexcelled by any, so far as any ordinary test can determine.
No. 3.-A high-test oil made with a special reference to the safety of railway and
steamship travel. This is 300 degrees fire test and can not be lighted except ~hrongh
the agency of the wick. It is claimed for oil of this hight.est that it will not explode
or ignite, although the lamps containing it be broken to pieces while burning. This
is also water white and odorless.
No. 4.-Spindle oil. A very fine lubricaut, especially designed for very fiue machinery.
Nu. 5.-Vaselinc, which is valuable in many directions. '
Railway facilities have been assured the projectors of the wells, and the various
companies have for some time past been pushing their work on this ground.
The result of further prospecting is anxiously watched. Already three wealthy
companies are working on these finds, a fourth is organizing in Minneapolis, while
Omaha, Chicago, Chadrou, an<l Fremont, Nebr., each has a company organizing in addition to the three Omaha companies now at work. The Chicago and Northwes.tern
and the northwestern railroads·are surveying through the oil section, and the Northwestern is backing one of the companies alluded to.
'fhe good that will result to Omaha can not be overestimated. The country is so
arranged superficially that a pipe line can be laid from the wells into this city, and
the uatural incline will bring the product into Omaha without the slightest expense
as regards pumping. The local backers of the enterprise claim they will be able to
put crude oil on the market here at an expense of 5 cents a barrel. A refinery would,
of course, be erected here, and this city would, from her natural advantages, as well
as that of location, be the distributing pciiut for an oil district that not only exceeds
but excels that of Pennsylvania. Such, at least, are the opinions of those who have
authentic information in regard to the matter.

op,

OIL FIELDS OF WYOMING AS SEEN AND REPRESENTED BY A VISITOR JN THAT COUNTRY,
AND OTHER FACTS PERTAINING TO CROOK COUNTY.-RAILROAD INTERESTS.

The Standard Oil Company have one Il\an at their well, located at the head of Deer
cnek, west side of the Belle Fourche, who is directing his time, at present, in pump'ing oil. The well bas only been sunk to the first oil-bearing sandstone, which is
about 12 feet thick in that locality, not thick enough to warra,nt enlarging the well
by torpedo. The wethod of pumping is quite interesting. Tbe pipe runs from the
boiler down to bottom of the well, and in the morning aud a.fternoon steam is turned
on to warm up the oil so it can be pumped. The water and oil are pumped into a
·barrel together, from which tbe water is drawn off at the bottom. Gas pours out at
a lively rate from 4 t.o 5 feet from the end of t,be pump spout when i!!;nited. There is
no reason that I can see why the people in this region should not bore for gas as
well as in Indiana.
The Nobel well, located a mile southeast of the Standard, have got through the first
sand and struck the same oil the Standard is pumping. They have cast it off, however, and gone on down for lower sands, which show in great thickness whenever the
sand out crops. They have reached a sandstone from which gas flows, and the tools
show a coating of oil when brought up. The company is waiting for additional tools
and will be at work in a short time.
'
The Black Hills Oil Company started their well where they are geologically below
tbe :tirst sandstone, but have good prospects on second sandstone whenever they resume operations. As to the quality of oil, 'that from tbe first san<lstone is ofa brownish black color, and is of the highest lubricating qualities, being free from grit, and
does .not gum. The ranchme_n everywhere through that neighborhood use it for their

,....
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all

wagons, buggies, and
their farm machinery. It is claimed by those who have
tested it in the East that it is equal to the best sperm oil. The oil of the second sand· stone is of a green color, and is much like the green illuminating oil of Pennsylvania
in appearance. There are over 5,000 acres of ground located in that neighborhood.
Oil Creek and Skull Creek country are covered with section after section of oil claims,
and the outcrop extends from Jenny's stockade northwest diagonally across Crook
coun~y. A~ far as area of outcrop, number of sprip.gs, and other ~urfa~e i~dications,
q_uahty of 011, &c., are concerned, it is unsurpassed by any other 011 reg10n m the Territory.
It is claimed that the surveyors of the Burlington and Missouri are wo~king nort~west through the county; that the Cheyenne Northern had a responsible man m
Sundance a few days ago, 1ookin0' over the line for that road.
Merchants of Sundance say that the Fremont, Elkhorn and Missouri Valley Railroad is controlled by too clear-headed men to ever dream of passing them by, while
cowboys from the far north claim that parties are surveying sout,h from the Northern
Pacific. There is no question but that the resources of this section of the Black HiUs
are very attractive to railroad companies. The only question is, which points can
hold out the most inducements for lightning to strike them. A person who had not
been in Sundance for two years, going there would hardly know the place. Fr_om
the spirit shown at recent public meetings to consider ways and means of. benefitmg
the town, there is no doubt but what there is sufficient harmony and energy among
its live business men to improve every opportunity that may present itself.
Crops through the country are in excellent condition, hail-storms having touched
them but lightly, and in very narrow streaks.-(Deadwood Herald.)
MINING.

,,

There is at the present time much activity going on in the mining
circles. The precious metals have only incidentally attracted the attention of the Wyoming people. While there have been some rich finds
and a good deal of individual prospecting, still there has been no particular impetus in this direction. A great deal of excitement is at_
present existing regarding tlie Silver Crown mines, about 20 miles west
of Cheyenne, in what are known as the foot-bills, and several shafts
are down to a considerable depth. Ore bas been taken out in large
quantities, and a number of miners and some improved machinery are
at work, with very :flattering pro~pects.
The new smelter at the Silver Crown district was recently started up, and with
results of the most satisfactory character. A section of the neat, taken from the first
washing, analyzed as follows:
.7 ounce gold per ton_ . __ .... _.. _...• _.. ____ ....• _•.•••.. _. __ . __ . __ .. _.... $14. 47
30.5 ounces silver per ton ........ _....... _.... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 29.
. 58.tl6 per cent. copper ............ ·----· ____ .•.•..........•....... ···-·· ••.. 117. ,2

:8

Total ......•. _.. __________ . __ . ___ •..• _•.•• _______ . __ • __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 161. 47
This is :figuring the gold at $20.67 an ounce, silver 96 cents, and copper 10 cents per
pound.
Those interested in the camp are very jubilant over the prospects.
The smelter is runniug very smoothly, and is producing a very :fi.ue q ualit_y of matte.
AI~eady ten cars of matte have been shipped, and returns are expected daily. _Some
th1rty_days will complete the run, at which time correct returns of the run will b
made known.

Th? ~ine described in the following article was some years ago ,en·
prom1smg, but misfortunes befell tlrn company and work cea, ed. It
appears renewed fforts will be made to develop this mine. I may av
here that gold, silver, copper, aud iron are found all over Wyomi~~ in
t~e mountainous sections, and it is only a que tion of time when munng
will become a valuable feature of Wyoming productions.
TllE SUNRI E MINE.

At la t there i good prospect of work beio done in the great copper region
w
of Lu k. For year the pro pector ha
lcl on to bi claim, merely doin a
ment work and whatever work ca.me to hand, hoping almost against hope that
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visions of wealth would soon be-realized. Since the e~citement in this region fell
through, some four years ago, the mining country has been .dead; but now the boom
is at hand. From Platte canon the copper belt runs 25 miles nort~easte_rly to ~~us~rat cai'iot1 and about 3 miles from the Platte is loc::tted the Sunrise mme, which is
the lrnst~developed claim in t,he belt.
The mine was worked and the ore hauled to a smelter' 011 the Platte, at Fairbank,
some four years ago, but the expense of hanliug the ma,tte to Cheyenne and supplies
from there, with mismanagement by the officers of t,he company, proved t?~ great,
and after six months the mine was closed. Last month George Thompson v1s1ted the
Sunrise and adjoining mines in the interest of an English company. Mr. 'Thompson
is one_of the best experts in copper in the United State_s, autl ,L m~mber of ~he Newark
Smeltmg Company, the largest copper matte and refinrng works m the Umted States.
He also represents London capitalists in copper mines in Sou th America, Canada, and
Montana. His report of the mine was very satisfactory, and the company be represents have made au offer to the Sunrise Company to lease t,h .e ir mine and smelter for
a number of years, which offer, one of the largest stockholders in the Sunrise says,
will be accepted. In case the mines are leased, it is the intention to move the smelter
to Sunrise Park, by the mine, and to enlarge it to a capacity of 150 tons, and to
commence this as soon as the lease is secured.
This will employ from 200 to :~00 men in the mill and smelter, and will attract a
much larger population to supply their wants, and as there are two railroads within
30 milP-s of the mine, and a third coming, it will undoubtetlly be a good permanent
camp, and the attention of capitalists being attracted to this 15ection will make it in
time rival the famous copper country of Michigan .
. This region is not only rich in copper, but is also rich in silver and iron, while gold
rn .payiug quantities has been found in several claims.
Below we give a list of various minerals which have been found in quantity in this
favored country :
Antimony.
Iron ores: Red hematite, brown hematite. spathic iron, specular iron, nticaceous
iron ore, iron pyrites.
Copper : Black copper, gray copper, copper glance, silicate of copper.
Free milliug gold.
Free milling silver, silver glance, chloride of silver.
Mica in great quantity.
In building stone there are granite, sandfitone, slates, limestone, aud gray maru!P,
which takes a high polish.

Injourneying over the Territory I paid a visit to Miner's Delight, in
Fremont county. This is historic mining ground, with a large number
of shafts and . valuable machinery lying idle. The oue grenit tr.on bJe in
the mining developments of Wyoming is the cost of living. The mo~
rnent the agricultural productions are such as to sustain the people engaged in all kinds of business, men will feel able to turn their attention
to prospecting; but the cost of living is so high at present that bare
prospecting will not pay them. That the precious metals abound in
Wyoming none wi~l deny, but until some rich paying district is-struck·
the miuing interests will drag along, awaiting the favorable turn of
cheap food and cheap transportation. A big find eares nothing .for
cheap living, for all is a boom and all is on the high-pressure order.
Messrs. Roberts and Keel, of South Pass, have recently put up a tenstamp mill on their claims, and are reported as very successful. During
my Yisit to that place I learned from Mr. Roberts that they were not
putting up the mill on any guess-work, but that they had thoroughly
prospected and investigated the matter. South Pass is an old mining
camp, and said to be very rich.
During the last six months active work near South Pass has achieved much. The
free gold mines in that vicinity, whioh are many, are about to commence to swell the
a1rnnal output of Wyoming's precious metals. At present there is one stamp mill and
one arrastra in operation, and a second stamp mill nearing completion. The ores
fo11nd in this vicinity are- all free gold, and do not change into sulphides as far as
snsper.tecl. Valuable specimens of ore are found continually. Some of these specimens, weighing less than a pouncl, are sold for from $25 to $40. The outlook of this
re,gion is extremely favorable.
.
The comi11g of .one or more railroads will soon solve the problem; then everlasting
fortunes for the mine-owners in this vicinity.
INT 87-VOL 1--66
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Atlantic City, situate between Miner's Delight and South Pass, has
some very rich quartz and placer mining. One gentleman works steadily in the mine, and when the spring opens goes to work pounding and
crushing rocks by hand and with an ar:rastra, and always has plenty of
money. · It is currently believed that in this way he is taking out about
$5,000 each year. I saw $1,200 in gold at the bank in Lander just as
it came from this mine.
The wonder of that section of country is the Christina Lake l\Iining
Works, carried on by Emile Granier, a most accomplished gentleman,
and an enthusiast in mining, particularly gulch mining. I had the
pleasure of spending two days under his hospitable roof, and made a
personal inspection of his gigantic undertaking. At]autic City is an
old mining camp on Rock creek, and the whole valley is supposed to
contain gold, but not rich enough to pay for hand-mining. It was tried
for years, and almost abandoned, and yet there is doubtless a large deposit of gold here. The lack of water is the one great drawback. In
this kind of mining a strong run of water is all important. Mr. Granier
has been working 1or about three years to get a supply of water. He
has run ditches and :flumes all along the hills, draining Rock creek
dry, so as to get a fall to the water for hydraulic action, but the supply
is only sufficient for a very short period in the spring. He has conceived an<l. is now carrying out an immense scheme of bringing water
from Lake Christina, a.t the foot of Atlantic peak, and is building or
blasting a canal out of the solid grauite in many places along the
mountains up to Christina lake. The distance from the lake to his
hydraulic works on Rock creek is about 25 miles, and when this is completed be will have a fl.ow of water, with a fall of about 10 feet to the
mile, capable of sluicing the entire Rock Creek bottom. The cost of
this stupendous undertaking will not fall short of $150,000. The work
is almost finished, and next spring will witness a wonderfulexcitement
in that locality. Th~ building of this canal has given employment to a
large number of men and teams, and M"r. Granier has justly earned the
right to reap a rich reward. The Territorial geologist and mining engineer, Dr. L. D. Ricketts, bas been spending the summer among the
mining camps and prospecting in the mountains, and will give a full
report upon his return of the mining prospects of Wyoming, which
will be of great value for future reference and as a guide to those who
desire to prospect.
SOD.A..

The following is from the report of Governor Warren for 1885:
A_mong all the minerals of Wyoming none show such generous and wonderful_ deposits as soda. It finds its lodgroents in open basins, once ponds of water, mto
which salts of soda found their way, and through chemical action solidified in
masses 10 to 15 feet deep.
There is_a group of these deposits, within a moderate radius of each ot~~r, lo_cated
some 12 miles southwest of Laramie City, which belong to the Union Pacific Railway
Comp~n~·, the large t covering an area of 56 acres. They are the su)pbate of od
d~pos1ts1 anrl _have a depth of solid soda from 10 to 15 feet, and the entire area o~
of them is estimated to contain some 50,000,000 cubic feet of pure, solid, cry taliz
sulphate of soda.
There are other lakes of bicorbonate of soda located along the ea tern b
o
the Rattlesnake mouu~ain , in the w etwater River valley.
Four of th e, coverrng_ an area of 440 acre , are in one group near In?, penden
Roe~, and the other one 1 some :.20 miles w tward, and co er an area of 220 ac
but is not yet d veloped bPcauRe of he lack f trnn portation faciliti . Som fi r
~ a~ ag tb owners, Me. sr . Wallace & Morgan, had their soda t ted in la .-w r '
m Pitt 1uurgh, Pa., and found that gla could be made with oda in it crude ta
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Other soda deposits have been found in t~e Territory, among which are some val_ua,ble ponds in the region of Old Fort Casper, m th~ Platte valley. These soda deposits
of Wyoming are doubtless the resul~ of co-operatH?n·
I am told that the soda consumption of the Umted States amounts to about 250,000,000 pounds a year, all of which bas been imported at a co~t of about $48 per _ton
at landinO" besides the duty of about $50.40 per ton. A well-mformed and P:act1cal
economisr~ays of this commodity, that it is imported at an_ annual expend1t~re of
about $7,000,000, wb~rea~ this could be saved by Jhe p~epa_rat10n_and consu~pt1~m of
our own product, which 1s pure and abundant. The time 1s commg when this will be
done.
ROCK SPECIES.

Nature has been lavish with Wyoming in its supply of its various rock species, so
essential as material for construction purposes and other economic uses. They are
fouud generally distrilmted over the Territory, in excellent qualities, and add largely
to its material wealth.
.
The most endurilw and'' eternal" of the rock species is the granite, of which there
are several varieties~ of nearly all colors and intermediate shades, including th~ gray,
brown red, etc. Of these varieties some are coarse-grained and more readily yield to
the ele~ents in disintegration, while others are fine-grained. and tenacious of texture,
and are susceptible of high polish for monuments, pillars, etc. The granite rock appears more or less in all of the high peaks and mo~ntain ranges of the Territory.
Tbe celebrated Oakes Ames monument at Sherman, the highest elevation on the line
of the Union Pacific road-8,269 feet above the sea-level-is made of gray grauite
found at that point. Specimens of Wyoming granite from various localities have
been sent to geologists in different parts of the East, all of whom are in accord as to
its character for utility, durability, and beauty.
Wyoming marble is a rock species of beauty. It is found on the Laramie plains,
east of Cooper Lak~ railroad station, in ledges nearly 100 feet wide and some 2 miles
in length. It is crystalline in character, very fine grained, and yields to a high and
heant,iful polish. It is also found to some extent in other localities. However, no
quarries are worked yet, except those of Cooper lake. When this marble shall be
utilized, Wyoming can furnish its own marble monuments, furniture, and mantel
slabs. Specimens of oer marble, which resemules the Italian variety, have been sent
to artisans eastward, who have tested its texture, durability, and utility for the higher
economic uses and pronounce it superior.
LirnestonP. is another important rock species of the Territory and is found in great
quantities in all Sfctions thereof. It comprehends the carbonate, which yields to
heat and slacks into a powdered condition of lime used for plastering, glass, flux, and
for various other purposes, while the white and red of Jurassic formation is also extensively found, and js of a bard, tenacious, metallic quality, susceptible of a fine
marble-like polish, and is extensively used for building and other purposes.
'
Sa:1dst?ne is also one of the leading spec~l'S of our rock formations, and appears in
all duect10ns and forms, from the mountam ledges to the fantastic buttes monuments, etc. The variety includes the white, gray, and red, and is larO"ely
~sed for
0
building purposes.
Brick clay exists in almost all parts of the Territory. Brick-makino is carried on
in Cheyenne, Laramie, and other points quite extensively, producing~ good quality.
FORESTS AND THE PRODUCTION OF LUMBER.

Wyoming is not a timber country. The mountains in some places
have a very healthy growth of large pine timber but as a rule the
trees are small and the forests light, e~cept in the mountain region
a:o~nd Yellowstone pa~k. The trees berng on the mountain sides are
difficult to get at, and m the portions of the Territory where settlements have been made, timber is becoming very scarce: Were it not
for the abundance of coal everywhere the timber would have been almost comp_letely ?onsum~d among the settlements. Outside of the Iandg~ant sections of the Umon Pacific, the timber lands are in possession
of the ~overnment, 3:nd the settlers are compelled to use this Government t1mb~r ~or _makrn~ the necessary improvements and erecting the
needed bmldrngs .. Without the use of the Government timber the
settlers could not hve.. Take Buffalo as an example. .About 150· miles
from t?e Nortllern Pacific, aud about the same distance now from the
Wyommg Central, the cost of timber when hauled from the railroad is
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immense. They must rely upon the borne supply antl make the best
out of it they can. The application of the _timber laws to the settlers in
Washington Territory, and the application of the same laws to the
settlers in Wyoming, works a hardship upon the latter, because the trees
are smal!er and fewer in number. I am not prepared to present an infallible solution of the question, and realize the difficulties standing in
the wav.
Last UMay a petition reached me from the settlers north of Buffalo,
which I forwarded to the honorable Secretary of the Interior, with the
following letter:
•
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT,

Cheyenne, Wyo., June 20, 1887.

Hon.

L. Q.

C.

LAMAR,

Secreta1·y of the Interior, Washington, D. C.:
SI!t: I have the honor to transmit herewith a petition from , the settlers in the
northern part of Johnson connty, relating to timber troubles. There is also accompanying a copy of a letter from Mr. Y. C. Rummel, of Beckton, dated April 30, 1887,
and my reply thereto, which explains my connection with the petition and the papers. On every hand there seems to be complaint concerning the present law in re. lation to the cutting of timber upon the public domain. I have given this matter
some thought and attentiou, and find the problem exceedingly difficu 1t to solve. The
present law is in all probability doing· much toward protecting the Go,ernment trees
and forests, but it is unquestionably tnrn that, uuder its provisions, the settlers ~re
not, in many instances, able to avail themselves of the beneficent purposes and 1~t.eutions of the Government toward them. The cost of timber is very h_igh in this
Territory, and perhaps more so in the locality from which the petition c?mes than any
other. The sett.lers can Hot get along without a reasonable use of the t1mber on G~vernment lands, but there ought to be no speculation in the traffic. The destruction
by fire is a hundred-fold worse than by cutting, aud the carelessness of those w_ho
heretofore have done the cutting, in leaving the limbs, brauches, and, in many_ mst.1:1,nces, the trunks to dry aud ca,tch fire, has been productive of great destructio~.
'l'bat timber in large quantities has been wrongfully taken from the public domam
I th ink will not be denied, and I have no sympathy with it; and yet the settlers now
must have the reasonable use of what is left, or they can not live in the country.
I earnestly call the attention of the Department to this important question, and
commend it to the Secretary as requested by the petitioners.
Very respectfully,
THOMAS MOONLIGHT,

Govern:>r.

Since writing the above I have visited the section of country whence
the petition came and have seen the timber, living and dead, upon the
mountain sides. There are clearly two important points involved, one
to allow the settlers the reasonable use of the timber and the other to
protect the forests from spoliation. To allow the settlers the free and
indiscriminate cutting of timber, without any guard or· check, would be
inviting immediate destruction of the forests. On the other hand, to
prevent them from cutting any timber would be a hardship they coul_d
not e11dure. Each settler needing lumber cannot run a saw-mill oflw
own, and yet tho e running saw-mills ought not to be allowed to make
money out of the destruction of the forest and the neces itie of the ~ttler . If permits were given to certain men to cut and aw lumber m
c~r:~aiu bouU<led districts, the e persons paying so much tumpa_ge a~d
g1nllg bonds to tl1e Goverument for fulfillment of contract 'pecrfi d 10
the permit , mid the price~ fixed that they wonld l>e allowetl to cbarrr
th actual co11 'nme1'>· for the chft'ereut classe of Jnrnber, so that a re,·
onable margin woul1l be allowed them fur investm ut , etc., the e ~
w uld
und r the <·011trol of tbe Government, _aud 1:i110ul be reqmr
to cl •a · the forest.· of brush when cut, ·o as to le sen Urn chan e of fii •
Th , tumpage houl1l only be 'nongh to d fray the expeu.
of t
ag<>n -' tc., aml 11ot be a profit to th
o,ernment. Oue ag ut nl
look after several di trict ·. A plan of thi, kiud woultl ecure che
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lumbrr to the settlers, would afford a reasol\able profit to the m!lle~s,
would protect the forests from the chances of :fire, would prevent md1scriminate cutting, and would clear the ground for another growtb. of
young timber for the coming generations.
.
.
.
.
I regret tu say that outside of the towns but very little attentw~ 1s
paiu to the planting of trees, even for purpm:.es of shade, and yet timber culture in Wyoming is needed above all thin~s. Alrr:1~st e,:er!
variety of tree will grow when watered and many o.f them w1tncut irrigation, and in Cheyenne, Laramie, and other towns are to be found ex.
.
amples of what can be done in tree culture.
EDUCATION.

The public schools of Wyoming are an honor arid a credit to the Territory. The average attendance is fair, considering all things. The
principals and teachers are earnestly devoted to their work. Tim following is taken from the report of Governor Warren for 1885, antl is
applicable now :
Wyoming takes front rank in educational matters, considering lier age as a Territory. There is a strong and growing interest on tbe part of her citizens which cannot fail to keep her public schools up to the standard of our older and wealthier
neighbors.
The Territ-;}rial school lawA, among other provisions, provide for a 'ferritorial snperintendent of public schools, appointed by the governor, and a county superintendent in each county, elected by the electors of the county. Each school district elects
its trustees, three to six in number, at a "spring meeting," and none can vote who did
not pay a poll-tax ~he fall previous.
The law also provides for a teachers' institute, which shall hold annual meetings
at some point in the Territory (usually in different towns in rotation), for not less
than six nor more than ten days each session. Every teacher or superintendeut may
attend, and their fare to and from the institute is paid by the Territory. When there
are fifteen or more colored chiluren within any one district, the trustees, with the approval of the county superintendent, may provide for a special school. TLe law prohibits any discrimination, as to pay or otherwise, on account of sex, in employing
teachers . . Although a compulsory law, with penalty clause, e~ists, obliging cbildren
from seven to sixteen years of age to attend school at least three monrhs in every
year, nn less excused by physician's certificate, or special excuse granted by the district
board, yet not to exceed 65 per cent. -of all the chiJdren are enrolled at pn blic schools,
because, first, in cities and towns many attend private, ·select, or parocllial scllools;
ancl, second, outside the towns, where thinly populated, many families are so isolated
from neighbors that schools cannot yet be established and maintained. This last
cause is rapidly improving with settlement. At Cheyenne a couvent building- is
completed at a cost of between $50,000 and $60,000 by the Society of the Holy Child
J~sus; there are also two branches of the Saint John's Parochial School in Cheyenne,
with about two hundred and fifty scholars and valuable school property; also, a Kindergarten school, with a few score of the younger children, and several private and
select schools, having from a half a dozen to a score of pupils each.
At Laramie City the Sisters of Charity have au academy with one hundred pupils
or more, and appropriate school property of t,heir own (they also have an extensive
bo~pital for the sick at this place), and, as at Cheyenne, select and private schools are
also taught.
.
Other places throughout %e Territory have schools other than public, according to
the size of the city or town.

T.JJe following is the report of Hon. John Slaughter,· superintendent
of public instruction, for the year endi11g on the first Monday iu Octol>er,
1886. The fiscal year closing in October makes it impossible to receive
the reports of the schools for 1887 in time for this report:
ALBANY COUNTY.

School-houses .. ____ ····-· ........ ··---· .............. ··-·····-·······-·
12
Cost of sa,me ........... ···- .... ···- ···--· .... ·-·· ··-· .... ···-·· ........ $40', Oi5. 00
Schools taught .................. ···- ............................ ···-··.
24
l'upilsenrolled ..... ··-· ···-·· ·-·· ____ ···- ·----· ··-· ......••.....• ·-·-··
885
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Male pupils enrolled ........•••...•......•....•••••.•. _..•• _. _. • • . . . . • •
Female pupils enrolled ........•........• __ •...•••.... _.. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
Teachers employed ..••••••••....••••.....•. _.. • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
Male teachers employed .••••..•......•..••••..... ·-~-..................
Female teachers em ployed. . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • . . • .. . . . . . .
Average salary of teachers per month.... . • .. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .
Aggregate amount paid teachers per year ...............................
Average cost of tuition per pupil per month . . .. .. . . . . . .•. .. . . .. . . . . . ...
Amount raised by tax to build school·houses.... .•.• .... .. ...... .... ....
Amount raised by tax for other purposes................................
Amount of bonded school debt ..........................................

434
451
30
2
28
$61. 06
$11,222. 00
3. 22
$2,100. 00
$4,fi50. 00
$23,000. 00

CARBON COUNTY.

School-houses...........................................................
26
Cost of same ..•..••••...• _••.............•........ _.. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . $35, 280. 00
Schools taught.........................................................
30
Pupils enrolled.........................................................
640
Male pupils enrolled ..•.•..•.............••••.......... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
340
Female pupils enrolled.................................................
300
Teachers employed.....................................................
35
Male teachers employed..................... . ..........................
8
Female teachers employed...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
27
- Average salary of teachers per month . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ......... ••. . . . . .. . .
$45. 00
Aggregate amount paid teachers per year ·"· ................... ···-··· ... $9,666. 0)
Average cost of tuition per pupil per month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
:l. 22
Amount raised by tax to build scbool.houses ............................ $25,726. 00
Amount raised by tax for other purposes................................
$75. 00
CROOK COUNTY,

School.houses .......•.•........ ~ ................................. -· .. ..
Schools taught ................................................ -... · · · · ·
Pupils enrolled .•...•..•.......•...•............................ -- - -· · ·
Male pupils enrolled ... __..••••....•.•............. ·............ - • - - - . --·
Female pupils enrolled ................................................ .
Teachers employed ............................................ - .. - ---· ·
Male teachers employed ........................................ -- .... ··
Female teachers employed ............................................. .
Average salaries of t eachers per month .......................... - -- · -- ·
Amount raised by tax to build school-houses ................. .. ......... .
Amount raised by tax for other purposes .......................... , •. - ·

16
22

345
206
139

29
13
16
,'53. 33
6, 000.00
.,;500. 00

FREMONT COUNTY.

6
School-houses ............................................. - . - - . , - - - • · · ·
Schools taught .....•............................••.......•.•...........
1~
Pupils enrolled ............ . ........................................... 121
Male pupils enrolled .................................................. ·
6;'
Female pupils enrolled ....................................... -- . - .. -- · ·
10
Teachers employed .........•.......••.... _.................... -.... -· · ·
4
Male teachers employed ........................................... ·····
Female teachers employed .......••........•.••............... - . -. - - · · ·
36. Average salary of teachers per mont h ............................ - - • -· ·
Amount paid teachers ............................................ -- ... · ·2, 101. 00
·!. ; ~
Average cost of tuition of pupil per month ............................. ·
Amount raised to build school-houses .. . ........................ --- -- -- · , 3, 00 . 00
J OHNSON CO UNTY,

School-houses .................•.................................. . .....
Co t of same ................•..................•....................... . 2 , L1
Pupils enrolled ......................................... . ............ ·..

W:!ear~lE~l~ il ~~l;~ft~ci: :::::::::::::::::::::::::_.:: :_. :::_. _. _. :_. :::_. :_. :_.: _.
D

Amount paid t eachers ............................................ --- -- ·
Average co.st of tuition p er pu pil per mont h .......... ----·· ........... .
Amount ra1 d frvm gen ra,l chool fu nd . .. __ .............. . ........ -. -* F rernont iH copied from t he report of 1
county for 1 86.

"-no r eport ~

ceived from
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LARAMIE COUNTY.

School-houses ...•...... ···--· --M••· •••• •••• -·-· •••••• •••• -~-· •••• · - - - - Cost of same.·-·· ...••••..• -··--··-···----···--··-········-··--·-······
Sch~olstaught ··········-··--········----···-··········-·--·~-·---··-Pupils en~olled .... ----·· ·-·· -· ·· ·· ·••• ·--· ··---· ·-·· ·· ·· -· -· ·- ·· ·----Male pupils enrolled .... ···-·-·-··-- .. ····-····--·-·····---··-·- -- ---· ·
Female pupils enrolled ... ---·-··- ...... --·----·--------·- .. -··---·-·--Teachers employed . ___ •.... - . - . - ......... - - . -- - •..... · · - -· · - - · - - · · - · · Male teachers em ployed .. _. - ..• - •• - . - - - - ..... - ... - - -... - - · - · - - - - · · - - - - •
Female teachers employed
.. ---··----·----·-·---·· .... ·-----·-----··---·
.
Average salary of tea~hers
per month - . - - - · • · - - - - · · · · - · · · - · - -• · · · - - · · · · ·
Aggregate amount paid teachers per year. ___ . -. .. __ ...• ___ .. - - - •. - .... - .
Average cost of tuition per pupil per month _....... ____ . __ •••. - - - - . . . . .
Amount raised by tax to build school-houses .. __ ......... _. _ . _- • _.. - - - -·
Amount raised by tax for other purposes .. __ ....... ____ • __ . _. _- - ... _- ...
Amount raised from the general school fnnd .... ____ ;_ ... _- ... - - -· .• : ...
Amount of money in bands of district treasmer .......... - - - ••. - - -- •.•••

i~

$ 61 000.
'
47
l 153
'576
7
5\
5
2
50
$53
. · 24
$23, 6 78. 00
$6. 77
000. 00
$37~ 067. 00
$17,824.82
$11, 304. 17

,1,

SWEETWATER COUNTY.

6
Schpol-bouses .........•......... _... - - - - .... - •... - - ... - - - - .. - - - .•• - - - - ·
Cost of sarne ............ _..... __ .•• ___ ......... - - - ....... ·-- ... - - - - - • - - . $8,125.00
7
Schools taught ...... _...... _•....•.. ___ ...... - - - - ... - - ••. - - - - - - - - - - . - 475
Pupils enrolled ........ __ •..•. _••• __ ••... - - -......... - - - .. - - - •.. - - - •.. 206
Male pupils enrolled ...... ·----····- .......•.• ····-···---·------ ...• --·269
Female pupils enrolled ............................ - - ... - - .... - - •... - • - •
11
Teachers employed ..............·.. _............. - ..•• -·. -·· .. - . ·-· .. -- a
Male teachers employed .... ···-···-·-·-·······--·····-···---· .. -------8
Female teachers employed.··-··· .... ··--··----·····--·-----··----·---$59.40
A verage salary of teachers per month ... ___ .... _... : .... _. _.. _•••••• - - ••
$5,945.00
Aggregate amount paid teachers per year ... _...... __ • ____ • _••. - •••• - - .•
~ verage cost of tuition per pupil per month . ____ ..... _. _•. ___ .. __ • - .• - $1. 90
Amount raised by tax to build school-houses .. ________ ··---····--·------ $1,400.00
Amount raised by tax for other purposes .. __ •• __ .•...•• _•••...••••••• _••
$400.00
UINTA COUNTY.

School-houses ....... __ •••...•... __ ...• _.•... __ .........• _•....•... - .. - •
14
.Schools taught .............••. _..•... _•....• _......•... _...• ___ .. - - - ..
19
890
Pupils enrolled ................ ··-····----···-··· ...... --·- ........ ---456
Male pupils enrolled .........•................. ··---···--·····--··----434
Female pupils enrolled .......• _•••....... __ ............ _- - - .. - - - - - - - .. .
23
Teachers employed.·-······-··----··--··· .............. ----··---· .. ·--8
Male teachers employed .• ____ ·-·····--··· ...... ··-······-···---···-·--·
Female teachers employed ...... _.... __ ........ _...• ___ ... ___ . _- . - ... - - 15
Average salary of teachers per month .. _. _............ ___ .......... - - . - .
$65.00
Aggregate amount paid teachers per year ............ __ .... _... _. - - ... - . $8,758.00
Average cost of tuition per pupil per _year ... _--· ............ ____ . - . _ .••.
$9.83
Amount raised by tax to build school-houses .......• ___ •.. __ •........ __ . $7,550.00
Amount raised by tax for other purposes ..... _. __ •... _••••••.• _•••...• _. $4,000.00
UNIVERSITY.

The University of Wyoming is an established fact. The formal opening took place at Laramie City, September 1, 1887.
The government of the universit.Y is placed in the hands of seven
trustees, appointed by the governor and confirmed by the council, and
are as follows :
Board of tru8tees. - J. H. Finfrock, M. D., Laramie, presiuent; J. H.
Hayford, M. D., Laramie, secretary; Hon. Ed w. I veuson, Laramie, treas:
urer; J. Y. Cawhfok, D. D., Cheyenne LL. D. Ricketts, Ph. D., Cheyenne; Ilon. W. H. Ho1liday, Laramie; Hon. M. O. Brown, Laramie.
Building commission.-Uol. John W. Donnellan, Laramie, chairman;
Hon. LeRoy Grant, Laramie, secretary; Robert Marsh, esq., Laramie
President.-Ex-Gov. John W. Hoyt, A.. M., M. D., LL. D.
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The following is the circular of general information issued by the
board of trustees and the president, and I trust it will be pnblisberl in
full for the information of all concerned, and because it presents to the
worid, in an official form, a brief outline of the inception, progress,and
completion of this educational desire of tbe people of ,vyoming. It
will be no longer necessary for our boys and girls to"go East for a" higher
education." The University of Wyoming ought to be goo<l enough for
the young men and young women of W.yoming, and there ought to be
a Territorial pride in maintaining and sustaining this im;titution, not
only with dollars and cents but with the presence of the bo,rs and girls
of Wyoming.
THE U:ijIVERSITY OF WYOMING.
The act of Congress entitled "An act to grant lands to Dakota, Montana, Arizona,
Idaho, and \Vyoming for university purposes," approved February 18, 1881, may be
considered the beginning of the successive steps by which the present important result has been reached.
From that time forward the conviel'tion of a few, that the welfare of our people demanded early action in the interest of higher education, found such steady reinforcement as in 1886 resulted in the legislative enactments which provide for the esta~lishment in this Territory of an institution nuder the name and s yle of "The U111v~rsity of Wyoming," authorize the issue of bonds of the Territory in any amount not
exceeding $50,000, to be used in the erection of a urriversit.y building, as well as the
se1eoJtion of the lands donated by Congress, and also provide in aid of the support of
the institution a tax of one-fourth of a mill on each and every dollar of the asses, ed
valuation of all taxable property of the Territory. In course of time this liberal provision oftbe Federal and Territorial Governments will be supplemented by a Congressional grant in pursuance of the act of Jnly 2, 1862, iu aid of tbe estal>lishment
and maintenance of co1leges of agricultnre an<l mechanic arts, and yet fnrt~er by the
liberal gifts of wealthy and public-spirited citizens, who will find pleasure m endowing chairs, libraries, laboratories, and observatories.
The trustees well understand that a university cannot be maintained without:\
sure income of many thousands annually; but they also feel assured that the peopl_e
of this Territory, so vast in its sources of wealth, will see to it that the means reqms_ite to the maintenance of one central institution of high rank are not wanting.
SEAT OF THE UNIVERSITY.

The law creating the university provides for its location "in or near the c_ity of
Laramie." While there are many other places that could have afforded a smta ~le
seat for the institut.ion, it wiU be c 11ncelled that Laramie possesses advantages which
fully justify the cordiality with which citizens of every section have approve~ th
action of the legislature in this regard. The city itself, already ofsufficientmagmtude
to afford facilities for the comfort.able and economical living of those who may resort to
the university, is widely noted for the eligibility of its location, its abundant supply
?fpure water, the salubrity of its climate, and the forwardness ofit work <?fgeoe:-i1
1mprovement, as well as for the enterprise, inteUigence, and bigll morahty of it
6,000 inhabitants. Moreover it is situated 1 n the mi cl t of scenery of exceeding beauty
and magnificence. The region surroundi n a- is one of irnmbnse an<l various natural . ·
sources. The plains afford the finest grazi~w for stock. The valleys of the Lar3:n11
r~vers are as fertile as any l ands in the world, and are rapidly comiug m1d~r cnlti vat10n. The Laramie range with its charming alternations of timber and p1ctnr · qne
]lar~s, w~tered by numberle s springs anu pnre mountain stream , co_nt!l.rn -v t_d ·
po its oi1ron and copper, with promise of crold graphite, and other mmeral , be: ul
inexhaustible supplies of the best buildi~g diaterial, including granite, li~e tone
sandstone, and marble, while at their base are quantitie of gypsnm, 11orcel!3-10_clny
soda! =:incl the be t sand for gla s. On the other border of thi marvel<;rn · ba _m, Ill th
Medicrne_ Bow ~angc and the pur thrown out from it, are found ~oal, iron 1lnr ~ 0
gold,_ while their slopes and summits are clothed with forest of fir, pruce, and l'1!1 ·
It is ~anife. t_ from this arra.y of facts that Laramie i d tined to become nn 1 •
P rtaut rndu tr1a~ c nter; that in a<lditiou to the rolling-mill, oda-work, andgl
work . already b\11lt and lmilding, to say notlJing of the Territorial !i ·!J-hatchery ~
th ~inor t3'.hh hments for making brick, workino- lnmb r, tann11w 1 ath~r,
·
n w rn op r· t10n, th re will sprinrr- up y t oth r factori . , mills and fornace m
the Union Pacific Railway and it branch t .
nu~ih~·r. · and th, t in addition
built mto the To rth Park, there will soon be other line , giving to this center addi-
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tional facilities for communication with the restofthe country. Itisno less~anifest
that the making of Laramie an industria_l center will gre~tly adv:ant~ge an mst~tution of learning, destined to embra~e various ~chools, for rn1,t!~ct10n m ~h~ practical
arts, by affording to students therem ext~aordmary op1;>orturnties .for gammg,a practical knowledge of many matters theoretically taught m the class room, .and tha~ a
region so varied in its geological characteristics and so rich in its fauna and :flora will
prove a rare field for the practical study of natural history.
PLACE OF THE UNIVERSITY IN OUR EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM.

It is believed that the university should be regarded as a part of the edu<'ation~l
system of the Territory ; that it should aim_ to complete 11:nd crown the .work ~h,at 1s
begun in the public schools, an.cl. that to this end the legislature .should provide for
such revision of the school code as will result in harmonious .r13lations between the
dHferent grades of schools, and insure the utmost efficiency and economy of work on
the part of each, from the kindergarten to th~ university.
SCOPE ;AND AIM OF THE UNIVERSITY.

In the language of the act under which it was established, "the object of such
university shall be to provide an efficient means of imparting to young men and
women, on equal terms, a liberal education and a thorough knowledge of the different branches of literature, ithe arts ·and sciences, with their·varied applications."
OUTLINE OF ORGANIZATION,

To the end tha,t these objects may be realized, it has been decided to lay the broadest foundation that the means and forces of the institution will aUow, and to lrnild
thereon as fast and well as the liberality of the Territory and of individual friends of
higher educati..m will allow. It has also been determined, in accordance with the
spirit of progress in education which chari:i,cterizes the leading institutions of the
country, that the plan of the University of Wyoming shall be flexible, so as to meet
the various demands of our youth, and that, in view of the present insufficiency of
high schools in the Territory, and of the inequality of the courses of study in .snch as
do exist, there shall be a collegiate preparatory department in connection with the
university unt.il this deficiency of the public schools can be fully met.
Upon this collegiate preparatory department there will rest the following separate
university departments:
.
The department of the liberal arts, whose courses will lead to the degree of bachelor of arts ;
The department of philosophy, whose courses will lead .to the degree of bachelor of
philosophy;
·
The department of letters, whose courses will lead to the degree of bachelor of letters;
The department of general science, whose courses will lead to the degree of bach- '
elor of science ;
The department of fine arts ; and
The department of the so-called practical arts, whose varied schools and courses
are i~tended to fit the student for the leading professional and industrial pursuits.
It 1s further intended that, for applicants who are duly qualified to enter upon
them, and are not able to study more broadly, the1 e shall be such independence of
the several courses embraced in the different departments above enumerated as will
enable,the faculty to tre.a t them as special courses for such candidates, -who on satisfactorily completing the same, will be certified as proficients therein.
'
For a complete statement of the studies embraced in each oft,he several depar.tments
and distinct courses there will not be room in thi!;l circular. Suffice it to say that
the departn;ients of liberal arts, of philosophy, of letters, and of genera,! science,
will hrnlude the studies usually embraced in the like departments or courses in thi:l
foremost i11stitutions of the country, requiring four years of study for ,each, and that
the work in the special a11cl technical courses is to be characterized by a corresponding
thoroughness.
Following is an enumeration of the courses -which may be independently taken, or
in combination, according to the needs and aims of a q ua1ified student:
A course in history, in philosophy, in philology, in belles-lettres, in English language and literature, in the Continental languages and literatures, in the ancient languages and literatures, in social and politieal sciences, in natural history, in chemistry, in the physical sciences, in mathematics, in rhetoric and oratory, in music, in
drawing and design, in the theory and art of teaching, in agriculture, in miuiQg and
metallurgy, and courses in engineering.
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ADMINISTRATION,

The Territory has committed the general administration of the university to a board
of seven trustees, appointed by the governor, and holding office for the term of four
years. The trustees have the management of the :finances, care of the property, appointment of the officers and teachers, and the determination of aJI matters of organization not already fixed by law.
The government and instruction of students are intrusted t-9
THE FACULTY,_

.As the success of an institution oflearning depends chiefly on the ability, competency,
faithfulness, and efficiency of those who are to govern and instruct its students, great
care has been taken in the selection of a, president, professors, and other instructors.
It is believed that the results will show that the trustees have been especially fortunate in the selections made. The president was early connected with prominent institutions of learning at the East, has thrice been president of international juries for
education and science, receiving at Vienna the honors of knighthood for bis services;
has familiarity by personal inspection with all the universities and technical schools
of Europe and .America; is the author of many valuable works, including one on the
"ProgressofUniversity Education," and has high recognition as:an educationalleader,
both in this country and in foreign lands. _He is warmly attached to Wyoming, an_d
is justly distinguished for devotion to -its interests. The professoi;s by whom he 1s
supported are persons of ability and high character, whose reputations justify large
expectations on the part of the public.
In addition to the work done by the faculty proper, the instruction will be.largely
increased in amount and value by the help of distinguished citizens of Wyommg a_nd
Colorado, who will lecture from time to time, and systematically, in connection with
the various courses of study.
THE MAIN BUILDING.

The first university building is a beautiful structure, that would honor any institution or city in the United States. It has a length of 157 feet, and a width of 71
feet, is four stories high, and includes a handsome central tower with an observatory
which commands au extended view of the country. It is built wholly of stone,. the
body of a rose-tinted silecious limtstone, from the mountains near by; the trimmmgs
of an olive-colored sandstone, from the vicinity of Rawlins. .All the numerous apartments are amply lighted by windows of pleasing proportions, are well ventilat~d, and
are also to be heated by steam, and lighlied by electricity at night. The he~tmg apparatus is the best known, and the splendid Edison plant will leave nothmg to b_e
desired in the way of electric light. There are apartments for the officers of the umversity, for recitations, for laboratories, museums, and libraries, for art us~s, for
gymnastic exercises, and for manual training in the practical arts; the last-mentioned
room being furnished with steam pipes for the transmission of power. Besides the ,
there is a general assembly hall, with a seating capacity for eight hundred per ?n ,
and rooms for the use of literary societies. The building is :finely situated in the 1~nd~t
of an elevated campus of some 20 acres, on the eastern side of the city, yet w1thm
convenient walking distance from any part of it.
TilE EQUIPMENT.

The university is, of course, not yet fully equipped with library, laboratories, an_d
museums, but steps have been taken to supply all these as early as po sible. There
already the beginning of a library, which together with the free public library of the
county near by will secure to the students access to books of reference and to thewor ·
of standard authors. .A considerable sum of money has been devoted to the purch
of chemical and physical apparatus, and it is rea onably hoped that, with t~e material under tood to be available, there will soon be formed a valuable geoloO'tca~ .a~d
mineralogical museum. Add to this pre ent and prospective equipment the fa~1ht 1_e
to be afforded by the numerous industrial establishment above referred to, and 1t will
b~ manife t that the univer ity will soon po s s advantages for in truction in h
sciences and practical arts unsurpassed by any institution in the West.
WIIO MAY BE AD~llTTED AS STUDENTS.

Any anrl al~ persons of good moral character r O'ardles of ex or aO'e, who are quali·
fied may rece1 ve the instructions given. For the present the preparatory d partmen
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will of necessity furnish a four years' course, doing substantiallr the· work that ~hould
be done by the high schools, but studen~s I?ay enter any c_lass_ rn such course, if they
are duly qualified. Itis believed that with a proper orgamz_at10n and management of
the public schools, this time may be greatly shortened, until ere longthep~eparatory
work will be wholly done by them. Students who find themselves substantially ready
to enter the high school may venture to apply for admission to the preparato_ry d_epartment of the university. They will of necessity undergo some sort of ~xam_mat10n on
arrival, unless satisfactorily certificated by a teacher of known standmg, rn order to
determine what classes they should enter; but the authorities intend to be reasonably
lenient at the beginning of this the ~rst year of work.
.
.
Admission to the freshman class, m any of the regular courses of the um versity,
will be by examination, unless the applicant can furnish a diploma from some school
whose course is known to be sufficient.ly full and thorough to duly quality the possessor for entrance upon collegiate work. Admission to special courses, or to the pursuit of any single study, will be left to the discretion of the pr9fessor in charge of t,he
instructinn therein.
CLASSIFICATION OF STUDENTS.

Students will be classed here, as everywhere, as graduates and undergraduates.
Graduate students are such graduates, of the university, or other institution conferring like degrees on au equivalent basis, as shall be in residence l}t the university and
pursuing advanced or special studies under direction of some faculty or professor
thereof.
Undergraduate students are further classified as regular students, who are candi~
~:l.ates for a degree in some one of the departments, and are each expected to do the full
four years of work in what are known as the freshman, sophomore, junior, and senior
classes; students-at-large, or such as are permitted by the faculty to make a free
choice of studies from thew hole range of the departments, with such recognitions, on
final examinations, as their attainments may entitle them to, and ,special students,
usually persons who have attained their majority, and who, for any reason, wish to
pursue some one line of study, with the related branches.
FEES AND EXPENSES,

It is the purpose of the Territory that tuition in the university shall be as nearly free
as possible, and the law provides that tuition shall be absolutely free to all who are
nominated by the county commissioners of the several counties. Accordingly, all
persons desiring to avail themselves of such provision, should immediately apply to
the commissioners for nomination. Students from outside the Territory, as well as
those residents therein, who do not avail themselves.of the above provision, will pay
in lieu of tuition charges a fee of $5 for each school year, payable at the date Df entrance.
All students will be required to pay the following charges, viz:
:E'or use and support of library an annual fee of $1.50. For incidental expensfls an
annual fee of $1. In departments requiring the use of apparatus and material the
students will pay the prime cost of material and apparatus consumed by them, together
with all damages due to negligence or carelessness.
In case of inability on the part of any student to pay the above charges, the same
or any part thereof may be remitted on recommendation of the faculty.
MEANS AND COST OF LIVING .

. The n~cessary cost of living for th~ school year, including board, room, fuel, and
light, will be from two hundred and fit'ty to three hundred dollars.
It is expected that there will soon be built a university club house, where any wbo
prefer such an arrangement can have excellent board at cost, and under the general
superintendence of some officer of the institutfon.
Such being the provision, present and prospective, for the higher education of tlie
youth of Wyoming, it is assumed that our people will manifest their appreciation
of the bounty of the Federal and Territorial Governments by accordmg to their new
university a liberal support. The institution asks of them individually almost none
of their money, simply that their sons and daughters, sufficiently advanced to avail
themselves of its advantages, be sent to it tor instruction, rather than to institutions
abroad no better furnished, thus helpino- to build up at our own educational center a
university that shall complete the school system, promote the highest culture, and aq.d
new luster to the commonwealth.
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UNIVERSITY CALENDAR.

1887-1868.

Fall term, 1887.
September 6, Tuesday, application for admission, entrance examinations, registra·
tion for the term, classification of students.
September 12, Monday, instructions begin.
November ~4-25, Thursday-Friday, thanksgiviug.
December 19, Monday, term examina,tions begin.
December 23, Friday, tl,rm ends.

Winter terJ1!, 1888.
January 10, Tuesday, entrance examinations begin.
January 12, Thursday, registration for the term.
January 13, Friday, instruction be 6 ins.
March i3, Friday, term examinations begin.
March 30, Friday, term ends.

Spr·ing term, 18B8.
April 16, Monday, registration for the term.
April 17, Tuesday, instructions begin.
June 11, Monday, term examinations begin.
June 15, Friday, term examinations end.
June 18, Monday, annual meetiug of trustees.
June 19, Tuesday, class-day and commencement.
.
.
Studf'nts desiring admission will apply at the office of the presi.d ent m the umversity building.
INSANE .ASYLUM.

The legislature of 1886 made provision for the builuing of an insa~e
asylum at Evanston, and the building is now nearl.Y completed. This
public iustitution will take care of all the insane of the Territory at the
expense of tlie Territory, an<l proper provisions barn been made to ~elieve the counties and individuals from the care and custody of themsane. Of course where the friends of the insane have the means to pay
for their keeping, it will be expected, but all are to receive the same
care, medical attendance, and treatment, whether tbey pay or not.. Tile
asylum is to be managed by a board of three commissioners, appomte<l
by the governor and con.firme<l by the council.
Board of commissioners.-A. 0. Beckwith, Evanston; C. D. Clark,
Evanston; William Hinton, Evanston.
There is no record in this office s110wiug the organization of the board.
BLIND, DE.AF, .AND DUMB .ASYLUM.

"An act to create an institute for the educalion of the <leaf-mute
and provide for it support and management" was pa. sed by the 1 t
legislature. ·T he institute wa located in Cheyeune and a building h
been erected tbi snmmer, but is not ,et open for the reception of I upil . The law provide for an education for the blind anu the deaf and
dumb at the expen ·e of tlie Territory for all re ·i<lent of the T rritor. ·
For non-re ·i<lents a payment of $300 per annum i required for each
pupil. The in titute i , und r the control of a board of tbr e trustee
appoint d by th gov rnor and con.firmed by the council.
Boarcl of tru:tee .-Elia W. Whitcomb, Obevenne; Fr cl G. Palmer
Rawlin.,?
org 0. Rafter, Uheyenne.
·
There 1 no r cord in thi office ho wing the organization of the board.
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SCHOOL LANDS.

What is true of Wyoming Territory is true of all the ot!1~r Territo~i~s,
viz: That the educational lan<l-grant acts make no prov1s10n for utilizing th~ school sections until the Territorial organizations· terminate.
In other words, the United States bolds the lands in trust until statehood steps in and assumes control. During the Territorial years of
sparse settlement and comparative poverty, the E,chool lands bring in no
revenue, although utilized for grazing purposes by those whose herds
roam at'Iarge, and by many who have fen~e<l in sections 16 and 36. In
the years of statehood, when the population numbers hundreds of
thousands, and pioneer poverty gives place to State wealth ~nd even
opulence, then these school sections may be made productive of a common school revenue, if the States so desire and legislate. The Territorial life of a community is one of trial and many hardships, when the
means of education arP, at best, far from being adequate; when the
school-houses are very far apart, and when the few settlers are taxed to
the utmost limit to keep the schools open from three to four months in
the year. Were the school lands of the Territories (still held in trust by
the Government) placed in the harnls of the Territorial authorities to
be leased for agricultural and grazing purposes, and the revenue placed
in the common-school fund, and applied annually for education, the
schools could be kept open nine months in the year.
An act of Congress, authorizing the boards of county commissioners·
of the various counties, under the direction of the Commissioner of
the General Land Office, to lease the school lands in their respective
counties, for a term of years, and the proceeds to be applied to the support of the common Rchools of the respective school districts, pro rata,
according to the number of school children in each district, and by the
Territorial superintendent of pu'blic instruction, it would be the greatest
boon which could be conferred upon the people of the Territories, and
the greatest blessing which conld befall the children. Those leasing
the lauds · should be required to pay in advance to the respective county
treasurers, who wouJd be required to transmit the same to the Territorial
treasurer, from whom it should be drawn by the Territorial superinteudeut of public iristruction for distribution among thP- school districts.
The leases should he made to expire at the close of the year in which
the Territorial government terminated. The act of Congress could fix
the minimum price for the three classes of land to be lease<l, viz, uplau~s, secon<l bottom, and bottom or meadow lands; could prohibit the
cuttmg of auy timber for any purpose; prohibit the quarrying of rocks
of every description, and the takiug out of any coal, mineral, or other
valuable deposit wherever found. Thus the lands would lose none of
their original value, and in many instances· would be made more valuable_. vVithin the limits of the railroad-grant lands many of the school
sect10ns are now fenced in and used for grazing purposes and for the
production of hay, which brings in no revenue to the Government and
no addition to the school fund, and upon which the parties pay no
taxes.
· An act of Congress placing these school lands in the hands of the
county boards would create a local power and a local pressure, which
would compel the parLies having the lands fenced to pay a reasonable
annual rental to the support of the public schools, or tear down their
fences so as to give otbers a chance who were willing to pay. The whole
tax-paying population, outside of some of those holding the lauds, and
they are by far the fewest in number, would become the friends and
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allies of the Government and the law, and would force a compliance to
the very letter. The land in Wyoming is being rapidly taken up, and,
of course, the best land is usually the first taken . It is very likely that
many of Sections 16 and 36 have prior claims, and that many are deficient in area, and many others are so located as to be of almost no
value, and as the law authorizes the selection of indemnity sections to
be certified by the Commissioner of the General Land Office to the
State, it seems to me that the interest of the common-school fund would
be best served by permitting this to be done during the Territorial form
of government through the surveyor-genera] of the Territory, the registers and receivers of the land office, and the Territorial superintendent of public instruction. This would make it possible to select some
of the good lands as indemnity before they were a11 taken up, and locating within each county its proper proportion. I am informed that
the Wyoming Territorial lines cut through townships so as to deprive
the Territory of some 440 school sections.
The Yellowstone park, the military reservations, and the Indian reservation deprive the Territory of about 2QO more, and it would appear
but just that the indemnity sections be g·i ven in lieu thereof before all
the desirable land shall be taken up. The granting of the power to
lease these lands would prevent the possibility of any monopoly CO?·
trol, as the people are keenly alive to the interests of education, and ~111
sacredly guard and protect the common-school fund, to supply which
all are taxed. In this age of enlightenment it is apparently anomalou ~
that the Territories cannot share the advantage equally with States or
leasing their schoollands, and at a time when this advantage would be
most serviceable to them. I have made these suggestions with some
diffi<lence, but believe they are worthy of a careful consideration.
UNIVERSI'.l'Y LANDS.

The legislatu1:e at its last session passed an act approved March l_l,
1886, for the appointment of a commissioner to select and locate certam

lands granted by the Congress of the United Stat~.s to the Territory
of Wyoming for university purposes. Under the act an agent wa~ appointed by the governor, by and with the consent of the council,_to
select and locate, under the direction of the Secretary of the Inter10r
and with the approval of the President of the United States, the land·
granted to the Territory of Wyoming by an act of' Congress entitle l
"An act to grant lands to Dakota, Montana, Arizona, Idaho, acd
Wyoming for university purposes," approved February 18, 1881. T~
agent appointed (F. 0. Sawjn, of Laramie City) has been engage~ m
the work and, as I am informed, has completed the selection, w~1c~
under the law, required the selection and location to be made w1tbm
twenty months after the passage of the act~ and when the work "~
completed to make full report thereof in writing to the governor. Suitable appropriation was made to defray tbe expenses of the commis, iou r
and to pay his per diem during the time actually employed in performing the <l uties. I understand the com missioner is now en gaged in ID, • •
ing up his report; but I have no official information. It i more th n
proba~le tbat much of the land selected, being 72 section , or 46
acre , 1s located within the railroad-grant limits and compri e some .
the l> t land in tbe Territory open to selection and location, and 1
valuable for grazing:, meadow, and cultivating purpose .
Ev ry argum tin favor of granting authority to the Territory
lea e the choolland apr lie with double force to the e univer ior laud
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Many of these university selections, I am informed, are within the domain now fenced by those owning large bodies of railroad-grf_tnt lands
purchased from the Union Pacific Company, and if these select1_ons., held
in trust by the United States so long as Wyoming shall remam a Territory, shall not_, during that time, be permitted to bring ir~ a revenue
to the university, but shall be productive of profit and gam to those
holding the lands under fence and utilizing them, then it would have
been better the selections bad never been made. The passage of a law
granting authority to the Territorial government under such restrictions
and limitations as specified in the recommendations made under the
heading of'' school lands" would place in the hands of the Territory
the power to compel the payment of a reasonable rental annually, in
~dvance, when such university lands were fenced, to be applied to the
university fund, or such punishment would follow as the wisdom of
Congress might lawfully declare. The 46,080 acres selected by reason
of the quality and location of the land could be leased at, say. 50 cents
per acre, when it wa~ fenced now, or would be fenced; and if but onefourth of it came under this rule, it would give to the university annually nearly $6,000; but I venture the opinion that it would double this
amount. This would be a practical way of breaking the monopoly rule,
and the courts would have no trouble in enforcing this feature of a law.
LABOR SUPPLY.

There are very few idle men in Wyoming. The building of railroads,
the opening up of new coal mines, the locating and development of the
many oil discoveries, and the awakening interest in gold, silver, copper,
and other mining, together with the increasing demand for workers on
the ranches, digging ditches, building dams, putting up hay, making
fences, and performing ordinary agricultural labor, gi"ve employment to
all who ~re willing to work; and there are few idlers. The coal mines.
give steady employment to a large number of men, and the wages are'
reasonably fair and remunerat,ive. ~ There have been no unusual com·
plaints or open troubles between employers and employes, and the
working-men are above the average iu intelligence, morality, and
sobriety.
CONDITION OF THE INDIANS IN THE 1'ERRITORY.

The Shoshone reservation, situate in Fremont county, in the Wind
River valley, is one of the prettiest and riehest spots in the Territory.
The Shoshones and Arapahoes occupying this reservation are, as a rule,
very peaceably inclined and well behaved. The agent, Col. Thomas
M. Jones, is an accomplished gentleman, and commands the confidence
and respect of the Indians and the settlers. During my tour last sum· ·
mer I had the pleasure of visiting the agency and meeting Washakie,
t~e Shoshone chief, and several Shoshones and Arapahoes, through the
kmdneBs and courtesy of Colonel Jones, whose hospitality I enjoyed.
Many of the Indians are cultivating and fencing lands, and a few live
in houses. Colonel Jones told me he was encouraging by every means
in his power the building of houses. I believe this to be one of the
very practical movements for civilizing the Indians. When they can
be induced to abandon their teepees and live in hou~es it is a long step
towards breaking up their roving habits and of impressing upon them
the idea of a home. I witnessed a novel sight about 10 mile.s south of
Lander and near the little Popoagie oil-wells, and, although compelled
to pull my team to one side aud wait for half an hour, was amply paid
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for the delay. Seventy-six teams passed by, and each team had four
Indian ponies, driven by an Indian and loaded with Indian supplies for
the agency. These supplies are landed at Rawlins, 011 the Uniou Pacific, a distance of about 150 miles from the agency, and the Indians are
paid so much per 100 pounds for freighting. I attach a clipping. from a
Rawlins paper describing one of their 'visits this month after another
train of supplies.
Over 100,000 pounds of freight was hauled out by the Indian train which left Rawlins ou ·wednesday. The drivers, who are all Indians, receive $1.40 per hundred for
hauling, which will net them the snug sum of a little over $1,400.-(Trib-une.)

The Indians seemed to enjoy the work of teaming, because they understood, to some degree, the value of their labor. It brought them
money, and money brought them.whatever they wanted or needed, in addition to the bounty of the Government. These teamsters were generally
dressed like white men, in a sort of a way. and all wore gloves in driving.
It was to me a great surprise, and I frankly confess a real pleasure, to see
them, and I greeted each with a How! as he passed by~ which was genially returned. If all the Indians on all the reservations have JJ]ade as
much progress in the ways of civilization and civility as those on the
Shoshone reservation, the whole Indian problem is· already solved.
· There seems to be but one source of trouble and irritation between the
Indians and the citizens of the Territory, which may lead to some trouble and perhaps serious complications. It is impossible to keep the Indians upon their respective reservations during the summer months,
and they sneak off in spite of the closest watching. Their parposes of
departure are usually to hunt. The laws of the Territory prohibit the
killing of game, such as deer, antelope, etc., during the spring and st~mmer months, and punishes with a fine and imprisonment the violation
of the law. The citizens very generally respect and obey the law, aud
so protect·and preserve the game during the closed seasons, Tl.le Indians steal out singly and meet at some given point for the purpose of
driving. and killing the game in a certain locality. They do what the
white men dare not do, and yet they are amenable to the law tbe samo
as the citizens. This complaint met me everywhere, and sberiffs and
constables are determined to stop it. So far they have refrained from
making any arrests, but it cannot last long. I wrote to Colonel Jone
a short time ago, about complaints, and he assured me be would do
all in his power to stop it, and had notified the chiefs and head men
that they would surely be arrested. An Arapahoe Iudian, Yell~w
Eagle, was tried, convicted, and sentP-nced at the last term of the .d 1 •
trict court of the Territory, sitting at Lander, in July, for larceny, i.e.
taking same three horses claimed to be the property of a white man.
He was in the Lander jail, within 14 miles of the :reservation, an<~ ~beie
was no outbreak among the Indians. Many of the very be. t c1t1z u
petitioned for the pardon of Yellow Eagle, and Uolonel Jones earne'tly
urged that executive clemency be extended to him as he wa one of th
be t Indians on the re ervation. There were ery gTave doubt a t
his .guilty intent, because it was believed that he th ught the hor
wer hi own, lost or taken from him some three year predou ly. I
granted the pardon and took occa ion to urge upon Ool nel Jou
ay to the Indian , that the court would reach the Indian~ who wou
violate tlle law, and that he would have to '11-ffer, and to cou1>l wi h
the pardon f ellow Eagle th fact that there woultl b no p, rdon
an Iudian killin · game ont of tile ·ea on. I am " ry liopeful tha h
c nYi tion of t·ll w Eaglt' and the xten ion of x cutfre cl m n
toward:-; him, as the first ex~rnple, will have a good ffe.ct upon th
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, dians of the Shoshone agency. There is a more dangerous case r~por~ed
to me a few days ago, and I see it is going the rou-nds of the papers,
y'iz:
Governor THOMAS MOONLIGHT,
Cheyenne, Wyo.
LUSK,

WYO,; September 14, 1887.

DEAR Srn: Wm. R. St. Clair, who lives 4'5 miles north of here, ori Larice creek, in-

formed me that a large band of Iudians from Pine Ridge, Nebr., and Dakota, ha~e been
camped up there for some time. They have gone into settle,r's houses and have scared
women into giving them provisions, grain, etc., have killed about 2,000 deer and
antelope, and have run the rest of the game ont of the country. Is there iJotlting you
can do to stop these marauding expeditions f The same thing happened last yea,r, as
can be proven by plenty of witnesses. W. R. St. Clair is a reliable mlln. His postoffice address is Clare, Laramie county, Wyoming. I cannot see why Incliaus. are
allowed to do things which are directly contl'ary to law. No non-resident has a, nght
to slaughter our game. ·
Very respectfully, yours,
J. K. CALKINS.

The laws of the Territory make it an offense for any persoi;i not a citizen of the Territory to kill game at any time, and these Indians are
viola.ting this law. The factofmaranding upon the settlers is still worse,
and unless some positive steps are taken to prevent a recurrence 6f this
it will be impossible to prevent bloodshed. The settlers cannot be blamed
for protecting tlleir rights and interests and defel)ding their home13 and
prope~·ty. I have written the agent at the Pine Ridge Agency, acquainting him with the facts, and asked that.he adopt nieasures to secure the
citizens of Wyoming against any further annoyance. I trust the Department wi11 take rigorous means to ferret out the guilty Indians and
make examples of them, so that they will keep their places in the future.
The following bas just made its appeara11ce, and in conjunction with the
above I fear there may be some truth in it. I think the Shoshones and
Arapahoes may be relied upon as loyal and friendly:
·
From Indian sources we learrn~d that on Friday last a Ute runner arrived at the
Shoshone Agency and was there met. by three Sioux runners, and a l~mg pow-wow
was bad with the Shoshones and Arapahoes,. in which a general outbreak in the
spring was talked of. A Ute runner is now with the Bannocks, so our informant
says, on a similar errand. The Shoshones and Arapahoes gave tl~e project but scant
encourngement.-(Mountaineeri)
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

The legislature of 1886 provided for the erection of a capitol building
at Cheyenne, at a cost not much exceeding $150,000. Provision was
~ade for a building commission} composed of five residents of the Territory, to carry into effect the provisions of the law. The commissioners
are Charles N. Potter, Morton E. Post, Nathaniel R. Davis, Erasmus
Nagle, and Nicholas J. O'Brien, of Cheyenne.
.
It has been believed that the building would be completed in time
for the meeting of the legislature, January 10, 1888, and proba-bly this
may be the case, which will be in accord with the wishes and desires
of all. The capital building is 3i very handsome and imposing structure, built of cut au<l dressed stone, with a.n iron cupola or ;otunda, resembling in appearance that of the Capitol at Washington. The building site is in all respects what could have been desired, and the ground,
when cleared of all the rubbish, will present a naturatl surface of great
beauty. The building is to be heated throughout with the latest and
most apprornd appliances. Those whose business it is to understand
the make-up of such buildings pronounce it a very superior structure
IN'J.' 87-VOL 1 -67
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:in all respects. The following description from the Evening TribuM,
of Cheyenne, will give some idea of the building:
OUR CAPITOL BUILDING.

Catching a leisure moment yesterday, a representative of the Tribune visited the
capitol building with a view of seeing how far the work had progressed and to settle,
if possible, the question as to when the structure would be completed. Mr. Joh n A.
Feick, the superintendent of the construction and a member of the firm of A. Feick
& Bros., of Sandusky, Ohio, who are the general contractors, volunteered to show
us through the building. Previous to making the trip, however, he submitted to us
the ;plans of the architects, D. W. Gibbs & Co., of Toledo, Ohio. These plans do
~red1t to the firm and are so simple and complete in detail that a school-boy can
understand them.
We entered the building from the east, passing through fourteen large rooms, which
are separated by two large 18-foot halls. When completed there will be 14 large
furnaces from which the building will be heated. There are 10 rooms on the second
floor, all of which are provided with closets. On this floor will be placed 4 large fire
and burglar proof safes. These safes are now in a temporary building near the capitol.
The :first floor hall, running east and west the entire length of the building, is 18 feet
in width.
The legislature of next winter is to meet in the supreme court room and in the agricultural department, which are on the second floor. The former room is 37 by 48 feet,
and the latter 28 by 40. There will be 8 committee rooms, and tbe other conveniences
will be all that are needed. There are no longer doubt but that this floor will be
:finished in ample time for our law-makers. Four of the rooms are now partially
plastered.
The iron work is virtually completed. It is one of the finest jobs ever performed in
the United States. The immense height attained by the great pillars of iron is to be
:finished by galvanized iron and tin work, forming an imposing balustrade.
The rotunda of the capitol is 38 feet square and runs from the first floor to the dome.
The iron columns run up 68 feet, and will be covered by the finest cathedral glas .
The assertion is made, and from facts, that this rotunda is the largest and fi nest of
any capitol in the United States.
Thus we will have a capitol building of which our people may well feel proud.

of

The other public buildings
the Territory were mentioned under the
hea<ling of "Education."
Each county seat has a suitable and commodious county builtliog, in
which the courts of the Territory are held, and in which the cou~ty
offices are located. These buildings are very creditable to the couot1e
and will compare favorably with like structures in the States.
The United States penitentiary at Laramie City is very much out of
repair, and will be very far from comfortable this winter, as the snow
and rains can blow in from above at will.
Last March a board was appointed by the Department of tlle Interior
consisting of the governor, the secretary, and the United States n~arshal of the Territory to examine into the condition of the pre ent bml ·
ing, and report upon needed repairs, with an approximate cost of am 11
and also for the erection of a new builcling or wing, and the whole o
cost not exceeding the available appropriation of $25,000. The bo~
visited Laramie City all(.l made a thorough examination of the builchna
~nd grounds, and took estimate of the needed repairs. .Accordiu" _
~n tructions the board advertised for plans and specification for r pairmg the old buildin g and the erection of a new wing or addition.
·
tain plans were r eceived, and the board divided in their recommend
tiou~ and indor ement . As I was going away for the purpo
makmg myself acquainted with the Territory an<l the people, I turn
over_ all the papers to the secretary of tlie board, Maj. S. D. Shana_
T~rritorial Secretary, and made a report, which clo'ed my conne
with the whole matter. I am not informed that any action ha
been taken by the department.
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FENCING THE PUBLIC DOMAIN.

There are two distinctive classes of fencing the public domain. First,
fencing that part of the domain outside of the land-grant limits o~ the
Union Pacific Railroad; and, second, fencing the alternate sections
within the limits of the land grants.
There is quite a difference in these two classes, in that there can not
even be presented a single plausible reason of right to fence th_e public
domain outside of the limits; but it was done nevertheless m 1!1rge
quantities and by many individuals, syndicates, and corporat10ns.
vVire fencing was a mania, and no ranchman was considered anybody
unless he slashed it around thousands of acres. As the rich corporations could point with pride and satisfaction to their domain, studded
around with posts taken from the public timber land, and girdled about
with iron bristling with barbs, so the poor" man must even do likewise.
There are many poor men in Wyoming to-day, suffering from the debt
incurred in imitating the fashion of barbed-wire fencing, and they know
now it was a mistake. Many men fenced the public lands becaus~
others were fencing, and it became almost necessary to do so in selfdefense. If a cattle company fenced both sides of a stream for miles, as
was frequently done, saving up all the mearlows and possible bay lands
for winter use, and would then turn their herds out on the plains for
summer, these herds would eat up and trample down all the feed upon
the unfenced land contiguous. The poor ranchman with an honest claim
adjoining was compelled to fence in as large a tract as possible to protect himself and save some feed for winter use also.
Both made common cause, then, in favor of fencing all the land they
could possibly handle. The school sections, 16 and 36, were looked upon
as a kind of Territorial property, of which the citizens have a right to
avail themselves, and it was considered a choice selection oflocality to
be able to control them. The amount of money expended for barbed
wire was something enormous. The barbed-wire fences have proven
the greatest curse to the owners, aside from the amount of money sunk
in their erection. ·w hen tlle storms of winter raged with fury for two
or three days, the cattle would drift before them until held up by the
barbed fences; the cattle would crowd on the top of each other, trampling down the smaller and weakly ones, until the wire fences became
dead lines. If the fences gave way, as very frequently they did, the
cattle drifted along until they ran to the barbed barriers of some neighboring ranch, and there the kilJing process was continued. If the cattle
got clear of the fences, they kept going until they found shelter or the
storm abated. It took time and money to gather the cattle again; but
as a rule this was found to be impracticable until the summer round-up.
The proclamation of the President that these illegal fences "must come
down" was looked upon as a joke at first, then denounced as an act of
tyranny on the part of the Democratic administration, and then they
?ame_down; not willingly, but through the vigilance, persever:ance, and
·rntelhgent labors of the agents of the Government having this special
branch of duty intrusted to them.
The fencing· of the alternate sections, the public domain within the
land-grant li!llits, has been looked upon as very smart practice on the
part of those who hit upon the device. The claim is that the fences
are all upon the land purchased from the railroad company, and that
although this method incloses Government land ~o which they have no
?Olor of title, it is tho misfortune or mistake of the Government in makmg this possible by giving away the odd-numbered sections they have
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purchased from the railroad company. This ·"checker-board" fencing
is well understood by the Department and need not be described. If,
as claimed by those who have fenced the land, they have a legal .right
to do so, and the courts will so construe, then the Government has made
a very great mistake. Some of the companies and individuals who
have thus fenced the public domain, I think, believe they had a legal
right to do so, and some of those make no effort to prevent settlers from
going inside of their inclosures and taking np claims; but men lookin g
for homes do not like to place themselves in the position of being looked
upon as trespassers and interlopers, and in this sense the Government
land is not open, nor is it free. It is a rare thing to find a man lookin g
for a borne-who bas courage enough to plant himself in the middle of
an inclosure, build a house, break up land, sow seed, plant trees, an~
eomply with all the requirements and make all the necessary expenditures, with the chances in favor of the master's cattle breaking through
his fences and destroying his year's work. The individual settler_ is
very small and very weak in the midst of a 50,000-acre inclosurr, with
10,000 cattle crowding around him and wistfully looking at his little
patch of oats and tempting vegetable garden. If it be legal to fence
in the public domain, directly or indirectly, to the exclusion of settlement, directly or indirectly, then the sooner that even this principle is
-announced and established tbe better, because as the case stands ~oday it is a continual source of irritation and ill-feeling, and the parties
holding the land are receiving all the profits and all the benefits without paying any taxes to support the municipal and Territorial government. I would recommend that vigorous action be taken by the Government to test and settle the question one way or the other.
LAND OFFICES.

There a:re two United States land offices in the Territory open and
doing business. .At the last session of Congress a land office was created at Buffalo, without, as I am informed, making the necessarr appropriation for openii1g and running it. There is quite a feeling m ~he
Territory on this subject. Both the land offices are near the south lrne
of the Territory. The Cheyenne office is about 40 miles from the ea tern border, and the Evanston office less than 10 miles from the we tern
border, and both are on the Union Pacific. The establishment of a
la.nd office at Buffalo is absolutely required to accommodate the ettler
in tllat section of the country, for at the present time Johnson county.
of which Buffalo is the county seat, is receiving more immigration than
any other portion of the Territory, and tbeie will be business enoug~
in that county to support a land office. J obnson county is about 10a
miles 110rth and south, and llO miles ea. t and west. The Buffalo lau 1
office will l)e no accommodation to the Crook County settlers, becau e
there i no direct public highway betweeu Sundance, the county ea
of Crook, and Buffalo. The di tauce between the two is about 135
miles, bnt the country is rough and broken, and it would be easier .
reacl.1 Cheyenne than Buffalo at pre ent. l\foeh of Crook county I
·rnry fine land, aud the oil, mineral, aud coal di coveries are aid
Jarg and ,ery promi8ing. To accommodate all that section of th
country, there hould l>e a. }all(} office at Sundance.
'Ill_e <.liruensions of Crook county are a little over 110 mile". qa,
The mt r t of th ·ettl r~ in Fremont county r quire the Joe, hon o_
land offic at Lander, the county eat, for that county i about 190 m
north and outh, and about an av rage of llO mil s ea t and we
These three counties are empires within themselve , and with the
-
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velopments going on, and the tide of settlement setting in, they will
support land offices. The time · and money spent to reach the land
offices as they now are is too much of a drain upon the set~lers, and
while all the land offices might not pay large salaries, yet qualified men
would be found to take them and faithfully perform their duties.
I have given this matter careful thought, and an examination of the
map will show the locations designated as being geographiG_ally the best
divisions that can be made to accommodate all. In the settlement of a
new country every facility should be afforded the settlers for obtaining
homeE1, and if any extra expense was necessary to be incurred in the
accomplishment of this object, the United States Government could
better afford it than the individual settler. If the establishing of _these
land offices should ~ost the Government something, and perhaps something to run them, it would be more in accord with the spirit of development than that the individual settlers should be compelled to consume so much time and pay out so much money for traw~l and transportation. The whole system of paying the land officers by fees I believe to be a mistake. There is a continual temptation to receive a
filing and accept a proof slipshod, because each brings a certain fee
which goes to make up a salary. A salaried officer is removed from
this temptation, and had the land officers in. Wyoming been under the
old order of things, been salaried, I am inclined to believe the frauds
would have been less, and fewer agents req nired now to investigate the
entries and expose the wrong-doings.
QUARANTINE.

There is no State or Territory where animals are more healthy than
in Wyoming; and there is no State or Territory where more care is
taken to prevent the introduction of contagious or infectious diseases
among the domestic animals. The laws of' Wyoming are broad concerning the stock interests, and liberal, but rigid, with regard to the introduction of diseases, and particularly pleuro-pneumonia and Texas or
splenic fever. In a country where cattle are spread over hundreds of
miles, and no herd of cattle confined to any defined locality, the introduction of diseases mentioned would sweep over the herds, c~rrying
~eath and destruction into the adjoining Territories of Dakota, Montana,
Idaho, and Utah. as well as Wyoming. The Territory makes provis~on by law for the appointment of a veterinary surgeon, whose duty it
1s to guard against the introduction of animals into the Territory diseased or liable to convey disease. The Stock-Growers' Association
assists the veterinarian in carrying out the laws of the Teuitory in regard to diseases. The governor is empowered by iaw to issue quaranti:1e proclamations when he has good reason to believe that any contagious or infectious disease bas become epidemic in certain localities, or
t~at conditions exist which render domestic animals liable to convey
disease, and to prohibit the importation ti·om these localities of any live
stock into tile Territory, except under such restrictions as he may deem
,proper.
Under this ·authority and by virtue of the information furnished by
the executive committee of the Stock-Growers' Association and the
veterinary surgeon, I did, on the 16th day of June, issue a quarantine
against certain States and localities, and said quarantine is- now in full
force. On representations made by the governor of Kansas that the
conditions did not exist which would render the domestic animals of
that State liable to convey disease, the quarantine was revoked in that
respect on the 2d day of September.
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DESERT-LAND L.A. W.

The present land laws, if rigidly, vigorously, and impartially enforced and executed, with an eye single to the accommodation of settlers, while protecting the public domain, as a man would watch and
guard his own property, I believe to be the best for the Territory and
those seeking homes and settlement.
The desert law grants 640 acres· to any citizen, and it may be taken
i~ 40-acre strips along the banks of a stream, thus controlling the water
rights for miles. This becomes a very dangerous monopoly were it not
for the fact that the law contemplates " desert lands ; " that is, land in
the natural state, which will not, and does not, produce any crop, including natural grass sufficient for making hay, year in and year out.
ThA land then must be" desert" or non-product.ive, and the law gives
640 acres to the citizen who will reclaim it; that is, who will make it
produce cropfi and make valuable that which was valueless before.
All the land in Wyoming will produce abundantly when irrigated,
and all that is needed is to keep water upon what was a'' desert" to
make it a garden.
When reclamation, full and ·complete, is enforced according to the
spirit and letter of the law, the desert act is a blessing. When, under
this law, meadow land is taken up as "desert land," and '·proving-up"
ditches are made instead of" sure-enough" ditches, where water nev~r
runs except when it can't be stopped, and where, if it ran at all, it
would be more than the land needed, then the "desert-land law" is the
greatest promoter of land monopoly and the greatest enemy to the
public domain that has ever been devised. ·
It will be easily understood that the important feature of the desert
act is '' reclamation," and that is accomplished by simple irrigation,
which includes a system of ditches which will convey water on nearly
all of each legal subdivision. This must not be for only a few days
now and then in some suitable season or year, but for such a length of
time each year, and in such quantities, as shall produce crops and not
mere skeletons.
To make this kind and character of reclamation means permanent
ditches~" sure-enough" ditches-and at such cost of labor and money
(the occupant can usually do all the work himself) as will make the
_land too valuable for purely grazing purposes, and too valuable for
syndicates and corporations to handle for ranch monopoly purposes.
These reclaimed lands would be held by small owners, and, as a rule,
by those who entered them, and not, as in times past, with hardly even
a pretense of reclamation, be turned over to the masters after completing the entry.
Tbe desert land ]aw, when carried out and thoroughly made effective
wou~d be a blessing, but, as a rule, it has proven a curse. If it can be
earned out as above indicated, I am for the law; but if it cannot, then
the sooner it is repealed the better; and the sooner the land i reclaimed from those who have never made reclamation, as claimed, the
better it will be for the Territory.
CONGRESSIONAL LEGISLATION.

First. Legi lation looking to the changes contemplated, a pre ente
und r the beading, "Forests and the Production of Lumber."
ecood. Thelegi lationdescribed under the headings" ~chool La d
and "Univ r ity Lands."
f ~bird. Such legi lation (1f any be nee.ded) as will bring down wi h .
mther delay or subterfuge, every rod of fencing whereby the pn
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domain is directly or indirectly withheld from open, free, untrammeled
settlement.
Fourth. The creation of three. new land districts, to be known as the
Buffalo, Sundance, and Lander districts, and each district composed of
the county of which eacll is the respective county seat. (See '' Land
Offices.")
·
·
Fifth. Consideration of the '' Desert.Land Law,'' as discussed under
that heading.
Sixth. Legislation to secure to the Territory the 40 acres of gr01.md
an<l spring on which the Fish Hatchery is located. (See commumca·
tion under date of May 2, 1887, with the accompanying statement of
Otto Gramm, Territorial fish commissioner, now on file.)
MAIL FACILITIES.

This is a subject of deep importance to the people of the Territory;
but as the whole question is in the hands of . the Postmaster.General
and not in any way connected with the Interior Department, and as no
legislation is needed to enable the Post-Office Department to give increased mail facilities to Wyoming, I have deemed it better not to discuss the question here, but communicate directly with the Post-Office
Department, which I have already done in some instances and shall continue to do, in the interest of the people and increased mail facilities.
Officers of the Terr-itoty.
FEDERAL.
Name.

Office.

Post-office addre88.

Governor ....................................... . Thomas Moonlight . ....... . Cheyenne.
Do.
Do .
Laramie.
.Assoctte~~~:i.c~.::::: ::: :: :: :: :::::::::::: :::::: Samuel T. Corn ............ . Evanston.
UnHed States attorney ...... ............... . ... . Anthony C. Campbell ..... . Uhe.venne.
United States marshal. ..................... . ... . Thomas J. Carr ........... .
Do.
Surveyor.general . .. ............................ . John U. Thompson ........ .
Do.
United States revenmi collector ................. . Ja.mes F. Benedict .•..•. .... Denver.
United States deputy collector ................. . Colonel Stitzer .......... . .. . Cheyenne.
Edgar S. Wilson ........... .
lJo.
Regis~~~-~~~~~~~~~.~:~~:~:::::: ::::::::::::::: Edwin D . Steeie ..........•. Evanston.
Receiver of public moneys ...................... . William M. Garard: ....... . Cheyenne.
Do ................... .. . .................. . William T. Shaffer ....... •. . Evanston.
Special agent General Land Office· .............. . Henry B. Fry ......... .. ... . Cheyenne.
Do .................... . ............ . ...... . E. N. Bonfils ............... .
Do.
Samuel D. Shannon ....... .
~ri~~tt:!ti~~!~?~:~?::: :: :: ::: :::::::: ::::::::: Jacob
William L. Maginnis .. .... .
B. Blair . ...........-..

TERRITORIAL.
Delegate in Con~rress ..•.... ........•............ Joseph M. Carey .......... .
Hugo Donzelmann ......... .
Mortimer N. Grant ........ .
Doput.v auditor ... ............. . ................ . Charles W. Stewart ....... .
Treasurer ...........................•............ William P. Gannett ...... .
Deputy treasurer ........................ .. ..... . Jacob D. Freeeorn ........ .
Insurance commissioner .......................•. Joseph B. Adams .........•.
Lil.Jr:1ria.n and ex officio supetintendent public in· John Slaughter ....•.....· .. .
i--; trnct1on.
Fish commissioner. .. .......................... . Otto Gramm ............... .
Irn1pcetor of coal mines .... ...... .. .... . ........ . P. J. Quealy .........•.•... ,
Geologist .and mining engineer ................. . Louis D. Ricketts ......... .
Vetennar1an ..... ...... .... ................ . .... . James D. Hopkins .. ....... .
Stcuo~rapber ............... ... .. ............... . Robert C. Morris . ......... .
~~~;ate 1ecret~ry t~ g?vernor .. .. . ..... _..... ... . N ellio E. Moonlight ....... .
. teut ary eomm1ss10ners ....... .. ....... .... . Luke Murrin .............. .
Frank M. Foote ........... .

f~~tt~~·::!~n.~r:~\ ::::: ::: ::::::::::::::: :: :::: :::

Commissioners of pharmacy ..... .. .. .... . ...... .

~~TI.
i ;!o"ci~~ir: ~:::::::::::
A. Richard Troxell ........ .

Fred. P. Shannon ..... ....• .
Isaac P. Caldwell .......... .
J. W. Blake .... ...... . .... .
Willis Van Devanter ...... .
Commissioner to select and locate university lands F. O. Sawin ............... .
Commission to prepare, edit, and superintend the
publication of the revised statutes.

Cheyenne.
Do.
Litramie.
Cheyenne.
Do.
Do.
Rawline.
Cheyenne.
Laramie.
Carbon.
Cheyenne.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Evanston.
Rawlins.
l~ock Springs.
Cheyenne.
Carbon.
Laramie.
Do.
Cbeyenn1i.
Laramie.
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. The boards of trustees of the v-arious public institutions and the build
rng commissions will be found under their respective heads in the re·
port.
LEGISLA'.I.'IVE ASSEMBLY.

Members elect of the tenth legislative assembly of Wyoming Territo1·y, u·hich convenes a
Cheyenne, the second Tuesday of Janua1·y, 1888.
COUNCIL.

First district (composed of Laramie county). - C. P. Organ, John A. Riner, James
W. ·Hammond.
Second district (composed of Laramie and Crook coun~ies).-Charles A. Guernsey.
Third di.strict (composed of Albany county).-W. H. Holliday, John H. Symond.
Fourth district (composed of Carbon county).-P. L. Smit,b, Frank A. Hadsell.
Fifth district (composed of Johnson county).-J. D. Loucks.
Sixth district ( composed of Sweetwater county).-Robert Smith.
Seventh district (composed of.Fremont and Uinta counties).-L. C. Bliss.
Eighth district (composed of Umta county).-G. W. Carleton.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

First distdct (composed of Laramie county).-Willis Van Devanter, John Robert,s,
W. S. Weaver, Thomas B. Adams, Edward T. Duffy, F. W. Lafrentz, J. A. John ton.
Second district (composed of Crook county).-Tom Hooper.
Thi?'d district ( composed of Albany county). - Le Roy Grant, Howa,rd Clugston, A.
L. Sutherland, W. C. Sampson, L. D. Pease.
Fourth district (composed of Carbon county). - Charles E. Blydenburgh, John M.
Kuykendall, W. D. Currier.
.
Pifth district (composed of Johnson county).-:-Nat Huntington, J.C. Rummel.
Sixth district (composed of Sweetwater county).-E. S. Murray, James Scribner.
Seventh district (composed of Fremont county).-James I. Patton.
Eighth district (com.posed of Uinta county). -J. B. Cummock, William Summer,
0. E. Snyder.
·
Comm-issioners of deeds in different States for Wyoming .
States.
California ..••.•.•• ~ ...••••.
Do . ....•...••••.....•..
Do ...................•.
District of Columbia •...•..
Do ....•••.••••.•..•..•.
Do ..........•.......••.

Names.

Post.office address.

Term expire .

Geo. T. Knox ................. San Francisco ....•..
Erastus V . Joice ..........•......... clo . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
JamesL.King ................ . .... do ..............
Charles S. Bundy ............. Washington .........
R.H. Evans ........... .. ....... ... . clo ..............
W.W. Moffett........... . .. ... .... do • . . . • . . . . . . . . .
JobnE.B~all ....................... do ............. .
8. S. Willard .................. Chicago .............

June 12, lf88.
November 17, l
February 5, 18 !J.
July 17, i
March 21, 1
May 2, I 9.
Aprill0,188 November 17. J._

Thomas W. Folson ........... New York City ......
Geral'd C. Green .................... do ..............
W. Hudson Osborne ...•............ do . .•. ... . . . . . . .
Charles Nettleton . ................. do ...•..........
Frederick A. Burnham ............. do ..............

April 10. 1
May 21, 1 .

Illin~i~·::::::
:::::: ::::::::
Do .................... .
i~!~UJ:lna~ii:::::::::.-::
::::J~ :::::::::::::: ~~;.;?~::
Lour!f
aiia:::::::::::::::::: Meloney
C. Sornat . .......... . New Orleans ......... March 6, I
New York ................ .

Do ........•.......••••.
Do ...•.•....•..•••••...
Do .................... .
Do ..................•..
Do ...................•.
Do ..... ~···············
Do ................••...
Do ........•.••.........
Do ..........•...•....•.
Do ...•• . ....... . •......
Ma . achusetts .••..••......
Do ......•...•..••...••.
Do .................... .

9
:
• .

August 24, l •
November3. l ·
February 9, 1

tf~:~~i~~r:.::::::_:: : : ::::J~ :::::::::::::: ~~~~J\ ~

Joseph B. Braman .................. clo .............. April 11. 1 •
William IT. Clarkson ............... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .May 11, l •
Charles II. Hooper ........•...... .. do . . . . . . .••..... .Augu t . I
JamesG.Ilarris .....•..•..... Boston . .............. May 21. 1
Edward J. Jones ................... do . . . .. . . . . . . . . . October 19, I
amucl Jennison ..............••... do ·············· 1 1.to\'"emb r 11.1
Chas. Hall Adams .................. do . . . . • . . . . .. . . January :?2, I
Lipman Levy . . . . . • . . . . . .. . . . incinuatl . . . . . . . . . .. Ootob r :?".!. •
Pennsylvania .••••••.•••... amuel L. Taylor ....•........ Philadelphia ......... June 24, l

Ohif~:: ::::::::::::::: ::::
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List of county office;rs up to date.
ALBANY COUNTY.

Name.

Office.
Sheriff.........................................
County clerk ..................................
Probate judge and county treasurer............
County and prosecuting attorney............. .

----------------~
Coun',y seat.

James Sterling.............. La;ramie C.ity.
George vV. Fox.............
Do.
Otto Gramm................
·Do.
Nellis E. Corthell . . . . . . . . . .
Do.

CALHOUN COUNTY.
'

Sheriff.........................................
County clerk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Probate judge and county treasurer ...........
County and prosecuting attorney...... . . . . . . . .

William High . . . . .. . .. . . . . . Rawlins.
W. L. Evans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
D,o.
M. E. Hacker..............
Do.
John R. Dickson . . . . . . . . . . .
Do.

CROOK COUNTY.
Sheriff.........................................
County clerk .............................•• ~..
Probate judge and county treasurer ...........
County and prosecuting attorney ..............

James Ryan................ Sundance.
Abner C. Settle ........•... '
Do.
J. L. Baird.................
Do.
B. F. Fowler...............
Do.

FREMONT COUNT"¥.
Sheriff.........................................
County clerk ..................................
Probate judge and county 1.reasurer ...........
County and prosecuting attorney..............

H. M. Sparhawk . . . . . .. . . • . Lander.
J. A. McAvoy.......... . ...
Do.
M. N. Baldwin.............
Do.
A. H. Bright................
. Do.

JOHNSON COUNTY.
Sheriff.........................................
County clerk ...... .... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Probate judge and county treasurer...........
County and prosecuting attorney..............

E. M. Snider...... . . . . . . . . • . Buffalo.
W. A. EvanR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do.
George W. Munkres........
Do.
E. C. Sampson..............
Do.

LARAMIE COUNTY.
Sheriff . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . • . • . .
County clerk ...................... ............
Probate judge and county treasurer...........
County and prosecuting attorney..............

Seth K. Sharpless . . . . . . . . . . Cheyenne.
John K. Jeffrey .... .. .•.•..
Do.
Isaac Bergruan . . . . . . . .• . . ..
Do.
Walter R. Stoll.............
Do.

SWEETWATER COUNTY.
Sheriff' .........................................
t:ounty clerk ..................................
Probate judge and county treasure:i; ...........
County and prosecuting attorney ..............

Joseph Young .............. Green River.
FrankGunneU...... .••.....
Do.
Alfred Young..............
Do.
I. P. Robinson.............
Do.

UINTA COUNTY.
Sheriff .........................................
Uonnty clerk ..................................
Probate jndge and c~unty treasurer...........
County and prosecutmg attorney ..............

John H. Ward ........•..••. Evanston.
Jo)rn R. Arnold............
Do.
F. H. Harrison .. .. . .• . . . . . .
Do.
H.B. Head.................
Do.

TIME OF HOLDING COURTS.

Supreme court.

· Chief justice, William L. Maginnis; associate justices, Jacob B. Blair, Samuel T.
Corn; clerk, Luke Murrin. General term held at Cheyenne on the third Monday in
.January of each year.
·
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First judicial district.
Composed of Laramie and Cook counties, Judge Maginnis presiding; residence,
Cheyenne.
General terms held at Cheyenne, for 'Laramie county, on the fourth Monday in May
and on the second Monday in November in each year; clerk, Luke Murrin, Cheyenne.
At Sundance, for Crook county, one term, on the first Tuesday in August of eacb
year; John S. Harper, deputy clerk, Sundance.
Second Judicial district.
Composed of Albany and Johnson counties, Judge Blair presiding; residence,
Laramie City.
General terms held at Laramie City, for Albany county, on the second Monday in
March and on the second Monday in October in each year; clerk, Richard Butler,
Laramie City.
At Buffalo, for Johnson county, on the fourth Monday in June and on the second
Monday in December in each year; H. R. Mann, deputy clerk, Buffalo.
Third judicial distric~.
Composed of Uinta, Sweetwater, Carbon, and Fremont counties, Judge Corn pre·
siding; residence, Evanston.
General terms at Evanston, for Uinta county, on the first Monday in April and on
the first Monday in September in each year; clerk, John Stone, Evan~ton. .
At Green River City, for Sweetwater county; on the fourth Monday m April and on
the fourth Monday in September in each year; Alfred Young, deputy clerk, Green
River City.
At Rawlins, for Carbon county, on the second Monday in May and on the second
Monday in October in each year; P. J. McNamara, deputy clerk, Rawlins.
At Lander, for Fremont, county, on the first Monday in July of each year; E. F.
Cheney, deputy clerk, Lander.
RAINFALL.

The following official statement gives the rainfall, as furnished by the
United States officer at Cheyenne:
Daily precipitation, in inches, at Cheyenne, Wyo., fo1· the year ending August 31, 18 7.
[Trace is less than .01 inch.)
Date.

Sept.

Oct.

March. April.

May.

June.

July.

Ang.

------------11--- ------ --------- - - - 1 . ................................ .
2 .....••..........•.........•..... .
3 .••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••

t. ··············-···· ............. .
5 •••••••••••••••••••••••• ·-···· •••.

6 ................................ .

. 20
.26
0
0
0
0

0 ...........
0 ........... .
0 .........
9 ........... .
. 01 ...........
.01 -------·
0 ·-----··
0 ............
0 ...........
0
0
0
0
0
.17
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
. 07
0
0
0
0

7 ................................. . Trace.
8 ....................•.............
• 09
9 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.
0
0
10 .••••••••• •••••• ••••• •••••·•• .••••.
11. ................................ .
0
12 ................................. .
0
13 ................................. .
0
0
14 .•.••........•.... .........•......
15 .................•................
0
• 84
16 .................•..•... ··········
17 .............................. ... .
.09
18 ........... . .........••...........
0
0
0
21. ••••.••••••••••••••••••••• • .••••.
0
Trace.
0
22 ..•••.••••••••• , •••••••••••• •••••·
0
0
23 ...................•.... ··••·· ... .
24 ................................. .
.11
• 07
25 .••..
0
0
26 .•...•••
0
0
0
0
~··································
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

½L:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

20:::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::: :: ::::

~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Trace.

Trace.
'!'race.
Trace. Trace. Trace.
0
0

. 17
0

0
0
0
0
0
. 01

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

• 27
• 02
0
0
0
0

. 12
. 10
0
0
. 05
• 06
0
0
.11

0

Trace.
. 01

Trace.
.80
. 01
.02
.56
• 06
.22
0

Trace.
• 01
. 60

0

Trace.

. 05
• (Jl
. 02
0
. 06
0

Trace.

Trace.
Trace.

------1.Total............ . . • . . . . . . . . .
05
o. 37 *O. 14

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
2. 20

• 20
0

Trace.
0
0
0
0

.82
• 06
0
0
.17
.21
• 16
.02

Trace.
0
0
0. 94

Trace.
, 06
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.04

'.l.'race.
. 08
. 12
. 01

I

. 0091
0

0
0
0

Trace.
Trace.
Trace. Trace.

.11
Trace. Trace.

.18

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
. 06

.88

0
.06
.03
.03
.08
.02
0
. 16

0
. 35
.01
.30
.06

.Ol
TracP.

.IU
.01
0

Trace.

o

.1

: i1

..

.1•

0
0
0
0

Trace. Tra

O:-sof2.111-i:-

"T,h re ord for March is for the last 22 c1ays only.
.
t The r ord for Nov mber December Janual"V and February not complet , on account of 1C
ofob rver.
'
•
·J•
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In conclusion, it is very important that a new map should b~ pub·
lished representing the Territory with the new and proposed Imes of
railroad marked out, and embracing all the new towns located, and the
various and many changes that have taken place since the very excellent map of"I885 was issued. The assembly of 1886 made some chang~s
in county lines, and parties are continually seeking information on tb1s
and kindred subjects. The tide of immigration is now setting this way,
and as tllere is no bureau for ·giving information concerning the Territory, the best we can do is to forward the reports of the governors and
reports ,of Territorial officers; hence the importance of a map attached
to the report of the governor. A map is now being prepared, and I will
forward it in a few days, and trust the Department will see the neces·
sity of attaching it to this report.
Respectfully submit_ted.
THOMAS MOONLIGHT,

Governor.
Hon. L. Q. C. LAMAR,

Secretary of the Interior, Washington, D. 0.

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT,

Cheyenne, Wyo., October 4, 1887.
Srn: I have the honor to transmit herewith an appendix to my report of September 27.
I had made arrangements with parties in the new towns of Lusk,
Douglas, and Glenrock, on the Wyoming Central, to give me a short
sketch of their towns for publication, as they had not been given previously. Some of these sketches did not come in until yesterday, and
I now send the whole, asking that they be given space at the close of
the report. These points become important, because they are the outgrowth of a new railroad development, important to all who are seeking homes, new business locations, and new enterpr1ses in a new country.
·
Very respectfully,
THOMAS MOONLIGHT,
Governor.
Hon. L. Q. C. LAMAR,
Secretary of the lnterior, Washington, D. 0.

LUSK.

This place is on the Wyoming Central Railway, about 20 miles from
the Nebraska line and 145 miles north of Cheyenne, on the head of the
Running Water, which stream becomes the Niobrara river in Nebraska.
The town is beautifully located at an altitude of 5,031 feet. There is a
small range of hills to the we1:1t, and a broad level plain stretching for
miles to the east. The business of the place is mostly with ranches,
and it is the general shipping and trading point in northeastern Wyoming. The shipment o-f cattle at Lusk for 1886 was about 35,000 head,
most of them going to Chicago, and a few to tile feeding farms in Nebraska. The number of cattle shipped this year is fully up to the pro,
portion for 1886, so far as tl.Je season bas gone.
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T~e surrounding country is a high and comparatively level plateau,
slopmg gradually to the east and south, and aboundh1g · in beautiful
farming land, much of which raises an unusually fine quality of wild
prairie hay.
Settlers have been locating on the beautiful land in the vicinity of
Lusk during the past two seasons, and much land has been · prepared
for crops for the season of 1888. The yield this year of beets, turnips,
carrots, potatoes, etc., has b~en simply immense. The quality of all
kinds of vegetables raised in the altitude of Lusk are of a very high
order, being tender, rich, and pleasing to the taste. The potatoes are
as fine as ever grew anywhere. All of the small grains grow well and
yield largely. Corn does not do as well on account of the cold nights.
Nearly all the farming is carried on without irrigation, and tlie rainfall
is ample for every purpose of production. Water in abundance, clear,
cold, and soft, is found at a depth of from 20 to 100 feet. Most of the
land for three or four miles back from the town is already located, but
good land may still be secured from the Government within easy range
of the town. There are mineral developments going on at present
which will give employment to many men and be of great value.
The Great Wyoming Mining Company have silver mines and a plant
1! miles west of town, on which $80,000 have been expended, but ~u
account of litigation is now lying idle. Lime of the finest quality 1s
now being burneu within a mile of the post-office, and is shipped i~to
Nebraska. Sandstone and other building stone are abundant and eas_lly
quarried and handled. .A marble quarry is being operated in the bills
a few miles south of town, and preparations are just completed ~o commence shipping to Chicago for building and other purposes. :Mica and
iron ore ~re found almost everywhere, and only await more people an<l
more money to develop and make Lusk a great shipping poiut.
.The population of, Lusk is about 300. There are two large grocery
and ranch supply stores; two hardware stores; two lumber yards and
two livery stables; one first-class hqtel, a bank, and a weekly _ne~spaper doing business. The Congregational church has a fine bmldrng
nearly completed, capable of seating·300 people. The residents take
great interest in church matters, and this building will be dedicated
·
free of debt.
The northern portion of Laramie county, of which Cheyenne js tbe
county seat, is demanding a division of the county, and in such event,
Lusk would become the county seat of the new county.
DOUGLAS.

Early in June, 1886, the usual spring rounding up took place on tlle
site of the Douglas of to-day.
Twelve months ago the beautiful valley of the North Platte pre ent <l
only the unbroken face of nature, and to-day one sees a thriving bu·tling town-a veritable city-comprising no less than 1,000 soul , a~d
embracing magnificent brick business blocks, large and sub tant1~l
frame structures, creditable brick and frame residences, cburcli, pnblrn
school, opera house, banks, etc.
Dougla is situated in the heart of what ha been know for y ar
th_c_ "Fetterman country," deriving its name from an old aban Ion d
m1hta~. po t, some 6 miles northwest. The topograpliy of the .nrroundrnO' country i such that Dougla i the natura1 trade cent r for
all f c ntral \ yoming. All the old trail cross here, and the ol<l ov rlan<l · tag ro, c.l, of the day of '49, pa es within rifle- hot. It i h
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railroad supply point for Fort McKinney, Buffalo, and other Johnson
county towns. It is centrally located for the oil regions and_ for ranchmen. It is the "hub" of the stock-growing interests, and m Douglas
is located the Territorial stockmen's hospital. Here many of the larger
companies have their general offices, and large shipments are made to
eastern markets from this point. Small grains and vegetables are
grown in abundance in the valleys of the Platte, La Prell, Wagon
Hound, La Bonte, Antelope, and other streams, with irrigation.
Coal veins ranging from 1 to 3 feet abound, affording an excellent
quality of lignite. Marble, gypsum, sandstone, and limestone quarries
are within, four hours' drive with loaded team. Iron ore. is found all
around and about. The range south of Douglas gives promise of some
valuable finds of gold, silver, copper, and lead.
Douglas-proper has 2 banks, 1 weekly newspaper, 1 church, 1 public
school with 2 teachers, and 82 scholars enrolled ; 2 hotels, 1 operahouse, and establishments representing every mercantile line; bas ·
an assessed valuation of about $300,000; is the present terminus of tlie
Wyoming Central, and presumably will be reached by the Cheyenneand Northern and Burlington and l\lissouri during 1888. Douglas is
in Albany county, of which Laramie City is the co1rnty seat.
GLENROCK.

This town is situated on the banks of Deer creek, one of the numerous streams of this particular section of Wyoming, which empties into
the North Platte river, flowing one-fourth of a mile to the north of Glenrock. At this point the North Platte valley is over a mile wide, and
the soil is rich and very productive and is well watered, affording those
looking for homes a fine opportunity, and with the advantages of a fine
stock range. On the south lies the Casper range of mountains. On
the north, for many miles, stretches .a vast scope of country; all, open
stock range, with excellent grass both for summer and winter feed. Deer
creek, Muddy creek, Dry creek, and a great many more streams- tnhutary are fast becoming the homes of the industrious and thrifty ra.ncl.1men. Not only is the farming industry attracting immigration to tllis
point, but there is an inexhaustible supply of coal and wood. The coal
is developed in 10-foot veins and of the best quality. The water js very
fine, and the Glenrock springs are famed for health. These springs,
· some seven in number, are located in a group just south of the town,
on the east side of Deer creek and within 20 yards of the track of the
Wyoming Central, now almost completed to Glenrock, and where the
terminus will likely be this winter. There are fine quarries of buil<li11g
stone of almost every variety ready for the mason and requiring but
littl~ dressing. Brick are being made of a fine quality both in appearance and durability.
With the advent of the railroad thousands of people will seek and
find homes among the many valleys tributary to the North Platte, an<l
where nature seems to have done so much for farmers and stock raisers,
coal miners, and all who are willing to labor. Glenrock is considered
the gateway to the oil wells and the mining districts north and south.
The town has just been organized and building fairly begun. Th.ere is
one weekly newspaper.

